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.NET Framework Tools

 

The .NET Framework tools make it easier for you to create, deploy, and manage applications and components that target

the .NET Framework.

Most of the .NET Framework tools described in this section are automatically installed with Visual Studio. (For installation

information , see the Visual Studio Downloads.)

You can run all the tools from the command line with the exception of the Assembly Cache Viewer (Shfusion.dll). You must

access Shfusion.dll from File Explorer.

The best way to run the command-line tools is by using the Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio. These utilities

enable you to run the tools easily, without navigating to the installation folder. For more information, see Developer

Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

Note

Some tools are specific to either 32-bit computers or 64-bit computers. Be sure to run the appropriate version of the tool

for your computer.

In This Section

Al.exe (Assembly Linker)

Generates a file that has an assembly manifest from modules or resource files.

Aximp.exe (Windows Forms ActiveX Control Importer)

Converts type definitions in a COM type library for an ActiveX control into a Windows Forms control.

Caspol.exe (Code Access Security Policy Tool)

Enables you to view and configure security policy for the machine policy level, the user policy level, and the enterprise

policy level. In the .NET Framework 4 and later, this tool does not affect code access security (CAS) policy unless

the <legacyCasPolicy> element is set to true. For more information, see Security Changes in the .NET Framework. 

Cert2spc.exe (Software Publisher Certificate Test Tool)

Creates a Software Publisher's Certificate (SPC) from one or more X.509 certificates. This tool is for testing purposes

only.

Certmgr.exe (Certificate Manager Tool)

Manages certificates, certificate trust lists (CTLs), and certificate revocation lists (CRLs).

Clrver.exe (CLR Version Tool)

reports all the installed versions of the common language runtime (CLR) on the computer.

CorFlags.exe (CorFlags Conversion Tool)

.NET Framework (current version)
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Lets you configure the CorFlags section of the header of a portable executable (PE) image.

Fuslogvw.exe (Assembly Binding Log Viewer)

Displays information about assembly binds to help you diagnose why the .NET Framework cannot locate an assembly

at run time.

Gacutil.exe (Global Assembly Cache Tool)

Lets you view and manipulate the contents of the global assembly cache and download cache.

Ilasm.exe (IL Assembler)

Generates a portable executable (PE) file from intermediate language (IL). You can run the resulting executable to

determine whether the IL performs as expected.

Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler)

Takes a portable executable (PE) file that contains intermediate language (IL) code and creates a text file that can be

input to the IL Assembler (Ilasm.exe).

Installutil.exe (Installer Tool)

Enables you to install and uninstall server resources by executing the installer components in a specified assembly.

(Works with classes in the System.Configuration.Install namespace.) Enables you to install and uninstall server

resources by executing the installer components in a specified assembly. (Works with classes in the

System.Configuration.Install namespace.)

Lc.exe (License Compiler)

Reads text files that contain licensing information and produces a .licenses file that can be embedded in a common

language runtime executable as a resource. Reads text files that contain licensing information and produces a .licenses

file that can be embedded in a common language runtime executable as a resource.

Mage.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing Tool)

Lets you create, edit, and sign application and deployment manifests. As a command-line tool, Mage.exe can be run

from both batch scripts and other Windows-based applications, including ASP.NET applications.

MageUI.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing Tool, Graphical Client)

Supports the same functionality as the command-line tool Mage.exe, but uses a Windows-based user interface (UI).

Supports the same functionality as the command-line tool Mage.exe, but uses a Windows-based user interface (UI).

MDbg.exe (.NET Framework Command-Line Debugger)

Helps tools vendors and application developers find and fix bugs in programs that target the .NET Framework

common language runtime. This tool uses the runtime debugging API to provide debugging services.

Mgmtclassgen.exe (Management Strongly Typed Class Generator)

Enables you to generate an early-bound managed class for a specified Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)

class.

Mpgo.exe (Managed Profile Guided Optimization Tool)

Enables you to tune native image assemblies using common end-user scenarios. Mpgo.exe allows the generation and

consumption of profile data for native image application assemblies (not the .NET Framework assemblies) using

training scenarios selected by the application developer.

Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator)

Improves the performance of managed applications through the use of native images (files containing compiled

processor-specific machine code). The runtime can use native images from the cache instead of using the just-in-time

(JIT) compiler to compile the original assembly.

Peverify.exe (PEVerify Tool)
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Helps you verify whether your Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) code and associated metadata meet type

safety requirements. Helps you verify whether your Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) code and associated

metadata meet type safety requirements.

Regasm.exe (Assembly Registration Tool)

Reads the metadata within an assembly and adds the necessary entries to the registry. This enables COM clients to

appear as .NET Framework classes.

Regsvcs.exe (.NET Services Installation Tool)

Loads and registers an assembly, generates and installs a type library into a specified COM+ version 1.0 application,

and configures services that you have added programmatically to a class.

Resgen.exe (Resource File Generator)

Converts text (.txt or .restext) files and XML-based resource format (.resx) files to common language runtime binary

(.resources) files that can be embedded in a runtime binary executable or compiled into satellite assemblies.

SecAnnotate.exe (.NET Security Annotator Tool)

Identifies the SecurityCritical and SecuritySafeCritical portions of an assembly. Identifies the SecurityCritical and

SecuritySafeCritical portions of an assembly.

SignTool.exe (Sign Tool)

Digitally signs files, verifies signatures in files, and time-stamps files.

Sn.exe (Strong Name Tool)

Helps create assemblies with strong names. This tool provides options for key management, signature generation,

and signature verification.

SOS.dll (SOS Debugging Extension)

Helps you debug managed programs in the WinDbg.exe debugger and in Visual Studio by providing information

about the internal common language runtime environment.

SqlMetal.exe (Code Generation Tool)

Generates code and mapping for the LINQ to SQL component of the .NET Framework.

Storeadm.exe (Isolated Storage Tool) 

Manages isolated storage; provides options for listing the user's stores and deleting them.

Tlbexp.exe (Type Library Exporter)

Generates a type library that describes the types that are defined in a common language runtime assembly.

Tlbimp.exe (Type Library Importer)

Converts the type definitions found in a COM type library into equivalent definitions in a common language runtime

assembly.

Winmdexp.exe (Windows Runtime Metadata Export Tool)

Exports a .NET Framework assembly that is compiled as a .winmdobj file into a Windows Runtime component, which

is packaged as a .winmd file that contains both Windows Runtime metadata and implementation information.

Winres.exe (Windows Forms Resource Editor)

Helps you localize user interface (UI) resources (.resx or .resources files) that are used by Windows Forms. You can

translate strings, and then size, move, and hide controls to accommodate the localized strings.

Related Sections
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WPF Tools

Includes tools such as the isXPS Conformance tool (isXPS.exe) and performance profiling tools.

Windows Communication Foundation Tools

Includes tools that make it easier for you to create, deploy, and manage Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)

applications.

© 2016 Microsoft
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Al.exe (Assembly Linker)

 

The Assembly Linker generates a file that has an assembly manifest from one or more files that are either modules or

resource files. A module is an intermediate language (IL) file that does not have an assembly manifest.

Note

To avoid being subject to virtualization on a Windows Vista computer, your assembly must include a Win32 manifest that

specifies the requested execution level. When you use al.exe directly from the command line, you can either embed the

manifest in a Win32 resource file or use mt.exe to append the manifest at a later stage in the build process. Starting with

Visual Studio 2008, both the C# and Visual Basic compilers automatically embed a Win32 manifest into the assembly. For

more information, see /win32manifest (C# Compiler Options).

   

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters
You can specify one or more of the following sources.

Source Description

file[,target] Copies the contents of file (a module) to the file name specified by

target. After copying, Al.exe compiles target into an assembly.

/embed[resource]:file[,name[,private]] Embeds the resource specified by file in the image that contains the

assembly manifest; Al.exe copies the contents of file into the portable

executable (PE) image.

.NET Framework (current version)

al sources options
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The name parameter is an internal identifier for the resource. By default,

resources are public in the assembly (visible to other assemblies).

Specifying private makes the resource not visible to other assemblies.

If file is a .NET Framework resource file created, for example, by the

Resource File Generator (Resgen.exe) or in the development

environment, it can be accessed with members in the System.Resources.

For more information, see ResourceManager. For all other resources,

use the GetManifestResource* methods in the Assembly to access the

resource at run time.

If only resource files are passed to Al.exe, the output file is a satellite

resource assembly.

/link[resource]:file[,name[,target[,private]]] Links a resource file to an assembly. The resource specified by file

becomes part of the assembly; the file is not copied. The file parameter

can be in any file format. For example, you can specify a native DLL as

the file parameter. This will make the native DLL part of the assembly so

that it can be installed into the global assembly cache and accessed

from managed code in the assembly. You can also do this by using the

/linkresource compiler option. For more information, see /linkresource

(C# Compiler Options).

The name parameter is an internal identifier for the resource. The

target parameter specifies a path and file name into which Al.exe copies

the file. After copying, Al.exe compiles target into an assembly. By

default, resources are public in the assembly (visible to other

assemblies). Specifying private makes the resource not visible to other

assemblies.

If file is a .NET Framework resource file created, for example, by the

Resource File Generator (Resgen.exe) or in the development

environment, it can be accessed with members in the System.Resources

namespace. For more information, see ResourceManager. For all other

resources, use the GetManifestResource * methods in the Assembly

class to access the resource at run time.

If only resource files are passed to Al.exe, the output file is a satellite

resource assembly.

You can specify the following options; you must specify /out.

Option Description

/algid:id Specifies an algorithm to hash all files in a multifile assembly except the file that contains

the assembly manifest. The default algorithm is CALG_SHA1. See ALG_ID in the Platform

SDK documentation for other algorithms. For the first release of the .NET Framework, only

CALG_SHA1 and CALG_MD5 are valid.

The hash values are stored in the file table of the assembly manifest. At installation and
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load time, the assembly's files are checked against their hashes.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyAlgorithmIdAttribute) in

the source code for any module.

/base[address]:addr Specifies the address at which a DLL will be loaded on the user's computer at run time.

Applications load faster if you specify the base address of the DLLs, instead of letting the

operating system relocate the DLLs in the process space.

/bugreport:filename Creates a file (filename) that contains information for reporting bugs.

/comp[any]:text Specifies a string for the Company field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, text appears in File Explorer as the Company property for

the file. If you specify /win32res, the company information in the specified resource file

appears as the Company property in File Explorer.

If text is an empty string (""), the Win32 Company resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /company will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyCompanyAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/config[uration]:text Specifies a string for the Configuration field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Configuration resource appears as a single space.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyConfigurationAttribute) in

the source code for any MSIL module.

/copy[right]:text Specifies a string for the Copyright field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /copyright appears in File Explorer as the Win32

Copyright resource.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Copyright resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /copyright will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyCopyrightAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/c[ulture]:text Specifies the culture string to associate with the assembly. Valid values for cultures are

those defined by the Internet Requests for Comments (RFC) document 1766 titled "Tags for

the Identification of Languages."
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Place the string in double quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. There is no default

culture string. This string is available for viewing with reflection.

For information about valid text strings, see the CultureInfo.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyCultureAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/delay[sign][+|-] Specifies whether the assembly will be fully or partially signed. Use /delaysign- if you want

a fully signed assembly. Use /delaysign+ if you only want to include the public key in the

assembly.

When you request a fully signed assembly, Al.exe hashes the file that contains the manifest

(assembly metadata) and signs that hash with the private key. The resulting digital

signature is stored in the file that contains the manifest. When an assembly is delay signed,

Al.exe does not compute and store the signature, but just reserves space in the file so the

signature can be added later.

The default is /delaysign-.

The /delaysign option has no effect unless used with /keyfile or /keyname.

For example, using /delaysign+ enables a tester to put the assembly in the global cache.

After testing, you can fully sign the assembly by including the private key in the assembly.

Note

Before using the Gacutil.exe (Global Assembly Cache Tool) to put a delay-signed

assembly into the global cache, use the Sn.exe (Strong Name Tool) to register the

assembly for verification skipping. For example, Sn.exe –Vr delaySignedAssembly.

Use this only for development.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyDelaySignAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/descr[iption]:text Specifies a string for the Description field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /description appears in File Explorer as the Win32

Comments resource.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Comments resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /description will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (Description) in the source code for

any MSIL module.

/e[vidence]:file Embeds file in the assembly with the resource name of Security.Evidence.
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You cannot use Security.Evidence for regular resources.

/fileversion:version Specifies a string for the File Version field in the assembly. This string is a custom attribute

on the assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /fileversion will be used as the Win32 File Version

resource. If you do not specify /fileversion, the Win32 File Version resource will be

populated by the Win32 Assembly Version resource.

If /win32res is specified, /fileversion does not affect the Win32 resource.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyFileVersionAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/flags:flags Specifies a value for the Flags field in the assembly. Possible values for flags:

0x0000

The assembly is side-by-side compatible.

0x0010

The assembly cannot execute with other versions if they are executing in the same

application domain.

0x0020

The assembly cannot execute with other versions if they are executing in the same

process.

0x0030

The assembly cannot execute with other versions if they are executing on the same

computer.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyFlagsAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/fullpaths Causes Al.exe to use the absolute path for any files that are reported in an error message.

/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/keyf[ile]:filename Specifies a file (filename) that contains a key pair or just a public key to sign an assembly.

The compiler inserts the public key in the assembly manifest and then signs the final

assembly with the private key. See the Strong Name Tool (Sn.exe) for information about

generating key files and installing key pairs into key containers.

If you are using delayed signing, this file will usually have the public key but not the private

key.

The public key (of the key pair) information appears in the .publickey field of the assembly.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyKeyFileAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

If both /keyfile and /keyname are specified (either by command-line option or by custom

attribute) in the same compilation, Al.exe will first try the container specified with

/keyname. If that succeeds, the assembly is signed with the information in the key

container. If Al.exe does not find the key container, it will try the file specified with /keyfile.
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If that succeeds, the assembly is signed with the information in the key file and the key

information will be installed in the key container (similar to the -i option in Sn.exe) so that

on the next compilation, the /keyname option will be valid.

/keyn[ame]:text Specifies a container that holds a key pair. This will sign the assembly (give it a strong

name) by inserting a public key into the assembly manifest. Al.exe will then sign the final

assembly with the private key.

Use Sn.exe to generate a key pair.

The key information appears in the .publickey field of the assembly.

Place text in double quotation marks (" ") if there is an embedded space.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyKeyNameAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/main:method Specifies the fully qualified name (class.method) of the method to use as an entry point

when converting a module to an executable file.

/nologo Suppresses the banner, or logo, displayed at the command line when you invoke Al.exe.

/out:filename Specifies the name of the file produced by Al.exe. This is a required option.

/platform:text Limits which platform this code can run on; must be one of x86, Itanium, x64, anycpu (the

default), or anycpu32bitpreferred.

/prod[uct]:text Specifies a string for the Product field in the assembly. Place the string in double quotation

marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the assembly and is

available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /product appears in File Explorer as the Win32 Product

Name resource.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Product Name resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /product will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyProductAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/productv[ersion]:text Specifies a string for the Product Version field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /productversion will be used as the Win32 Product

Version resource. If you do not specify /productversion, the Win32 Product Version

resource will be populated by the Win32 File Version resource.

If you specify /win32res, /productversion will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute
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(AssemblyInformationalVersionAttribute) in the source code for any MSIL module.

/t[arget]:lib[rary] |

exe | win[exe]

Specifies the file format of the output file: lib[rary] (code library), exe (console application),

or win[exe] (Windows-based application). The default is lib[rary].

/template:filename Specifies the assembly, filename, from which to inherit all assembly metadata, except the

culture field.

An assembly that you create with /template will be a satellite assembly.

/title:text Specifies a string for the Title field in the assembly. Place the string in double quotation

marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the assembly and is

available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /title appears in File Explorer as the Win32 Description

resource, which is used by the shell as the friendly name of an application. It is also

displayed on the Open With submenu of the shortcut menu for a file type for which there

are multiple supporting applications.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Description resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /title will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyTitleAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/trade[mark]:text Specifies a string for the Trademark field in the assembly. Place the string in double

quotation marks (" ") if text contains a space. This string is a custom attribute on the

assembly and is available for viewing with reflection.

If you do not specify /win32res, /trademark appears in File Explorer as the Win32

Trademark resource.

If text is an empty string, the Win32 Trademark resource appears as a single space.

If you specify /win32res, /trademark will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyTrademarkAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/v[ersion]:version Specifies version information for this assembly. The format of the version string is

major.minor.build.revision. The default value is 0.

If you do specify /version, you must specify major. If you specify major and minor, you can

specify an asterisk (*)for build. This causes build to be equal to the number of days since

January 1, 2000, local time, and revision to be equal to the number of seconds since

midnight of the current day, local time, divided by 2.

If you specify major, minor, and build, you can specify an asterisk for revision. This causes

revision to be equal to the number of seconds since midnight of the current day, local time,

divided by 2.
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To summarize, the valid version strings are as follows:

X

X.X

X.X.*

X.X.X

X.X.X.*

X.X.X.X

where X is any unsigned short constant except 65535 (0-65534).

If you do not specify /win32res, /version will be used as the Win32 Assembly Version

resource.

If you do not specify /win32res, /productversion, and /fileversion, /version will be used

for the Assembly Version, File Version, and Product Version Win32 resources.

If you specify /win32res, /version will not affect the Win32 resource information.

You can also specify this option as a custom attribute (AssemblyVersionAttribute) in the

source code for any MSIL module.

/win32icon:filename Inserts an .ico file in the assembly. The .ico file gives the output file the desired appearance

in File Explorer.

/win32res:filename Inserts a Win32 resource (.res file) in the output file. A Win32 resource file can be created by

using the Resource Compiler. The Resource Compiler is invoked when you compile a Visual

C++ program; a .res file is created from the .rc file.

@filename Specifies a response file that contains Al.exe commands.

Commands in the response file can appear one per line or on the same line, separated by

one or more spaces.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
All Visual Studio compilers produce assemblies. However, if you have one or more modules (metadata without a

manifest), you can use Al.exe to create an assembly with the manifest in a separate file.

To install assemblies in the cache, remove assemblies from the cache, or list the contents of the cache, use the Global

Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe).
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Errors and Warnings
The following table lists the errors generated by Al.exe.

Error Description

al1001 Internal compiler error

Try to determine whether Al.exe is failing because of its inability to parse unexpected syntax. Then,

contact Microsoft Product Support Services.

al1002 Out of memory

Al.exe ran out of memory and stopped. Increase the amount of available memory.

al1003 Compiler option 'option' must be followed by an argument

Al.exe expected an argument to be passed to a command-line option. For example, if you specify

/algid:, you must pass an algorithm identifier.

al1004 Unexpected common language runtime initialization error — 'reason'

Al.exe reported an error with the installation of Visual Studio or the common language runtime for

the specified reason.

al1005 File 'file' too big to open

All files opened by Al.exe must be smaller than 4 gigabytes (GB).

al1006 Response file 'file' was already included

The same response file was specified (@file) more than once on the command line. The response file

can only be included once.

al1007 Error opening response file 'file' — 'reason'

Al.exe cannot open the specified response file for the specified reason.

al1008 Missing file specification for 'option' command-line option

Al.exe expected a file to be passed to a command-line option. For example, if you specify the /out

option, you must specify a file.

al1009 Can't open 'file' for writing

Al.exe was unable to write to a file, such as the output assembly file. The disk might be full, the file

might be read-only, or you might not have permissions to the file.

al1010 Command-line syntax error: Missing ':text' for 'option' option
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Al.exe expected an argument to be passed to a command-line option. For example, if you specify the

/title option, you must pass a string.

al1011 File 'file' is an executable file and cannot be opened as a text file

A binary file was specified where a text file was expected. For example, this error occurs if a binary file

is passed on the command line as a response file.

al1012 'value' is not a valid setting for option 'option'

An unexpected value was passed to a command-line option. For example, this error occurs if you

specify an invalid value to the /target option.

al1013 Unrecognized command-line option: 'option'

An invalid command-line option was specified.

al1014 Unexpected initialization error — 'reason'

Al.exe detected a COM initialization failure. This might be caused by a lack of memory, but a more

likely cause is the system DLL files. You should see a similar error if you run any Automation-aware or

COM-aware program, such as Microsoft Visual Studio.

Reinstall the operating system.

al1015 Unable to find messages file 'alinkui.dll'

Al.exe requires Alinkui.dll. Make sure that this file is on your path. If necessary, copy it from the

product CD.

al1016 No valid input files were specified

Al.exe requires one or more input files that do not have assembly information.

al1017 No target file name was specified

The required /out option specifying the target file name was missing.

al1018 Required file 'file' could not be loaded

Certain DLL files cannot be loaded. Reinstall Visual Studio or the Windows Software Development Kit

(SDK).

al1019 Metadata failure while creating assembly — reason

Generation of the assembly was interrupted for the specified reason. For example, this error occurs if a

file that you specify with the /win32res option is not found.

al1020 Ignoring included assembly 'file'

An input file that contained an assembly was specified. Al.exe input files cannot contain assemblies.
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al1021 'setting' : overriding previous setting

A module had a value for a particular setting, possibly assigned through custom attributes, which was

overridden with a value passed using an Al.exe command-line option.

al1022 Error reading embedded resource 'file' — reason

Al.exe cannot read the file passed to the /embedresource option for the specified reason.

al1023 Error embedding resource 'file' — reason

The operating system cannot embed the resource file in the assembly for the specified reason.

al1025 ComType record 'record' points to an invalid file record 'record'

Metadata in the input module is invalid. The tool that produced the module must be fixed.

al1026 The version specified 'version' is invalid

See information about the /version option for valid formats.

al1028 Key file 'file' is missing the private key needed for signing

A key file that contains only the public key was passed to the /keyfile option. Use the Strong Name

Tool (Sn.exe) to generate a file that has both a public and private key, as shown in the following

command.

al1029 The key container name 'container' does not exist

The value passed to the /keyname option is not a valid container. Use the Strong Name Tool (Sn.exe)

to create a container.

al1030 The cryptographic service is not installed properly or does not have a suitable key provider

You might have to either reinstall the operating system or install some cryptographic utility that was

that is used to create the key.

al1031 Error reading icon 'file' — reason

Al.exe cannot read the file that was passed to the /win32icon option for the specified reason

al1032 Error generating resources for 'file' — reason

Al.exe cannot create a file because of insufficient disk space or some other error. This error occurs

when you specify the /win32icon option (which generates an .ico file) or do not specify the

sn ‐k keypair.snk.
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/win32res option (which generates a file that has resource information).

If you cannot resolve the file generation problem, use /win32res, which specifies a file that can

contain version or bitmap (icon) information.

al1033 Assembly custom attribute 'attribute' was specified multiple times with different values

Different values were passed to two occurrences of the same custom attribute in source modules that

are specified as input to Al.exe.

al1034 Assembly 'file' cannot be copied or renamed

While using the Al.exe syntax that enables you to both specify an input file and copy it, a name

conflict arose that stopped the compiler. For example, this error occurs if you specify

input.dll,somename.dll /out:somename.dll.

al1035 Libraries cannot have an entry point

You cannot specify both the /target:lib option (the default) and the /main option.

al1036 Entry point required for executable applications

When using the /target:exe or /target:win option, you must also specify the /main option.

al1037 Unable to find the entry point method 'main'

Al.exe cannot find a Main method at the location specified by the /main option.

al1039 Initialization of global assembly cache manager failed — reason

Reinstall Visual Studio or the Windows SDK.

al1040 Failed to install assembly into cache — reason

Only signed assemblies can be installed into the cache. See Global Assembly Cache for more

information.

al1041 'method': cannot be the entry point because the signature or visibility is incorrect, or it is generic

A method was specified with the /main option, but that method is not static, does not return int or

void, was generic, or has invalid arguments.

al1042 'exe': EXEs cannot be added modules

An .exe file that does not have an assembly was specified as an input file to Al.exe. Al.exe can only take

.dll files without assemblies as input files.

al1043 Manifest file name 'name' cannot be the same as any modules

The name specified with the /out option cannot be the same as any one of the file names that are

specified as input to Al.exe.
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al1044 Error reading key file 'file' — reason

An error occurred while opening or reading from a file specified with /keyfile or the

AssemblyKeyFileAttribute.

al1045 Filename 'file' is too long or invalid

A file name longer than 260 characters was passed to Al.exe. Choose a file name with fewer characters

or a shorter path, or rename the file.

al1046 Resource identifier 'ID' has already been used in this assembly

Two resources, embedded or linked, have the same identifier or name (the second argument). Remove

or rename one of the conflicting resources.

al1047 Error importing file 'file' — reason

A module file cannot be opened for the specified reason.

al1048 Error importing module 'module' of assembly 'assembly' — reason

An error occurred when opening a nonmanifest file of a multifile assembly. This error is not emitted

directly by Al.exe, but can be passed programmatically to a process that uses Al.exe.

al1049 Cannot auto-generate build and revision version numbers for dates before January 1, 2000

The system clock on your computer is set to a date earlier than January 1, 2000.

al1050 The feature you are using 'old feature' is no longer supported; please use 'new feature' instead

A feature previously supported by Al.exe is now obsolete. Use the recommended feature instead.

al1051 Error emitting 'attribute' attribute —'reason'

An assembly custom attribute was not processed by Al.exe for the specified reason.

al1052 File 'filename' is not an assembly

The file specified with /template must contain assembly metadata. This error indicates that the file

specified by /template did not contain an assembly.

al1053 The version 'version' specified for the 'option' is not in the normal 'major.minor.build.revision' format

Al.exe detected ill-formed version information specified with the /fileversion or /productversion

options.

al1054 The version 'version' specified for the 'option' is not in the normal 'major.minor.build.revision' format

Al.exe detected ill-formed version information specified with the SatelliteContractVersionAttribute.

al1055 Referenced assembly 'filename' does not have a strong name
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This error is issued when you are building an assembly with a strong name and reference an assembly

that does not have a strong name. To fix this, you must either regenerate your assembly with a strong

name, or attach a strong name to the assembly by using sn.exe (see the documentation for sn.exe).

A common occurrence of this error is when you are using COM objects by way of wrapper assemblies,

such as when you add a reference to a COM module to a C# project by way of the Visual Studio IDE.

To avoid the error, you can specify the strong name key file for COM wrapper assemblies in the

Project Property "Wrapper Assembly Key File/Name"

If you are creating the wrapper assembly through tlbimp, see the tlbimp documentation for

information about how to assign a strong name to the wrapper assembly.

If an assembly has a strong name, it can be installed in the global assembly cache. Consequently,

referenced assemblies would also go into the global assembly cache. Only assemblies with strong

names can go into the global assembly cache.

al1056 Referenced assembly 'filename' is a localized satellite assembly

An assembly created by using the AssemblyCultureAttribute attribute was referenced in creating the

current assembly. The AssemblyCultureAttribute attribute indicates the file is a localized satellite

assembly and it is not appropriate to reference a satellite assembly. You should probably reference

the main parent assembly instead.

al1057 Executables cannot be localized, Culture should always be empty

An assembly is being created by using /target:exe but /culture was specified. Assemblies in the .exe

cannot have information in the Culture field.

al1058 'file' is an assembly and cannot be added as a module

In a C++ compilation, /assemblymodule (linker option) was passed a file that contained an

assembly.

al1059 Unknown error (code)

Al.exe received an unknown error code (code).

Possible solutions include the following:

Reinstall Visual Studio.

Reinstall the Windows SDK.

Check for missing files.

Check for adequate disk space.

Check for adequate memory.

Stop other processes that might be accessing the files.

Reboot your computer.

al1060 Cryptographic failure while creating hashes — reason

An error occurred while creating the file hashes for a multifile assembly.
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al1061 Cannot set option 'option' because 'reason'

The value specified for this option is invalid for the specified reason.

al1062 Module 'module' was specified multiple times; it will only be included once

This warning is generated when the same source, input, or module file is specified multiple times on

the command line. Make sure that you specify the file name only once.

al1063 Public type 'type' is defined in multiple locations in this assembly: 'file1' and 'file2'

The same type was found in more than one module in the assembly. Only one version of each type

may be present in an assembly.

al1064 Cannot specify multiple /bugreport options.

Only one /bugreport option is allowed.

al1065 File name 'File Name' is too long or invalid

The specified file name is longer than the maximum allowed.

al1066 Character 'character' is not allowed on the command-line or in response files

An invalid character was found, either on the command line or in a file.

al1067 'filename' is a binary file instead of a text file

The file is in binary format instead of text.

al1068 Module 'ModuleName' is already defined in this assembly. Each linked resource and module must

have a unique file name.

The module occurs more than once in this assembly.

al1069 Cannot create short file name 'filename' when a long file name with the same short file name already

exists

The current file has a name that is the short version of a file name that already exists. For example,

compiling LongFileName.cs and then recompiling with the name LongFi~1.cs will cause a compiler

error similar to this. If the compiler output files that have long names were deleted, but the analogous

linker files remained, this error might occur.

al1070 Agnostic assembly cannot have a processor specific module 'Module Name'

If you are building using /platform:agnostic (or you don’t specify /platform), an error will be

generated if you try to add a module (using /addmodule) that is not agnostic. This is like trying to

link an i386 obj file to an ia64 obj.

The main source of non-agnostic modules is C++. If you are using /addmodule with a C++ module,

you may have to modify your build scripts to specify the appropriate /platform setting.
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al1072 Assembly and module 'Module Name' cannot target different processors

You cannot link an assembly and a module that are targeted for different processors, because the

result has to run on a single processor.

al1073 Referenced assembly 'assembly' targets a different processor

You cannot link assemblies that are targeted for different processors, because the result has to run on

a single processor.

al1074 Module name 'Module Name' stored in 'File Name' must match its file name

This is required of the linker. To resolve this problem, make the two names match.

al1075 Delay signing was requested, but no key was given

When an assembly is delay signed, the compiler does not compute and store the signature, but

reserves space in the file so the signature can be added later.

For example, using /delaysign+ enables a tester to put the assembly in the global cache. After

testing, you can fully sign the assembly by adding the private key to the assembly by using the

Assembly Linker utility.

al1076 Type 'type' is forwarded to multiple assemblies: 'assembly' and 'assembly'.

A type can only be forwarded to one assembly.

al1077 Public type 'type' is defined in 'assembly' and forwarded to 'assembly'.

There is a duplicate public type in the assembly being generated. One is a valid type definition and

the other is a type forwarder.

Example
The following command creates an executable file t2a.exe with an assembly from the t2.netmodule module. The entry

point is the Main method in MyClass.

See Also

al t2.netmodule /target:exe /out:t2a.exe /main:MyClass.Main
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.NET Framework Tools

Sn.exe (Strong Name Tool)

Gacutil.exe (Global Assembly Cache Tool)

Programming with Assemblies

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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Aximp.exe (Windows Forms ActiveX Control
Importer)

 

The ActiveX Control Importer converts type definitions in a COM type library for an ActiveX control into a Windows Forms

control.

Windows Forms can only host Windows Forms controls — that is, classes that are derived from Control. Aximp.exe

generates a wrapper class for an ActiveX control that can be hosted on a Windows Form. This allows you to use the same

design-time support and programming methodology applicable to other Windows Forms controls.

To host the ActiveX control, you must generate a wrapper control that derives from AxHost. This wrapper control contains

an instance of the underlying ActiveX control. It knows how to communicate with the ActiveX control, but it appears as a

Windows Forms control. This generated control hosts the ActiveX control and exposes its properties, methods, and events as

those of the generated control.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Remarks

Argument Description

file The name of the source file that contains the ActiveX control to convert. The file argument must have

the extension .dll or .ocx.

Option Description

/delaysign Specifies to Aximp.exe to sign the resulting control using delayed signing. You must

specify this option with either the /keycontainer:, /keyfile:, or /publickey: option.

For more information on the delayed signing process, see Delay Signing an

Assembly.

.NET Framework (current version)

aximp [options]{file.dll | file.ocx}
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/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/keycontainer:containerName Signs the resulting control with a strong name using the public/private key pair

found in the key container specified by containerName.

/keyfile:filename Signs the resulting control with a strong name using the publisher's official

public/private key pair found in filename.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/out:filename Specifies the name of the assembly to create.

/publickey:filename Signs the resulting control with a strong name using the public key found in the file

specified by filename.

/rcw:filename Uses the specified runtime callable wrapper instead of generating a new one. You

may specify multiple instances. The current directory is used for relative paths. For

more information, see Runtime Callable Wrapper.

/silent Suppresses the display of success messages.

/source Generates C# source code for the Windows Forms wrapper.

/verbose Specifies verbose mode; displays additional progress information.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Aximp.exe converts an entire ActiveX Control type library at one time and produces a set of assemblies that contain the

common language runtime metadata and control implementation for the types defined in the original type library. The

generated files are named according to the following pattern:

common language runtime proxy for COM types: progid.dll

Windows Forms proxy for ActiveX controls (where Ax signifies ActiveX): Axprogid.dll

Note

If the name of a member of the ActiveX control matches a name defined in the .NET Framework, Aximp.exe will prefix

the member name with "Ctl" when it creates the AxHost derived class. For example, if your ActiveX control has a

member named "Layout," it is renamed "CtlLayout" in the AxHost derived class because the Layout event is defined

within the .NET Framework.

You can examine these generated files with tools such as Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler).

Using Aximp.exe to generate a .NET assembly for the ActiveX WebBrowser control (shdocvw.dll) is not supported.

When you run Aximp.exe over shdocvw.dll, it will always create another file named shdocvw.dll in the directory from
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which the tool is run. If this generated file is placed in the Documents and Settings directory, it causes problems for

Microsoft Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer. When the computer is rebooted, Windows looks in the Documents

and Settings directory before the system32 directory to find a copy of shdocvw.dll. It will use the copy it finds in

Documents and Settings and attempt to load the managed wrappers. Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer will not

function properly because they rely on the rendering engine in the version of shdocvw.dll located in the system32

directory. If this problem occurs, delete the copy of shdocvw.dll in the Documents and Settings directory and reboot the

computer.

Using Aximp.exe with shdocvw.dll to create a .NET assembly for use in application development can also cause problems.

In this case, your application will load both the system version of shdocvw.dll and the generated version, and may give

the system version priority. In this case, when you attempt to load a Web page inside the WebBrowser ActiveX control,

users may be prompted with an Open/Save dialog box. When the user clicks Open, the Web page will be opened in

Internet Explorer. This occurs only with computers that are running Internet Explorer version 6 or earlier. To prevent this

problem, use the managed WebBrowser control or use Visual Studio to generate the managed shdocvw.dll as described

in How to: Add References to Type Libraries.

Example
The following command generates MediaPlayer.dll and AxMediaPlayer.dll for the Media Player control msdxm.ocx.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler)

© 2016 Microsoft

aximp c:\systemroot\system32\msdxm.ocx
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Caspol.exe (Code Access Security Policy Tool)

 

The Code Access Security (CAS) Policy tool (Caspol.exe) enables users and administrators to modify security policy for the

machine policy level, the user policy level, and the enterprise policy level.

Important

Starting with the .NET Framework 4, Caspol.exe does not affect CAS policy unless the <legacyCasPolicy> element is set to

true. Any settings shown or modified by CasPol.exe will only affect applications that opt into using CAS policy. For more

information, see Security Changes in the .NET Framework.

Note

64-bit computers include both 64-bit and 32-bit versions of security policy. To ensure that your policy changes apply to

both 32-bit and 64-bit applications, run both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Caspol.exe.

The Code Access Security Policy tool is automatically installed with the .NET Framework and with Visual Studio. You can find

Caspol.exe in %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\version on 32-bit systems or %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64

\version on 64-bit systems. (For example, the location is %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.030319\caspol.exe for

the .NET Framework 4 on a 64-bit system.) Multiple versions of the tool might be installed if your computer is running

multiple versions of the .NET Framework side by side. You can run the tool from the installation directory. However, we

recommend that you use the Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio, which does not require you to navigate to the

installation folder.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Option Description

.NET Framework (current version)

caspol [options]
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-addfulltrust assembly_file

or

-af assembly_file

Adds an assembly that implements a custom security object (such as a custom

permission or a custom membership condition) to the full trust assembly list for a

specific policy level. The assembly_file argument specifies the assembly to add. This

file must be signed with a strong name. You can sign an assembly with a strong

name using the Strong Name Tool (Sn.exe).

Whenever a permission set containing a custom permission is added to policy, the

assembly implementing the custom permission must be added to the full trust list

for that policy level. Assemblies that implement custom security objects (such as

custom code groups or membership conditions) used in a security policy (such as

the machine policy) should always be added to the full trust assembly list.

Caution

If the assembly implementing the custom security object references other

assemblies, you must first add the referenced assemblies to the full trust

assembly list. Custom security objects created using Visual Basic, C++, and

JScript reference either Microsoft.VisualBasic.dll, Microsoft.VisualC.dll, or

Microsoft.JScript.dll, respectively. These assemblies are not in the full trust

assembly list by default. You must add the appropriate assembly to the full trust

list before you add a custom security object. Failure to do so will break the

security system, causing all assemblies to fail to load. In this situation, the

Caspol.exe -all -reset option will not repair security. To repair security, you must

manually edit the security files to remove the custom security object.

-addgroup {parent_label |

parent_name} mship pset_name

[flags]

or

-ag {parent_label |

parent_name} mship pset_name

[flags]

Adds a new code group to the code group hierarchy. You can specify either the

parent_label or parent_name. The parent_label argument specifies the label (such as

1. or 1.1.) of the code group that is the parent of the code group being added. The

parent_name argument specifies the name of the code group that is the parent of

the code group being added. Because parent_label and parent_name can be used

interchangeably, Caspol.exe must be able to distinguish between them. Therefore,

parent_name cannot begin with a number. Additionally, parent_name can only

contain A-Z, 0-9 and the underscore character.

The mship argument specifies the membership condition for the new code group.

For more information, see the table of mship arguments later in this section.

The pset_name argument is the name of the permission set that will be associated

with the new code group. You can also set one or more flags for the new group. For

more information, see the table of flags arguments later in this section.

-addpset {psfile | psfile

pset_name}

or

-ap {named_psfile |

psfile pset_name}

Adds a new named permission set to policy. The permission set must be authored in

XML and stored in an .xml file. If the XML file contains the name of the permission

set, only that file (psfile) is specified. If the XML file does not contain the permission

set name, you must specify both the XML file name (psfile) and the permission set

name (pset_name).

Note that all permissions used in a permission set must be defined in assemblies

contained in the global assembly cache.
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-a[ll] Indicates that all options following this one apply to the machine, user, and

enterprise policies. The -all option always refers to the policy of the currently

logged-on user. See the -customall option to refer to the user policy of a user

other than the current user.

-chggroup {label |name}

{mship | pset_name |

flags}

or

-cg {label |name} {mship |

pset_name |

flags}

Changes a code group's membership condition, permission set, or the settings of

the exclusive, levelfinal, name, or description flags. You can specify either the

label or name. The label argument specifies the label (such as 1. or 1.1.) of the code

group. The name argument specifies the name of the code group to change.

Because label and name can be used interchangeably, Caspol.exe must be able to

distinguish between them. Therefore, name cannot begin with a number.

Additionally, name can only contain A-Z, 0-9 and the underscore character.

The pset_name argument specifies the name of the permission set to associate with

the code group. See the tables later in this section for information on the mship and

flags arguments.

-chgpset psfile pset_name

or

-cp psfile pset_name

Changes a named permission set. The psfile argument supplies the new definition

for the permission set; it is a serialized permission set file in XML format. The

pset_name argument specifies the name of the permission set you want to change.

-customall path

or

-ca path

Indicates that all options following this one apply to the machine, enterprise, and

the specified custom user policies. You must specify the location of the custom

user's security configuration file with the path argument.

-cu[stomuser] path Allows the administration of a custom user policy that does not belong to the user

on whose behalf Caspol.exe is currently running. You must specify the location of

the custom user's security configuration file with the path argument.

-enterprise

or

-en

Indicates that all options following this one apply to the enterprise level policy.

Users who are not enterprise administrators do not have sufficient rights to modify

the enterprise policy, although they can view it. In nonenterprise scenarios, this

policy, by default, does not interfere with machine and user policy.

-e[xecution] {on | off} Turns on or off the mechanism that checks for the permission to run before code

starts to execute.

Note

This switch is removed in the .NET Framework 4 and later versions. For more

information, see Security Changes in the .NET Framework.
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-f[orce] Suppresses the tool's self-destruct test and changes the policy as specified by the

user. Normally, Caspol.exe checks whether any policy changes would prevent

Caspol.exe itself from running properly; if so, Caspol.exe does not save the policy

change and prints an error message. To force Caspol.exe to change policy even if

this prevents Caspol.exe itself from running, use the –force option.

-h[elp] Displays command syntax and options for Caspol.exe.

-l[ist] Lists the code group hierarchy and the permission sets for the specified machine,

user, enterprise, or all policy levels. Caspol.exe displays the code group's label first,

followed by the name, if it is not null.

-listdescription

or

-ld

Lists all code group descriptions for the specified policy level.

-listfulltrust

or

-lf

Lists the contents of the full trust assembly list for the specified policy level.

-listgroups

or

-lg

Displays the code groups of the specified policy level or all policy levels. Caspol.exe

displays the code group's label first, followed by the name, if it is not null.

-listpset or -lp Displays the permission sets for the specified policy level or all policy levels.

-m[achine] Indicates that all options following this one apply to the machine level policy. Users

who are not administrators do not have sufficient rights to modify the machine

policy, although they can view it. For administrators, -machine is the default.

-polchgprompt {on | off}

or

-pp {on | off}

Enables or disables the prompt that is displayed whenever Caspol.exe is run using

an option that would cause policy changes.

-quiet

or

-q

Temporarily disables the prompt that is normally displayed for an option that

causes policy changes. The global change prompt setting does not change. Use the

option only on a single command basis to avoid disabling the prompt for all

Caspol.exe commands.

-r[ecover] Recovers policy from a backup file. Whenever a policy change is made, Caspol.exe

stores the old policy in a backup file.
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-remfulltrust assembly_file

or

-rf assembly_file

Removes an assembly from the full trust list of a policy level. This operation should

be performed if a permission set that contains a custom permission is no longer

used by policy. However, you should remove an assembly that implements a

custom permission from the full trust list only if the assembly does not implement

any other custom permissions that are still being used. When you remove an

assembly from the list, you should also remove any other assemblies that it

depends on.

-remgroup {label |name}

or

-rg {label | name}

Removes the code group specified by either its label or name. If the specified code

group has child code groups, Caspol.exe also removes all the child code groups.

-rempset pset_name

or

-rp pset_name

Removes the specified permission set from policy. The pset_name argument

indicates which permission set to remove. Caspol.exe removes the permission set

only if it is not associated with any code group. The default (built-in) permission

sets cannot be removed.

-reset

or

-rs

Returns policy to its default state and persists it to disk. This is useful whenever a

changed policy seems to be beyond repair and you want to start over with the

installation defaults. Resetting can also be convenient when you want to use the

default policy as a starting point for modifications to specific security configuration

files. For more information, see Manually Editing the Security Configuration Files.

-resetlockdown

or

-rsld

Returns policy to a more restrictive version of the default state and persists it to

disk; creates a backup of the previous machine policy and persists it to a file called

security.config.bac. The locked down policy is similar to the default policy, except

that the policy grants no permission to code from the Local Intranet, Trusted

Sites, and Internet zones and the corresponding code groups have no child code

groups.

-resolvegroup assembly_file

or

-rsg assembly_file

Shows the code groups that a specific assembly (assembly_file) belongs to. By

default, this option displays the machine, user, and enterprise policy levels to which

the assembly belongs. To view only one policy level, use this option with either the

-machine, -user, or -enterprise option.

-resolveperm assembly_file

or

-rsp assembly_file

Displays all permissions that the specified (or default) level of security policy would

grant the assembly if the assembly were allowed to run. The assembly_file argument

specifies the assembly. If you specify the -all option, Caspol.exe calculates the

permissions for the assembly based on user, machine, and enterprise policy;

otherwise, default behavior rules apply.

-s[ecurity] {on | off} Turns code access security on or off. Specifying the -s off option does not disable

role-based security.

Note
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This switch is removed in the .NET Framework 4 and later versions. For more

information, see Security Changes in the .NET Framework.

Caution

When code access security is disabled, all code access demands succeed.

Disabling code access security makes the system vulnerable to attacks by

malicious code such as viruses and worms. Turning off security gains some extra

performance but should only be done when other security measures have been

taken to help make sure overall system security is not breached. Examples of

other security precautions include disconnecting from public networks,

physically securing computers, and so on.

-u[ser] Indicates that all options following this one apply to the user level policy for the

user on whose behalf Caspol.exe is running. For nonadministrative users, -user is the

default.

-? Displays command syntax and options for Caspol.exe.

The mship argument, which specifies the membership condition for a code group, can be used with the -addgroup and

-chggroup options. Each mship argument is implemented as a .NET Framework class. To specify mship, use one of the

following.

Argument Description

-allcode Specifies all code. For more information about this membership condition, see the

AllMembershipCondition Class.

-appdir Specifies the application directory. If you specify –appdir as the membership condition,

the URL evidence of code is compared with the application directory evidence of that

code. If both evidence values are the same, this membership condition is satisfied. For

more information about this membership condition, see the

ApplicationDirectoryMembershipCondition Class.

-custom xmlfile Adds a custom membership condition. The mandatory xmlfile argument specifies the

.xml file that contains XML serialization of the custom membership condition.

-hash hashAlg

{-hex hashValue |

-file assembly_file }

Specifies code that has the given assembly hash. To use a hash as a code group

membership condition, you must specify either the hash value or the assembly file. For

more information about this membership condition, see the

HashMembershipCondition Class.

-pub { -cert cert_file_name

|

Specifies code that has the given software publisher, as denoted by a certificate file, a

signature on a file, or the hexadecimal representation of an X509 certificate. For more
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-file signed_file_name |

-hex hex_string }

information about this membership condition, see the PublisherMembershipCondition

Class.

-site website Specifies code that has the given site of origin. For example:

-site www.proseware.com

For more information about this membership condition, see the

SiteMembershipCondition Class.

-strong -file file_name

{name | -noname} {version

| -noversion}

Specifies code that has a specific strong name, as designated by the file name, the

assembly name as a string, and the assembly version in the format

major.minor.build.revision. For example:

-strong -file myAssembly.exe myAssembly 1.2.3.4

For more information about this membership condition, see the

StrongNameMembershipCondition Class.

-url URL Specifies code that originates from the given URL. The URL must include a protocol,

such as http:// or ftp://. Additionally, a wildcard character (*) can be used to specify

multiple assemblies from a particular URL.

Note

Because a URL can be identified using multiple names, using a URL as a membership

condition is not a safe way to ascertain the identity of code. Where possible, use a

strong name membership condition, a publisher membership condition, or the hash

membership condition.

For more information about this membership condition, see the

UrlMembershipCondition Class.

-zone zonename Specifies code with the given zone of origin. The zonename argument can be one of the

following values: MyComputer, Intranet, Trusted, Internet, or Untrusted. For more

information about this membership condition, see the ZoneMembershipCondition

Class.

The flags argument, which can be used with the –addgroup and –chggroup options, is specified using one of the

following.

Argument Description

-description

"description"

If used with the –addgroup option, specifies the description for a code group to add. If used with

the –chggroup option, specifies the description for a code group to edit. The description argument

must be enclosed in double quotes.
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-exclusive

{on|off}

When set to on, indicates that only the permission set associated with the code group you are

adding or modifying is considered when some code fits the membership condition of the code

group. When this option is set to off, Caspol.exe considers the permission sets of all matching code

groups in the policy level.

-levelfinal

{on|off}

When set to on, indicates that no policy level below the level in which the added or modified code

group occurs is considered. This option is typically used at the machine policy level. For example, if

you set this flag for a code group at the machine level and some code matches this code group's

membership condition, Caspol.exe does not calculate or apply the user level policy for this code.

-name "name" If used with the –addgroup option, specifies the scripting name for a code group to add. If used

with the -chggroup option, specifies the scripting name for a code group to edit. The name

argument must be enclosed in double quotes. The name argument cannot begin with a number,

and can only contain A-Z, 0-9, and the underscore character. Code groups can be referred to by

this name instead of by their numeric label. The name is also highly useful for scripting purposes.

Remarks
Security policy is expressed using three policy levels: machine policy, user policy, and enterprise policy. The set of

permissions that an assembly receives is determined by the intersection of the permission sets allowed by these three

policy levels. Each policy level is represented by a hierarchical structure of code groups. Every code group has a

membership condition that determines which code is a member of that group. A named permission set is also associated

with each code group. This permission set specifies the permissions the runtime allows code that satisfies the membership

condition to have. A code group hierarchy, along with its associated named permission sets, defines and maintains each

level of security policy. You can use the–user, -customuser, –machine and -enterprise options to set the level of

security policy.

For more information about security policy and how the runtime determines which permissions to grant to code, see

Security Policy Management.

Referencing Code Groups and Permission Sets

To facilitate references to code groups in a hierarchy, the -list option displays an indented list of code groups along

with their numerical labels (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, and so on). The other command-line operations that target code groups also

use the numerical labels to refer to specific code groups.

Named permission sets are referenced by their names. The –list option displays the list of code groups followed by a

list of named permission sets available in that policy.

Caspol.exe Behavior

All options except -s[ecurity] {on | off} use the version of the .NET Framework that Caspol.exe was installed with. If you

run the Caspol.exe that was installed with version X of the runtime, the changes apply only to that version. Other

side-by-side installations of the runtime, if any, are not affected. If you run Caspol.exe from the command line without

being in a directory for a specific runtime version, the tool is executed from the first runtime version directory in the

path (usually the most recent runtime version installed).

The -s[ecurity] {on | off} option is a computer-wide operation. Turning off code access security terminates security
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checks for all managed code and for all users on the computer. If side-by-side versions of the .NET Framework are

installed, this command turns off security for every version installed on the computer. Although the -list option shows

that security is turned off, nothing else clearly indicates for other users that security has been turned off.

When a user without administrative rights runs Caspol.exe, all options refer to the user level policy unless the –machine

option is specified. When an administrator runs Caspol.exe, all options refer to the machine policy unless the –user

option is specified.

Caspol.exe must be granted the equivalent of the Everything permission set to function. The tool has a protective

mechanism that prevents policy from being modified in ways that would prevent Caspol.exe from being granted the

permissions it needs to run. If you try to make such changes, Caspol.exe notifies you that the requested policy change

will break the tool, and the policy change is rejected. You can turn this protective mechanism off for a given command

by using the –force option.

Manually Editing the Security Configuration Files

Three security configuration files correspond to the three policy levels supported by Caspol.exe: one for the machine

policy, one for a given user's policy, and one for the enterprise policy. These files are created on disk only when

machine, user, or enterprise policy is changed using Caspol.exe. You can use the –reset option in Caspol.exe to save the

default security policy to disk, if needed.

In most cases, manually editing the security configuration files is not recommended. But there might be scenarios in

which modifying these files becomes necessary, such as when an administrator wants to edit the security configuration

for a particular user.

Examples
-addfulltrust

Assume that a permission set containing a custom permission has been added to machine policy. This custom permission

is implemented in MyPerm.exe, and MyPerm.exe references classes in MyOther.exe. Both assemblies must be added to

the full trust assembly list. The following command adds the MyPerm.exe assembly to the full trust list for the machine

policy.

The following command adds the MyOther.exe assembly to the full trust list for the machine policy.

-addgroup

The following command adds a child code group to the root of the machine policy code group hierarchy. The new code

caspol ‐machine ‐addfulltrust MyPerm.exe

caspol ‐machine ‐addfulltrust MyOther.exe
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group is a member of the Internet zone and is associated with the Execution permission set.

The following command adds a child code group that gives the share \\netserver\netshare local intranet permissions.

-addpset

The following command adds the Mypset permission set to the user policy.

-chggroup

The following command changes the permission set in the user policy of the code group labeled 1.2. to the Execution

permission set.

The following command changes the membership condition in the default policy of the code group labeled 1.2.1. and

changes the setting of the exclusive flag. The membership condition is defined to be code that originates from the

Internet zone and the exclusive flag is switched on.

-chgpset

The following command changes the permission set with name Mypset to the permission set contained in newpset.xml.

Note that the current release does not support changing permission sets that are being used by the code group

hierarchy.

-force

The following command causes the user policy's root code group (labeled 1) to be associated with the Nothing named

caspol ‐machine ‐addgroup 1.  ‐zone Internet Execution

caspol ‐machine ‐addgroup 1. ‐url \\netserver\netshare\* LocalIntranet

caspol ‐user ‐addpset Mypset.xml Mypset

caspol ‐user ‐chggroup 1.2. Execution

caspol ‐chggroup 1.2.1. ‐zone Internet ‐exclusive on

caspol ‐chgpset Mypset newpset.xml
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permission set. This prevents Caspol.exe from running.

-recover

The following command recovers the most recently saved machine policy.

-remgroup

The following command removes the code group labeled 1.1. If this code group has any child code groups, those groups

are also deleted.

-rempset

The following command removes the Execution permission set from the user policy.

The following command removes Mypset from the user policy level.

-resolvegroup

The following command shows all code groups of the machine policy that myassembly belongs to.

The following command shows all code groups of the machine, enterprise, and specified custom user policy that

myassembly belongs to.

caspol ‐force ‐user ‐chggroup 1 Nothing

caspol ‐machine ‐recover

caspol ‐remgroup 1.1.

caspol ‐user ‐rempset Execution

caspol ‐rempset MyPset

caspol ‐machine ‐resolvegroup myassembly
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-resolveperm

The following command calculates the permissions for testassembly based on the machine and user policy levels.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

caspol ‐customall "c:\config_test\security.config" ‐resolvegroup myassembly

caspol ‐all ‐resolveperm testassembly
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Cert2spc.exe (Software Publisher Certificate
Test Tool)

 

The Software Publisher Certificate Test tool creates a Software Publisher's Certificate (SPC) from one or more X.509

certificates. Cert2spc.exe is for test purposes only. You can obtain a valid SPC from a Certification Authority such as VeriSign

or Thawte. For more information about creating X.509 certificates, see Makecert.exe (Certificate Creation Tool).

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

certN.cer The name of an X.509 certificate to include in the SPC file. You can specify multiple names

separated by spaces.

crlN.crl The name of a certificate revocation list to include in the SPC file. You can specify multiple names

separated by spaces.

outputSPCfile.spc The name of the PKCS #7 object that will contain the X.509 certificates.

Option Description

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

.NET Framework (current version)

cert2spc cert1.cer | crl1.crl [... certN.cer | crlN.crl] outputSPCfile.spc
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Examples
The following command creates an SPC from myCertificate.cer and places it in mySPCFile.spc.

The following command creates an SPC from oneCertificate.cer and twoCertificate.cer, and places it in

mySPCFile.spc.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Makecert.exe (Certificate Creation Tool)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

cert2spc myCertificate.cer mySPCFile.spc

cert2spc oneCertificate.cer twoCertificate.cer mySPCFile.spc
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Certmgr.exe (Certificate Manager Tool)

 

The Certificate Manager tool (Certmgr.exe) manages certificates, certificate trust lists (CTLs), and certificate revocation lists

(CRLs).

The Certificate Manager is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To start the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt

for Visual Studio.

Note

   The Certificate Manager tool (Certmgr.exe) is a command-line utility, whereas Certificates (Certmgr.msc) is a Microsoft

Management Console (MMC) snap-in. Because Certmgr.msc is usually found in the Windows System directory, entering

certmgr at the command line may load the Certificates MMC snap-in even if you have opened the Visual Studio

Command Prompt. This occurs because the path to the snap-in precedes the path to the Certificate Manager tool in the

PATH environment variable. If you encounter this problem, you can execute Certmgr.exe commands by specifying the

path to the executable.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

For an overview of X.509 certificates, see Working with Certificates.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

sourceStorename The certificate store that contains the existing certificates, CTLs, or CRLs to add, delete, save, or

display. This can be a store file or a systems store.

.NET Framework (current version)

      certmgr [/add | /del | /put] [options]

[/s[/r registryLocation]] [sourceStorename]

[/s[/r registryLocation]] [destinationStorename]
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destinationStorename The output certificate store or file.

Option Description

/add Adds certificates, CTLs, and CRLs to a certificate store.

/all Adds all entries when used with /add. Deletes all entries when used with /del. Displays all entries

when used without the /add or /del options. The /all option cannot be used with /put.

/c Adds certificates when used with /add. Deletes certificates when used with /del. Saves certificates

when used with /put. Displays certificates when used without the /add, /del, or /put option.

/CRL Adds CRLs when used with /add. Deletes CRLs when used with /del. Saves CRLs when used with

/put. Displays CRLs when used without the /add, /del, or /put option.

/CTL Adds CTLs when used with /add. Deletes CTLs when used with /del. Saves CTLs when used with

/put. Displays CTLs when used without the /add, /del, or /put option.

/del Deletes certificates, CTLs, and CRLs from a certificate store.

/e encodingType Specifies the certificate encoding type. The default is X509_ASN_ENCODING.

/f dwFlags Specifies the store open flag. This is the dwFlags parameter passed to CertOpenStore. The default

value is CERT_SYSTEM_STORE_CURRENT_USER. This option is considered only if the /y option is

used.

/h[elp] Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/n nam Specifies the common name of the certificate to add, delete, or save. This option can only be used

with certificates; it cannot be used with CTLs or CRLs.

/put Saves an X.509 certificate, CTL, or CRL from a certificate store to a file. The file is saved in X.509

format. You can use the /7 option with the /put option to save the file in PKCS #7 format. The

/put option must be followed by either /c, /CTL, or /CRL. The /all option cannot be used with

/put.

/r location Identifies the registry location of the system store. This option is considered only if you specify the

/s option. location must be one of the following:

currentUser indicates that the certificate store is under the HKEY_CURRENT_USER key. This

is the default.

localMachine indicates that the certificate store is under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key.

/s Indicates that the certificate store is a system store. If you do not specify this option, the store is

considered to be a StoreFile.
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/sha1 sha1Hash Specifies the SHA1 hash of the certificate, CTL, or CRL to add, delete, or save.

/v Specifies verbose mode; displays detailed information about certificates, CTLs, and CRLs. This

option cannot be used with the /add, /del, or /put options.

/y provider Specifies the store provider name.

/7 Saves the destination store as a PKCS #7 object.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
Certmgr.exe performs the following basic functions:

Displays certificates, CTLs, and CRLs to the console.

Adds certificates, CTLs, and CRLs to a certificate store.

Deletes certificates, CTLs, and CRLs from a certificate store.

Saves an X.509 certificate, CTL, or CRL from a certificate store to a file.

Certmgr.exe works with two types of certificate stores: StoreFile and system store. It is not necessary to specify the type

of certificate store; Certmgr.exe can identify the store type and perform the appropriate operations.

Running Certmgr.exe without specifying any options launches the certmgr.msc snap-in, which has a GUI that helps with

the certificate management tasks that are also available from the command line. The GUI provides an import wizard,

which copies certificates, CTLs, and CRLs from your disk to a certificate store.

You can find the names of X509Certificate stores for the sourceStorename and destinationStorename parameters by

compiling and running the following code.

Imports System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates

Module Example

Public Sub Main()

For Each storeValue In [Enum].GetValues(GetType(StoreName))

Dim store As New X509Store(CType(storeValue, StoreName))

        store.Open(OpenFlags.ReadOnly)

        Console.WriteLine(store.Name)

Next

End Sub

End Module

VB
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For more information about certificates, see Working with Certificates.

Examples
The following command displays a default system store called my with verbose output.

The following command adds all the certificates in a file called myFile.ext to a new file called newFile.ext.

The following command adds the certificate in a file named testcert.cer to the my system store.

The following command adds the certificate in a file named TrustedCert.cer to the root certificate store.

The following command saves a certificate with the common name myCert in the my system store to a file called

newCert.cer.

The following command deletes all CTLs in the my system store and saves the resulting store to a file called

newStore.str.

The following command saves a certificate in the my system store in the file newFile. You will be prompted to enter the

certificate number from my to put in newFile.

certmgr /v /s my

certmgr /add /all /c myFile.ext newFile.ext

certmgr /add /c testcert.cer /s my

certmgr /c /add TrustedCert.cer /s root

certmgr /add /c /n myCert /s my newCert.cer

certmgr /del /all /ctl /s my newStore.str
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See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Makecert.exe (Certificate Creation Tool)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

certmgr /put /c /s my newFile
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Clrver.exe (CLR Version Tool)

 

The CLR Version tool (Clrver.exe) reports all the installed versions of the common language runtime (CLR) on the computer.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Options

Option Description

-all Displays all processes on the computer that are using the CLR.

pid Displays the version(s) of the CLR used by the process that has the specified process ID (PID).

-? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
If you call Clrver.exe with no options, it displays all installed CLR versions. If you specify a PID for another user, you must

have administrative permissions to obtain the version information.

Note

In Windows Vista and later, User Account Control (UAC) determines the privileges of a user. If you are a member of the

Built-in Administrators group, you are assigned two run-time access tokens: a standard user access token and an

administrator access token. By default, you are in the standard user role. To execute code that requires administrative

.NET Framework (current version)

clrver [option]
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permission, you must first elevate your privileges from standard user to administrator. You can do this when you start

the command prompt by right-clicking the command prompt icon and indicating that you want to run as an

administrator.

Attempting to determine the CLR version for SYSTEM, LOCAL SERVICE, and NETWORK SERVICE processes results in a

message indicating that the PID doesn't exist.

Examples
The following command displays all the versions of the CLR installed on the computer.

clrver

The following command displays the version of the CLR used by process 128.

clrver 128

The following command displays all the managed processes and the version of the CLR they are using.

Clrver ‐all

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio
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Developer Command Prompt for Visual
Studio

 

The Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio automatically sets the environment variables that enable you to easily

use .NET Framework tools. The Developer Command Prompt is installed with full or community editions of Visual Studio. It is

not installed with the Express versions of Visual Studio.

Searching for the Command Prompt on your machine
You may see multiple command prompts, depending on the version of Visual Studio and any additional SDKs you've

installed. For example, 64-bit versions of Visual Studio provide both 32-bit and 64-bit command prompts. (The 32-bit

and 64-bit versions of most tools are identical; however, a few tools make changes specific to 32-bit and 64-bit

environments.) If the steps below don't work, you can try Manually locating the files on your machine or Running

command prompt from inside Visual Studio.

In Windows 10

Open the Start menu, by pressing the Windows logo key  on your keyboard for example.1. 

On the Start menu, enter dev. This will bring a list of installed apps that match your search pattern. If you're

looking for a different command prompt, try entering a different search term such as prompt.

2. 

Choose the Developer Command Prompt (or the command prompt you want to use).3. 

In Windows 8.1

Go to the Start screen, by pressing the Windows logo key  on your keyboard for example.1. 

On the Start screen, press CTRL + TAB to open the Apps list and then enter V. This will bring a list that includes all

installed Visual Studio command prompts.

2. 

Choose the Developer Command Prompt (or the command prompt you want to use).3. 

In Windows 8

Go to the Start screen, by pressing the Windows logo key  on your keyboard for example.1. 

On the Start screen, press the Windows logo key  + Z.2. 

Choose the Apps view icon at the bottom of the screen and then enter V. This will bring a list that includes all

installed Visual Studio command prompts.

3. 

.NET Framework (current version)
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Choose the Developer Command Prompt (or the command prompt you want to use).4. 

In Windows 7

Choose Start, expand All Programs, and then expand Microsoft Visual Studio.1. 

Depending on the version of Visual Studio you have installed, choose Visual Studio Tools, Visual Studio

Command Prompt, or the command prompt you want to use.

2. 

If you have the Windows SDK or Windows Phone SDK installed, you may see additional command prompts for ARM, x86,

or x64 architectures. Check the documentation for the individual tools to determine which version of the command

prompt you should use.

Manually locating the files on your machine
Usually, the shortcuts for the command prompts you have installed will be placed at the Start Menu folder for Visual

Studio, such as in C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Visual Studio 2015\Visual Studio Tools. But

if for some reason, searching for the command prompt doesn't yield the expected results, you can try to manually locate

the shortcut on your machine in order to use it. Try searching for the name of the command prompt file such as

VsDevCmd.bat or go to the Tools folder such as C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 14.0\Common7\Tools

(path will change according to your Visual Studio version and installation location).

Running command prompt from inside Visual Studio
For easier access, you can add the Visual Studio Developer Command Prompt or any other command prompt to the

Tools menu on Visual Studio, by adding it to the external tools list. This is how you can accomplish that:

Open Visual Studio.1. 

Select the Tools menu and choose External Tools....2. 

On the External Tools dialog box, choose the Add button. A new entry appears3. 

Enter a Title for your new menu item such as Command Prompt.4. 

In the Command field, specify the file you want to launch such as %comspec% or C:\Windows\System32

\cmd.exe .

5. 

In the Arguments field, specify where to find the specific command prompt you want to use such as /k

"C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 14.0\Common7\Tools\VsDevCmd.bat" (this will launch the

Developer Command Prompt installed with Visual Studio 2015). This value needs to be changed according to your

Visual Studio version and installation location.

6. 

Choose a value for the Initial directory field such as Project Directory .7. 

Choose the OK button.8. 
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After that, the new menu item is added and you can access the command prompt from the Tools menu.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Managing External Tools

© 2016 Microsoft
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CorFlags.exe (CorFlags Conversion Tool)

 

The CorFlags Conversion tool allows you to configure the CorFlags section of the header of a portable executable image.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Required parameter Description

assembly The name of the assembly for which to configure the CorFlags.

   

Option Description

/32BIT[REQ]+  Sets the 32BITREQUIRED flag.

/32BIT[REQ]-  Clears the 32BITREQUIRED flag.

/32BITPREF+  Sets the 32BITPREFERRED flag. The app runs as a 32-bit process even on 64-bit platforms. Set

this flag only on EXE files. If the flag is set on a DLL, the DLL fails to load in 64-bit processes,

and a BadImageFormatException exception is thrown. An EXE file with this flag can be loaded

into a 64-bit process.

New in the .NET Framework 4.5.

/32BITPREF-  Clears the 32BITPREFERRED flag.

.NET Framework (current version)

CorFlags.exe assembly [options]
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New in the .NET Framework 4.5.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/Force Forces an update even if the assembly is strong-named.

Important

If you update a strong-named assembly, you must sign it again before executing its code.

/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/ILONLY+ Sets the ILONLY flag.

/ILONLY- Clears the ILONLY flag.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/RevertCLRHeader Reverts the CLR header version to 2.0.

/UpgradeCLRHeader Upgrades the CLR header version to 2.5.

Note

Assemblies must have a CLR header version of 2.5 or greater to run natively.

Remarks
If no options are specified, the CorFlags Conversion tool displays the flags for the specified assembly.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

64-bit Applications

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio
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Fuslogvw.exe (Assembly Binding Log Viewer)

 

The Assembly Binding Log Viewer displays details for assembly binds. This information helps you diagnose why the .NET

Framework cannot locate an assembly at run time. These failures are usually the result of an assembly deployed to the wrong

location, a native image that is no longer valid, or a mismatch in version numbers or cultures. The common language

runtime's failure to locate an assembly typically shows up as a TypeLoadException in your application.

Important

You must run fuslogvw.exe with administrator privileges.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7) with administrator credentials. For more information, see Developer Command

Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

The viewer displays an entry for each failed assembly bind. For each failure, the viewer describes the application that initiated

the bind; the assembly the bind is for, including name, version, culture and public key; and the date and time of the failure.

To change the log location view

Select the Default option button to view bind failures for all application types. By default, log entries are stored in

per-user directories on disk in the wininet cache.

1. 

Select the Custom option button to view bind failures in a custom directory that you specify. You must specify the

custom location where you want the runtime to store the logs by setting the custom log location in the Log Settings

dialog to a valid directory name. This directory should be clean, and only contain files that the runtime generates. If it

contains an executable that generates a failure to be logged, the failure will not be logged because the tool tries to

create a directory with the same name as the executable. In addition, an attempt to run an executable from the log

location will fail.

Note

The default bind location is preferable to the custom bind location. The runtime stores the default bind location in

the wininet cache, and therefore automatically cleans it out. If you specify a custom bind location, you are

responsible for cleaning it out.

2. 

.NET Framework (current version)

fuslogvw
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To view details about a specific failure

Select the application name of the desired entry in the viewer.1. 

Click the View Log button. Alternately, you can double-click the selected entry.

The tool displays the following details about the selected bind failure:

The specific reason the bind failed, such as "file not found" or "version mismatch".

Information about the application that initiated the bind, including its name, the application's root directory

(AppBase), and a description of the private search path, if there is one.

The identity of the assembly the tool is looking for.

A description of any Application, Publisher, or Administrator version policies that have been applied.

Whether the assembly was found in the global assembly cache.

A list of all probing URLs.

2. 

The following sample log entry shows detailed information about a failed assembly bind.

*** Assembly Binder Log Entry  (3/5/2007 @ 12:54:20 PM) ***

The operation failed.

Bind result: hr = 0x80070002. The system cannot find the file specified.

Assembly manager loaded from:  C:\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\fusion.dll

Running under executable  C:\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\FrameworkSDK\Samples\Tutorials

\resourcesandlocalization\graphic\cs\graphicfailtest.exe

‐‐‐ A detailed error log follows. 

=== Pre‐bind state information ===

LOG: DisplayName = graphicfailtest.resources, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=en‐US, 

PublicKeyToken=null

 (Fully‐specified)

LOG: Appbase = C:\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\FrameworkSDK\Samples\Tutorials

\resourcesandlocalization\graphic\cs\

LOG: Initial PrivatePath = NULL

LOG: Dynamic Base = NULL

LOG: Cache Base = NULL

LOG: AppName = NULL

Calling assembly : graphicfailtest, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null.

===

LOG: Processing DEVPATH.

LOG: DEVPATH is not set. Falling through to regular bind.

LOG: Policy not being applied to reference at this time (private, custom, partial, or 

location‐based assembly bind).

LOG: Post‐policy reference: graphicfailtest.resources, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=en‐US, 
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To delete a single entry from the log

Select an entry in the viewer.1. 

Click the Delete Entry button.2. 

To delete all entries from the log

Click the Delete All button.

To refresh the user interface

Click the Refresh button. The viewer does not automatically detect new log entries while it is running. You must use

the Refresh button to display them.

To change the log settings

Click the Settings button to open the Log Settings dialog.

To view the About dialog

Click the About button.

Binding Logs for Native Images
By default, Fuslogvw.exe logs normal assembly bind requests. Alternatively, you can log assembly binds for native images

that were created using the Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator).

To log assembly binds for native images

PublicKeyToken=null

LOG: Attempting download of new URL file:///C:/Program Files/Microsoft.NET/FrameworkSDK

/Samples/Tutorials/resourcesandlocalization/graphic/cs/graphicfailtest.resources.DLL.

LOG: Attempting download of new URL file:///C:/Program Files/Microsoft.NET/FrameworkSDK

/Samples/Tutorials/resourcesandlocalization/graphic/cs/graphicfailtest.resources

/graphicfailtest.resources.DLL.

LOG: Attempting download of new URL file:///C:/Program Files/Microsoft.NET/FrameworkSDK

/Samples/Tutorials/resourcesandlocalization/graphic/cs/graphicfailtest.resources.EXE.

LOG: Attempting download of new URL file:///C:/Program Files/Microsoft.NET/FrameworkSDK

/Samples/Tutorials/resourcesandlocalization/graphic/cs/graphicfailtest.resources

/graphicfailtest.resources.EXE.

LOG: All probing URLs attempted and failed.
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In the Log Categories group, select the Native Images option button.

The following log shows a failure caused by a dependency that did not exist when the native image was created for the

application. If the dependencies at run time differ from the dependencies when Ngen.exe is run, binding to a native image

is not allowed.

The following log shows a native image binding failure that occurred because the security settings on the computer when

the application was run were different from the security settings at the time the native image was created.

*** Assembly Binder Log Entry  (12/8/2006 @ 5:22:07 PM) ***

The operation failed.

Bind result: hr = 0x80070002. The system cannot find the file specified.

Assembly manager loaded from:  E:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727

\mscorwks.dll

Running under executable  E:\test\App.exe

‐‐‐ A detailed error log follows. 

LOG: Start binding of native image App, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=null.

LOG: IL assembly loaded from E:\test\App.exe.

LOG: Start validating native image App, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=null.

LOG: Start validating all the dependencies.

LOG: [Level 1]Start validating native image dependency mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, 

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089.

LOG: Dependency evaluation succeeded.

LOG: [Level 1]Start validating IL dependency b, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=null.

WRN: Dependency assembly was not found at ngen time, but is found at binding time. 

Disallow using this native image.

WRN: No matching native image found.

LOG: Bind to native image assembly did not succeed. Use IL image.

*** Assembly Binder Log Entry  (12/8/2006 @ 5:29:09 PM) ***

The operation failed.

Bind result: hr = 0x80004005. Unspecified error

Assembly manager loaded from:  E:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727

\mscorwks.dll

Running under executable  E:\test\Application101622.exe

‐‐‐ A detailed error log follows. 

LOG: Start binding of native image Application101622, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=null.

LOG: IL assembly loaded from E:\test\Application101622.exe.
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The Log Settings Dialog
You can use the Log Settings dialog to perform the following actions.

To disable logging

Select the Log disabled option button. Note that this option is selected by default.

To log assembly binds in exceptions

Select the Log in exception text option button. Only the least detailed fusion log information is logged in

exception text. To view full information, use one of the other settings.

See the Important note regarding assemblies that are loaded as domain neutral.

To log assembly bind failures

Select the Log bind failures to disk option button.

See the Important note regarding assemblies that are loaded as domain neutral.

To log all assembly binds

Select the Log all binds to disk option button.

See the Important note regarding assemblies that are loaded as domain neutral.

LOG: Start validating native image Application101622, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=null.

LOG: Start validating all the dependencies.

LOG: [Level 1]Start validating native image dependency mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, 

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089.

LOG: Dependency evaluation succeeded.

LOG: [Level 1]Start validating IL dependency Dependency101622, Version=0.0.0.0, 

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null.

LOG: Dependency evaluation succeeded.

LOG: Validation of dependencies succeeded.

LOG: Start loading all the dependencies into load context.

LOG: Loading of dependencies succeeded.

LOG: Bind to native image succeeded.

Native image has correct version information.

Attempting to use native image E:\Windows\assembly\NativeImages_v2.0.50727_64

\Application101622\1ac7fadabec4f72575d807501e9fdc72\Application101622.ni.exe.

Rejecting native image because it failed the security check. The assembly's permissions 

must have changed since the time it was ngenned, or it is running with a different 

security context.

Discarding native image.
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Important

When an assembly is loaded as domain neutral, for example by setting the LoaderOptimization property to

LoaderOptimization.MultiDomain or LoaderOptimization.MultiDomainHost, turning on logging might leak memory in

some cases. This can happen if a log entry is made when a domain-neutral module is loaded into an application

domain, and later the application domain is unloaded. The log entry might not be released until the process ends.

Some debuggers automatically turn on logging.

To enable a custom log path

Select the Enable custom log path option button.1. 

Enter the path into the Custom log path text box.2. 

Note

The Assembly Binding Log Viewer (Fuslogvw.exe) uses the Internet Explorer (IE) cache to store its binding log. Due to

occasional corruption in the IE cache, the Assembly Binding Log Viewer (Fuslogvw.exe) can sometimes stop showing

new binding logs in the viewing window. As a result of this corruption, the .NET binding infrastructure (fusion) cannot

write to or read from the binding log. (This issue is not encountered if you use a custom log path.) To fix the corruption

and allow fusion to show binding logs again, clear the IE cache by deleting temporary internet files from within the IE

Internet Options dialog.

If your unmanaged application hosts the common language runtime by implementing the IHostAssemblyManager

and IHostAssemblyStore interfaces, log entries can't be stored in the wininet cache. To view log entries for custom

hosts that implement these interfaces, you must specify an alternate log path.

To enable logging for apps running in the Windows app container

Enable a custom log path, as described in the previous procedure. By default, apps that are running in the

Windows app container have limited access to the hard disk. The directory you specify will have read/write access

for all apps in the app container.

1. 

Select the Enable immersive logging check box.

Note

This box is enabled only on Windows 8 or later.

2. 

See Also
TypeLoadException

.NET Framework Tools
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Global Assembly Cache

How the Runtime Locates Assemblies

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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Gacutil.exe (Global Assembly Cache Tool)

 

The Global Assembly Cache tool allows you to view and manipulate the contents of the global assembly cache and

download cache.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

assemblyName The name of an assembly. You can supply either a partially specified assembly name such as

myAssembly or a fully specified assembly name such as myAssembly, Version=2.0.0.0,

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=0038abc9deabfle5.

assemblyPath The name of a file that contains an assembly manifest.

assemblyListFile The path to an ANSI text file that lists assemblies to install or uninstall. To use a text file to install

assemblies, specify the path to each assembly on a separate line in the file. The tool interprets

relative paths, relative to the location of the assemblyListFile. To use a text file to uninstall

assemblies, specify the fully qualified assembly name for each assembly on a separate line in the file.

See the assemblyListFile contents examples later in this topic.

Option Description

/cdl Deletes the contents of the download cache.

/f Specify this option with the /i or /il options to force an assembly to reinstall. If an assembly

with the same name already exists in the global assembly cache, the tool overwrites it.

.NET Framework (current version)

gacutil [options] [assemblyName | assemblyPath | assemblyListFile]
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/h[elp] Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/i assemblyPath Installs an assembly into the global assembly cache.

/if assemblyPath Installs an assembly into the global assembly cache. If an assembly with the same name

already exists in the global assembly cache, the tool overwrites it.

Specifying this option is equivalent to specifying the /i and /f options together.

/il assemblyListFile Installs one or more assemblies specified in assemblyListFile into the global assembly cache.

/ir assemblyPath

scheme

id

description

Installs an assembly into the global assembly cache and adds a reference to count the

assembly. You must specify the assemblyPath, scheme, id, and description parameters with

this option. For a description of the valid values you can specify for these parameters, see the

/r option.

Specifying this option is equivalent to specifying the /i and /r options together.

/l [assemblyName] Lists the contents of the global assembly cache. If you specify the assemblyName parameter,

the tool lists only the assemblies matching that name.

/ldl Lists the contents of the downloaded files cache.

/lr [assemblyName] Lists all assemblies and their corresponding reference counts. If you specify the

assemblyName parameter, the tool lists only the assemblies matching that name and their

corresponding reference counts.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/r [assemblyName |

assemblyPath]

scheme

id

description

Specifies a traced reference to an assembly or assemblies to install or uninstall. Specify this

option with the /i, /il, /u, or /ul options.

To install an assembly, specify the assemblyPath, scheme, id, and description parameters with

this option. To uninstall an assembly, specify the assemblyName, scheme, id, and description

parameters.

To remove a reference to an assembly, you must specify the same scheme, id, and description

parameters that were specified with the /i and /r (or /ir) options when the assembly was

installed. If you are uninstalling an assembly, the tool also removes the assembly from the

global assembly cache if it is the last reference to remove and if Windows Installer has no

outstanding references to the assembly.

The scheme parameter specifies the type of installation scheme. You can specify one of the

following values:

UNINSTALL_KEY: Specify this value if the installer adds the application to

Add/Remove Programs in Microsoft Windows. Applications add themselves to

Add/Remove Programs by adding a registry key to HKLM\Software\Microsoft

\Windows\CurrentVersion.

FILEPATH: Specify this value if the installer does not add the application to
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Add/Remove Programs.

OPAQUE: Specify this value if supplying a registry key or file path does not apply to

your installation scenario. This value allows you to specify custom information for the

id parameter.

The value to specify for the id parameter depends on the value specified for the scheme

parameter:

If you specify UNINSTALL_KEY for the scheme parameter, specify the name of the

application set in the HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion registry

key. For example, if the registry key is HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows

\CurrentVersion\MyApp, specify MyApp for the id parameter.

If you specify FILEPATH for the scheme parameter, specify the full path to the

executable file that installs the assembly as the id parameter.

If you specify OPAQUE for the scheme parameter, you can supply any piece of data as

the id parameter. The data you specify must be enclosed in quotation marks ("").

The description parameter allows you to specify descriptive text about the application to

install. This information is displayed when references are enumerated.

/silent Suppresses the display of all output.

/u assemblyName Uninstalls an assembly from the global assembly cache.

/uf assemblyName Forces a specified assembly to uninstall by removing all references to the assembly.

Specifying this option is equivalent to specifying the /u and /f options together.

Note

You cannot use this option to remove an assembly that was installed using Microsoft

Windows Installer. If you attempt this operation, the tool displays an error message.

/ul assemblyListFile Uninstalls one or more assemblies specified in assemblyListFile from the global assembly

cache.

/u[ngen]

assemblyName

Uninstalls a specified assembly from the global assembly cache. If the specified assembly has

existing reference counts, the tool displays the reference counts and does not remove the

assembly from the global assembly cache.

Note

In the .NET Framework version 2.0, /ungen is not supported. Instead, use the uninstall

command of the Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator).
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In the .NET Framework versions 1.0 and 1.1, specifying /ungen causes Gacutil.exe to remove

the assembly from the native image cache. This cache stores the native images for assemblies

that have been created using the Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator).

/ur assemblyName

scheme

id

description

Uninstalls a reference to a specified assembly from the global assembly cache. To remove a

reference to an assembly, you must specify the same scheme, id, and description parameters

that were specified with the /i and /r (or /ir) options when the assembly was installed. For a

description of the valid values you can specify for these parameters, see the /r option.

Specifying this option is equivalent to specifying the /u and /r options together.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks

Note

You must have administrator privileges to use Gacutil.exe.

Specifically, Gacutil.exe allows you to install assemblies into the cache, remove them from the cache, and list the contents

of the cache.

Gacutil.exe provides options that support reference counting similar to the reference counting scheme supported by

Windows Installer. You can use Gacutil.exe to install two applications that install the same assembly; the tool keeps track

of the number of references to the assembly. As a result, the assembly will remain on the computer until both applications

are uninstalled. If you are using Gacutil.exe for actual product installations, use the options that support reference

counting. Use the /i and /r options together to install an assembly and add a reference to count it. Use the /u and /r

options together to remove a reference count for an assembly. Be aware that using the /i and /u options alone does not

support reference counting. These options are appropriate for use during product development but not for actual

product installations.

Use the /il or /ul options to install or uninstall a list of assemblies stored in an ANSI text file. The contents of the text file

must be formatted correctly. To use a text file to install assemblies, specify the path to each assembly on a separate line in

the file. The following example demonstrates the contents of a file containing assemblies to install.

To use a text file to uninstall assemblies, specify the fully qualified assembly name for each assembly on a separate line in

the file. The following example demonstrates the contents of a file containing assemblies to uninstall.

myAssembly1.dll

myAssembly2.dll

myAssembly3.dll
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Examples
The following command installs the assembly mydll.dll into the global assembly cache.

The following command removes the assembly hello from the global assembly cache as long as no reference counts

exist for the assembly.

Note that the previous command might remove more than one assembly from the assembly cache because the assembly

name is not fully specified. For example, if both version 1.0.0.0 and 3.2.2.1 of hello are installed in the cache, the

command gacutil /u hello removes both of the assemblies.

Use the following example to avoid removing more than one assembly. This command removes only the hello assembly

that matches the fully specified version number, culture, and public key.

The following command installs the assemblies specified in the file assemblyList.txt into the global assembly cache.

gacutil /il assemblyList.txt

The following command removes the assemblies specified in the file assemblyList.txt from the global assembly cache.

gacutil /ul assemblyList.txt

The following command installs myDll.dll into the global assembly cache and adds a reference to count it. The

assembly myDll.dll is used by the application MyApp. The UNINSTALL_KEY MyApp parameter specifies the registry key

that adds MyApp to Add/Remove Programs in Windows. The description parameter is specified as My Application

Description.

myAssembly1,Version=1.1.0.0,Culture=en,PublicKeyToken=874e23ab874e23ab

myAssembly2,Version=1.1.0.0,Culture=en,PublicKeyToken=874e23ab874e23ab

myAssembly3,Version=1.1.0.0,Culture=en,PublicKeyToken=874e23ab874e23ab

gacutil /i mydll.dll

gacutil /u hello

gacutil /u hello, Version=1.0.0.1, Culture="de",PublicKeyToken=45e343aae32233ca

gacutil /i /r myDll.dll UNINSTALL_KEY MyApp "My Application Description"
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The following command installs myDll.dll into the global assembly cache and adds a reference to count it. The scheme

parameter, FILEPATH, and the id parameter, c:\applications\myApp\myApp.exe, specify the path to the application

that is installing myDll.dll. The description parameter is specified as MyApp.

gacutil /i /r myDll.dll FILEPATH c:\applications\myApp\myApp.exe MyApp

The following command installs myDll.dll into the global assembly cache and adds a reference to count it. The scheme

parameter, OPAQUE, allows you to customize the id and description parameters.

The following command removes the reference to myDll.dll by the application myApp. If this is the last reference to the

assembly, it will also remove the assembly from the global assembly cache.

gacutil /u /r myDll.dll FILEPATH c:\applications\myApp\myApp.exe MyApp

The following command lists the contents of the global assembly cache.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Global Assembly Cache

Regasm.exe (Assembly Registration Tool)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

gacutil /i /r mydll.dll OPAQUE "Insert custom application details here" "Insert Custom 

description information here"

gacutil /l
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Ilasm.exe (IL Assembler)

 

The IL Assembler generates a portable executable (PE) file from intermediate language (IL). (For more information on IL, see

Managed Execution Process.) You can run the resulting executable, which contains IL and the required metadata, to

determine whether the IL performs as expected.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

filename The name of the .il source file. This file consists of metadata declaration directives and symbolic IL

instructions. Multiple source file arguments can be supplied to produce a single PE file with Ilasm.exe.

Note

Ensure that the last line of code in the .il source file has either trailing white space or an end-of-line

character.

Option Description

/32bitpreferred Creates a 32-bit-preferred image (PE32).

/alignment=integer Sets FileAlignment to the value specified by integer in the NT Optional header. If the

.alignment IL directive is specified in the file, this option overrides it.

.NET Framework (current version)

ilasm [options] filename [[options]filename...]
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/appcontainer Produces a .dll or .exe file that runs in the Windows app container, as output.

/arm Specifies the Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) as the target processor.

If no image bitness is specified, the default is /32bitpreferred.

/base=integer Sets ImageBase to the value specified by integer in the NT Optional header. If the .imagebase

IL directive is specified in the file, this option overrides it.

/clock Measures and reports the following compilation times in milliseconds for the specified .il

source file:

Total Run: The total time spent performing all the specific operations that follow.

Startup: Loading and opening the file.

Emitting MD: Emitting metadata.

Ref to Def Resolution: Resolving references to definitions in the file.

CEE File Generation: Generating the file image in memory.

PE File Writing: Writing the image to a PE file.

/debug[=IMPL|OPT] Includes debug information (local variable and argument names, and line numbers). Creates a

PDB file.

/debug with no additional value disables JIT optimization and uses sequence points from the

PDB file.

IMPL disables JIT optimization and uses implicit sequence points.

OPT enables JIT optimization and uses implicit sequence points.

/dll Produces a .dll file as output.

/enc=file Creates Edit-and-Continue deltas from the specified source file.

This argument is for academic use only and is not supported for commercial use.

/exe Produces an executable file as output. This is the default.

/flags=integer Sets ImageFlags to the value specified by integer in the common language runtime header. If

the .corflags IL directive is specified in the file, this option overrides it. See CorHdr.h,

COMIMAGE_FLAGS for a list of valid values for integer.

/fold Folds identical method bodies into one.

/highentropyva Produces an output executable that supports high-entropy address space layout

randomization (ASLR). (Default for /appcontainer.)

/include=includePath Sets a path to search for files included with #include.
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/itanium Specifies Intel Itanium as the target processor.

If no image bitness is specified, the default is /pe64.

/key:keyFile Compiles filename with a strong signature using the private key contained in keyFile.

/key:@keySource Compiles filename with a strong signature using the private key produced at keySource.

/listing Produces a listing file on the standard output. If you omit this option, no listing file is

produced.

This parameter is not supported in the .NET Framework 2.0 or later.

/mdv=versionString Sets the metadata version string.

/msv=major.minor Sets the metadata stream version, where major and minor are integers.

/noautoinherit Disables default inheritance from Object when no base class is specified.

/nocorstub Suppresses generation of the CORExeMain stub.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/output:22 Specifies the output file name and extension. By default, the output file name is the same as

the name of the first source file. The default extension is .exe. If you specify the /dll option,

the default extension is .dll.

Note

Specifying /output:myfile.dll does not set the /dll option. If you do not specify /dll, the

result will be an executable file named myfile.dll.

/optimize Optimizes long instructions to short. For example, br to br.s.

/pe64 Creates a 64-bit image (PE32+).

If no target processor is specified, the default is /itanium.

/pdb Creates a PDB file without enabling debug information tracking.

/quiet Specifies quiet mode; does not report assembly progress.

/resource:file.res Includes the specified resource file in *.res format in the resulting .exe or .dll file. Only one .res

file can be specified with the /resource option.
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/ssver=int.int Sets the subsystem version number in the NT optional header. For /appcontainer and /arm

the minimum version number is 6.02. 

/stack=stackSize Sets the SizeOfStackReserve value in the NT Optional header to stackSize.

/stripreloc Specifies that no base relocations are needed.

/subsystem=integer Sets subsystem to the value specified by integer in the NT Optional header. If the .subsystem

IL directive is specified in the file, this command overrides it. See winnt.h, IMAGE_SUBSYSTEM

for a list of valid values for integer.

/x64 Specifies a 64-bit AMD processor as the target processor.

If no image bitness is specified, the default is /pe64.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Note

All options for Ilasm.exe are case-insensitive and recognized by the first three letters. For example, /lis is equivalent to

/listing and /res:myresfile.res is equivalent to /resource:myresfile.res. Options that specify arguments accept either a

colon (:) or an equal sign (=) as the separator between the option and the argument. For example, /output:file.ext is

equivalent to /output=file.ext.

Remarks
The IL Assembler helps tool vendors design and implement IL generators. Using Ilasm.exe, tool and compiler developers

can concentrate on IL and metadata generation without being concerned with emitting IL in the PE file format.

Similar to other compilers that target the runtime, such as C# and Visual Basic, Ilasm.exe does not produce intermediate

object files and does not require a linking stage to form a PE file.

The IL Assembler can express all the existing metadata and IL features of the programming languages that target the

runtime. This allows managed code written in any of these programming languages to be adequately expressed in IL

Assembler and compiled with Ilasm.exe.

Note

Compilation might fail if the last line of code in the .il source file does not have either trailing white space or an

end-of-line character.

You can use Ilasm.exe in conjunction with its companion tool, Ildasm.exe. Ildasm.exe takes a PE file that contains IL code

and creates a text file suitable as input to Ilasm.exe. This is useful, for example, when compiling code in a programming

language that does not support all the runtime metadata attributes. After compiling the code and running the output
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through Ildasm.exe, the resulting IL text file can be hand-edited to add the missing attributes. You can then run this text

file through the Ilasm.exe to produce a final executable file.

You can also use this technique to produce a single PE file from several PE files originally generated by different

compilers.

Note

Currently, you cannot use this technique with PE files that contain embedded native code (for example, PE files

produced by Visual C++).

To make this combined use of Ildasm.exe and Ilasm.exe as accurate as possible, by default the assembler does not

substitute short encodings for long ones you might have written in your IL sources (or that might be emitted by another

compiler). Use the /optimize option to substitute short encodings wherever possible.

Note

Ildasm.exe only operates on files on disk. It does not operate on files installed in the global assembly cache.

For more information about the grammar of IL, see the asmparse.grammar file in the Windows Software Development Kit

(SDK).

Version Information

Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, you can attach a custom attribute to an interface implementation by using code

similar to the following:

Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, you can specify an arbitrary marshal BLOB (binary large object) by using its raw

.class interface public abstract auto ansi IMyInterface

{

  .method public hidebysig newslot abstract virtual

    instance int32 method1() cil managed

  {

  } // end of method IMyInterface::method1

} // end of class IMyInterface

.class public auto ansi beforefieldinit MyClass

  extends [mscorlib]System.Object

  implements IMyInterface

  {

    .interfaceimpl type IMyInterface

    .custom instance void

      [mscorlib]System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCodeAttribute::.ctor() = ( 01 00 00 

00 )

      …
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binary representation, as shown in the following code:

For more information about the grammar of IL, see the asmparse.grammar file in the Windows Software Development

Kit (SDK).

Examples
The following command assembles the IL file myTestFile.il and produces the executable myTestFile.exe.

The following command assembles the IL file myTestFile.il and produces the .dll file myTestFile.dll.

The following command assembles the IL file myTestFile.il and produces the .dll file myNewTestFile.dll.

The following code example shows an extremely simple application that displays "Hello World!" to the console. You can

compile this code and then use the Ildasm.exe tool to generate an IL file.

.method public hidebysig abstract virtual 

        instance void 

        marshal({ 38 01 02 FF }) 

        Test(object A_1) cil managed 

ilasm myTestFile

ilasm myTestFile /dll 

ilasm myTestFile /dll /output:myNewTestFile.dll

using System;

public class Hello

{

public static void Main(String[] args)

    {

        Console.WriteLine("Hello World!");

    }

}

C#
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The following IL code example corresponds to the previous C# code example. You can compile this code into an assembly

using the IL Assembler tool. Both IL and C# code examples display "Hello World!" to the console.

// Metadata version: v2.0.50215

.assembly extern mscorlib

{

  .publickeytoken = (B7 7A 5C 56 19 34 E0 89 )                         // .z\V.4..

  .ver 2:0:0:0

}

.assembly sample

{

  .custom instance void 

[mscorlib]System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilationRelaxationsAttribute::.ctor(int32) 

= ( 01 00 08 00 00 00 00 00 ) 

  .hash algorithm 0x00008004

  .ver 0:0:0:0

}

.module sample.exe

// MVID: {A224F460‐A049‐4A03‐9E71‐80A36DBBBCD3}

.imagebase 0x00400000

.file alignment 0x00000200

.stackreserve 0x00100000

.subsystem 0x0003       // WINDOWS_CUI

.corflags 0x00000001    //  ILONLY

// Image base: 0x02F20000

// =============== CLASS MEMBERS DECLARATION ===================

.class public auto ansi beforefieldinit Hello

       extends [mscorlib]System.Object

{

  .method public hidebysig static void  Main(string[] args) cil managed

  {

    .entrypoint

    // Code size       13 (0xd)

    .maxstack  8

    IL_0000:  nop

    IL_0001:  ldstr      "Hello World!"

    IL_0006:  call       void [mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string)

    IL_000b:  nop

    IL_000c:  ret

  } // end of method Hello::Main

  .method public hidebysig specialname rtspecialname 

          instance void  .ctor() cil managed

  {

    // Code size       7 (0x7)

    .maxstack  8

    IL_0000:  ldarg.0

    IL_0001:  call       instance void [mscorlib]System.Object::.ctor()

    IL_0006:  ret
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See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler)

Managed Execution Process

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

  } // end of method Hello::.ctor

} // end of class Hello
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Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler)

 

The IL Disassembler is a companion tool to the IL Assembler (Ilasm.exe). Ildasm.exe takes a portable executable (PE) file that

contains intermediate language (IL) code and creates a text file suitable as input to Ilasm.exe.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters
The following options are available for .exe, .dll, .obj, .lib, and .winmd files.

Option Description

/out=filename Creates an output file with the specified filename, rather than displaying the results in a graphical

user interface.

/rtf Produces output in rich text format. Invalid with the /text option.

/text Displays the results to the console window, rather than in a graphical user interface or as an output

file.

/html Produces output in HTML format. Valid with the /output option only.

/? Displays the command syntax and options for the tool.

The following additional options are available for .exe, .dll, and .winmd files.

Option Description

.NET Framework (current version)

ildasm [options] [PEfilename] [options]
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/bytes Shows actual bytes, in hexadecimal format, as instruction comments.

/caverbal Produces custom attribute blobs in verbal form. The default is binary form.

/linenum Includes references to original source lines.

/nobar Suppresses the disassembly progress indicator pop-up window.

/noca Suppresses the output of custom attributes.

/project Displays metadata the way it appears to managed code, instead of the way it appears in the

native Windows Runtime. If PEfilename is not a Windows metadata (.winmd) file, this option

has no effect. See .NET Framework Support for Windows Store Apps and Windows Runtime.

/pubonly Disassembles only public types and members. Equivalent to /visibility:PUB.

/quoteallnames Includes all names in single quotes.

/raweh Shows exception handling clauses in raw form.

/source Shows original source lines as comments.

/tokens Shows metadata tokens of classes and members.

/visibility:vis[+vis...] Disassembles only types or members with the specified visibility. The following are valid values

for vis:

PUB — Public

PRI — Private

FAM — Family

ASM — Assembly

FAA — Family and Assembly

FOA — Family or Assembly

PSC — Private Scope

For definitions of these visibility modifiers, see MethodAttributes and TypeAttributes.

The following options are valid for .exe, .dll, and .winmd files for file or console output only.

Option Description

/all Specifies a combination of the /header, /bytes, /stats, /classlist, and /tokens options.
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/classlist Includes a list of classes defined in the module.

/forward Uses forward class declaration.

/headers Includes file header information in the output.

/item:class[::member[(sig]] Disassembles the following depending upon the argument supplied:

Disassembles the specified class.

Disassembles the specified member of the class.

Disassembles the member of the class with the specified signature sig. The format

of sig is:

[instance] returnType(parameterType1, parameterType2, …, parameterTypeN)

Note   In the .NET Framework versions 1.0 and 1.1, sig must be followed by a

closing parenthesis: (sig). Starting with the Net Framework 2.0 the closing

parenthesis must be omitted: (sig.   

/noil Suppresses IL assembly code output.

/stats Includes statistics on the image.

/typelist Produces the full list of types, to preserve type ordering in a round trip.

/unicode Uses Unicode encoding for the output.

/utf8 Uses UTF-8 encoding for the output. ANSI is the default.

The following options are valid for .exe, .dll, .obj, .lib, and .winmd files for file or console output only.

Option Description

/metadata[=specifier] Shows metadata, where specifier is:

MDHEADER — Show the metadata header information and sizes.

HEX — Show information in hex as well as in words.

CSV — Show the record counts and heap sizes.

UNREX — Show unresolved externals.

SCHEMA — Show the metadata header and schema information.

RAW — Show the raw metadata tables.
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HEAPS — Show the raw heaps.

VALIDATE — Validate the consistency of the metadata.

You can specify /metadata multiple times, with different values for specifier.

The following options are valid for .lib files for file or console output only.

Option Description

/objectfile=filename Shows the metadata of a single object file in the specified library.

Note

All options for Ildasm.exe are case-insensitive and recognized by the first three letters. For example, /quo is equivalent

to /quoteallnames. Options that specify arguments accept either a colon (:) or an equal sign (=) as the separator

between the option and the argument. For example, /output:filename is equivalent to /output=filename.

Remarks
Ildasm.exe only operates on PE files on disk. It does not operate on files installed in the global assembly cache.

The text file produced by Ildasm.exe can be used as input to the IL Assembler (Ilasm.exe). This is useful, for example, when

compiling code in a programming language that does not support all the runtime metadata attributes. After compiling

the code and running its output through Ildasm.exe, the resulting IL text file can be hand-edited to add the missing

attributes. You can then run this text file through the IL Assembler to produce a final executable file.

Note

Currently, you cannot use this technique with PE files that contain embedded native code (for example, PE files

produced by Visual C++).

You can use the default GUI in the IL Disassembler to view the metadata and disassembled code of any existing PE file in a

hierarchical tree view. To use the GUI, type ildasm at the command line without supplying the PEfilename argument or

any options. From the File menu, you can navigate to the PE file that you want to load into Ildasm.exe. To save the

metadata and disassembled code displayed for the selected PE, select the Dump command from the File menu. To save

the hierarchical tree view only, select the Dump Treeview command from the File menu. For a detailed guide to loading

a file into Ildasm.exe and interpreting the output, see the Ildasm.exe Tutorial, located in the Samples folder that ships with

the Windows Software Development Kit (SDK).

If you provide Ildasm.exe with a PEfilename argument that contains embedded resources, the tool produces multiple

output files: a text file that contains IL code and, for each embedded managed resource, a .resources file produced using

the resource's name from metadata. If an unmanaged resource is embedded in PEfilename, a .res file is produced using
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the filename specified for IL output by the /output option.

Note

Ildasm.exe shows only metadata descriptions for .obj and .lib input files. IL code for these file types is not disassembled.

You can run Ildasm.exe over an.exe or .dll file to determine whether the file is managed. If the file is not managed, the tool

displays a message stating that the file has no valid common language runtime header and cannot be disassembled. If the

file is managed, the tool runs successfully.

Version Information

Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, Ildasm.exe handles an unrecognized marshal BLOB (binary large object) by

displaying the raw binary content. For example, the following code shows how a marshal BLOB generated by a C#

program is displayed:

Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, Ildasm.exe displays attributes that are applied to interface implementations, as

shown in the following excerpt from Ildasm.exe output:

Examples
The following command causes the metadata and disassembled code for the PE file MyHello.exe to display in the

  // C#

  public void Test([MarshalAs((short)70)] int test) { }

// IL from Ildasm.exe output

.method public hidebysig instance void

  Test(int32  marshal({ 46 }) test) cil managed

.class public auto ansi beforefieldinit MyClass

  extends [mscorlib]System.Object

  implements IMyInterface

  {

    .interfaceimpl type IMyInterface

    .custom instance void

      [mscorlib]System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCodeAttribute::.ctor() = ( 01 00 00 

00 )

      …
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Ildasm.exe default GUI.

The following command disassembles the file MyFile.exe and stores the resulting IL Assembler text in the file

MyFile.il.

The following command disassembles the file MyFile.exe and displays the resulting IL Assembler text to the console

window.

If the file MyApp.exe contains embedded managed and unmanaged resources, the following command produces four

files: MyApp.il, MyApp.res, Icons.resources, and Message.resources:

The following command disassembles the method MyMethod within the class MyClass in MyFile.exe and displays the

output to the console window.

In the previous example, there could be several methods named MyMethod with different signatures. The following

command disassembles the instance method MyMethod with the return type of void and the parameter types int32 and

string.

Note

In the .NET Framework versions 1.0 and 1.1, the left parenthesis that follows the method name must be balanced by a

right parenthesis after the signature: MyMethod(instance void(int32)). Starting with the .NET Framework 2.0 the

closing parenthesis must be omitted: MyMethod(instance void(int32).

ildasm myHello.exe

ildasm MyFile.exe /output:MyFile.il

ildasm MyFile.exe /text

ildasm MyApp.exe /output:MyApp.il

ildasm /item:MyClass::MyMethod MyFile.exe /text

ildasm /item:"MyClass::MyMethod(instance void(int32,string)" MyFile.exe /text
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To retrieve a static method (Shared method in Visual Basic), omit the keyword instance. Class types that are not

primitive types like int32 and string must include the namespace and must be preceded by the keyword class. External

types must be preceded by the library name in square brackets. The following command disassembles a static method

named MyMethod that has one parameter of type AppDomain and has a return type of AppDomain.

A nested type must be preceded by its containing class, delimited by a forward slash. For example, if the

MyNamespace.MyClass class contains a nested class named NestedClass, the nested class is identified as follows: class

MyNamespace.MyClass/NestedClass.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Ilasm.exe (IL Assembler)

Managed Execution Process

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

ildasm /item:"MyClass::MyMethod(class [mscorlib]System.AppDomain(class 

[mscorlib]System.AppDomain)" MyFile.exe /text
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Installutil.exe (Installer Tool)

 

The Installer tool is a command-line utility that allows you to install and uninstall server resources by executing the installer

components in specified assemblies. This tool works in conjunction with classes in the System.Configuration.Install

namespace.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

assembly The file name of the assembly in which to execute the installer components. Omit this parameter if you

want to specify the assembly's strong name by using the /AssemblyName option.

Options

Option Description

/h[elp]

-or-

/?

Displays command syntax and options for the tool. 

/help assembly Displays additional options recognized by individual installers within the

.NET Framework (current version)

installutil [/u[ninstall]] [options] assembly [[options] assembly] ...
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-or-

/? assembly

specified assembly, along with command syntax and options for InstallUtil.exe.

This option adds the text returned by each installer component's

Installer.HelpText property to the help text of InstallUtil.exe.

/AssemblyName "assemblyName 

,Version=major.minor.build.revision

,Culture=locale

,PublicKeyToken=publicKeyToken"

Specifies the strong name of an assembly, which must be registered in the

global assembly cache. The assembly name must be fully qualified with the

version, culture, and public key token of the assembly. The fully qualified name

must be surrounded by quotes.

For example, "myAssembly, Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=0038abc9deabfle5, Version=4.0.0.0" is a fully qualified

assembly name.

/InstallStateDir=[directoryName] Specifies the directory of the .InstallState file that contains the data used to

uninstall the assembly. The default is the directory that contains the assembly.

/LogFile=[filename] Specifies the name of the log file where installation progress is recorded. By

default, if the /LogFile option is omitted, a log file named

assemblyname.InstallLog is created. If filename is omitted, no log file is

generated.

/LogToConsole={true|false} If true, displays output to the console. If false (the default), suppresses output

to the console.

/ShowCallStack Outputs the call stack to the log file if an exception occurs at any point during

installation.

/u[ninstall] Uninstalls the specified assemblies. Unlike the other options, /u applies to all

assemblies regardless of where the option appears on the command line.

Additional Installer Options
Individual installers used within an assembly may recognize options in addition to those listed in the Options section. To

learn about these options, run InstallUtil.exe with the paths of the assemblies on the command line along with the /? or

/help option. To specify these options, you include them on the command line along with the options recognized by

InstallUtil.exe.

Note

Help text on the options supported by individual installer components is returned by the Installer.HelpText property.

The individual options that have been entered on the command line are accessible programmatically from the

Installer.Context property.

All options and command-line parameters are written to the installation log file. However, if you use the /Password

parameter, which is recognized by some installer components, the password information will be replaced by eight
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asterisks (*) and will not appear in the log file.

Important

In some cases, parameters passed to the installer may include sensitive or personally identifiable information, which, by

default, is written to a plain text log file. To prevent this behavior, you can suppress the log file by specifying

/LogFile= (with no filename argument) after Installutil.exe on the command line.

Remarks
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.NET Framework applications consist of traditional program files and associated resources, such as message queues, event

logs, and performance counters that must be created when the application is deployed. You can use an assembly's

installer components to create these resources when your application is installed and to remove them when your

application is uninstalled. Installutil.exe detects and executes these installer components.

You can specify multiple assemblies on the same command line. Any option that occurs before an assembly name applies

to that assembly's installation. Except for /u and /AssemblyName, options are cumulative but overridable. That is,

options specified for one assembly apply to all subsequent assemblies unless the option is specified with a new value.

If you run Installutil.exe against an assembly without specifying any options, it places the following three files into the

assembly's directory:

InstallUtil.InstallLog - Contains a general description of the installation progress.

assemblyname.InstallLog - Contains information specific to the commit phase of the installation process. For more

information about the commit phase, see the Commit method.

assemblyname.InstallState - Contains data used to uninstall the assembly.

Installutil.exe uses reflection to inspect the specified assemblies and to find all Installer types that have the

System.ComponentModel.RunInstallerAttribute attribute set to true. The tool then executes either the Installer.Install or

the Installer.Uninstall method on each instance of the Installer type. Installutil.exe performs installation in a transactional

manner; that is, if one of the assemblies fails to install, it rolls back the installations of all other assemblies. Uninstall is not

transactional.

Installutil.exe cannot install or uninstall delay-signed assemblies, but it can install or uninstall strong-named assemblies.

Starting with the .NET Framework version 2.0, the 32-bit version of the common language runtime (CLR) ships with only

the 32-bit version of the Installer tool, but the 64-bit version of the CLR ships with both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the

Installer tool. When using the 64-bit CLR, use the 32-bit Installer tool to install 32-bit assemblies, and the 64-bit Installer

tool to install 64-bit and Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) assemblies. Both versions of the Installer tool behave

the same.

You cannot use Installutil.exe to deploy a Windows service that was created by using C++, because Installutil.exe cannot

recognize the embedded native code that is produced by the C++ compiler. If you try to deploy a C++ Windows service

with Installutil.exe, an exception such as BadImageFormatException will be thrown. To work with this scenario, move the

service code to a C++ module, and then write the installer object in C# or Visual Basic.

Examples
The following command displays a description of the command syntax and options for InstallUtil.exe.

The following command displays a description of the command syntax and options for InstallUtil.exe. It also displays a

description and list of options supported by the installer components in myAssembly.exe if help text has been assigned

to the installer's Installer.HelpText property.

installutil /?
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The following command executes the installer components in the assembly myAssembly.exe.

The following command executes the installer components in an assembly by using the /AssemblyName switch and a

fully qualified name.

The following command executes the installer components in an assembly specified by file name and in an assembly

specified by strong name. Note that all assemblies specified by file name must precede assemblies specified by strong

name on the command line, because the /AssemblyName option cannot be overridden.

The following command executes the uninstaller components in the assembly myAssembly.exe.

The following command executes the uninistaller components in the assemblies myAssembly1.exe and

myAssembly2.exe.

Because the position of the /u option on the command line is not important, this is equivalent to the following command.

The following command executes the installers in the assembly myAssembly.exe and specifies that progress information

will be written to myLog.InstallLog.

installutil /? myAssembly.exe

installutil myAssembly.exe

installutil /AssemblyName "myAssembly, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=0038abc9deabfle5, Version=4.0.0.0"

installutil myAssembly.exe /AssemblyName "myAssembly, Culture=neutral, 

PublicKeyToken=0038abc9deabfle5, Version=4.0.0.0"

installutil /u myAssembly.exe 

installutil myAssembly1.exe /u myAssembly2.exe

installutil /u myAssembly1.exe myAssembly2.exe
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The following command executes the installers in the assembly myAssembly.exe, specifies that progress information

should be written to myLog.InstallLog, and uses the installers' custom /reg option to specify that updates should be

made to the system registry.

The following command executes the installers in the assembly myAssembly.exe, uses the installer's custom /email

option to specify the user's e-mail address, and suppresses output to the log file.

The following command writes the installation progress for myAssembly.exe to myLog.InstallLog and writes the

progress for myTestAssembly.exe to myTestLog.InstallLog.

See Also
System.Configuration.Install

.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

installutil /LogFile=myLog.InstallLog myAssembly.exe 

installutil /LogFile=myLog.InstallLog /reg=true myAssembly.exe

installutil /LogFile= /email=admin@mycompany.com myAssembly.exe

installutil /LogFile=myLog.InstallLog myAssembly.exe /LogFile=myTestLog.InstallLog 

myTestAssembly.exe
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Lc.exe (License Compiler)

 

The License Compiler reads text files that contain licensing information and produces a binary file that can be embedded in a

common language runtime executable as a resource.

A .licx text file is automatically generated or updated by the Windows Forms Designer whenever a licensed control is added

to the form. As part of compilation, the project system will transform the .licx text file into a .licenses binary resource that

provides support for .NET control licensing. The binary resource will then be embedded in the project output.

Cross compilation between 32-bit and 64-bit is not supported when you use the License Compiler when building your

project. This is because the License Compiler has to load assemblies, and loading 64-bit assemblies from a 32-bit application

is not allowed, and vice versa. In this case, use the License Compiler from the command line to compile the license manually,

and specify the corresponding architecture.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Option Description

/complist:filename Specifies the name of a file that contains the list of licensed components to include in the .licenses

file. Each component is referenced using its full name with only one component per line.

Command-line users can specify a separate file for each form in the project. Lc.exe accepts multiple

input files and produces a single .licenses file.

/h[elp] Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/i:module Specifies the modules that contain the components listed in the /complist file. To specify more

than one module, use multiple /i flags.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

.NET Framework (current version)

      lc /target:

      targetPE /complist:filename [/outdir:path]

/i:modules [/nologo] [/v]
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/outdir:path Specifies the directory in which to place the output .licenses file.

/target:targetPE Specifies the executable for which the .licenses file is being generated.

/v Specifies verbose mode; displays compilation progress information.

@file Specifies the response (.rsp) file.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Example

If you are using a licensed control MyCompany.Samples.LicControl1 contained in Samples.DLL in an application

called HostApp.exe, you can create HostAppLic.txt that contains the following.

1. 

Create the .licenses file called HostApp.exe.licenses using the following command.2. 

Build HostApp.exe including the .licenses file as a resource. If you were building a C# application you would use the

following command to build your application.

3. 

The following command compiles myApp.licenses from the lists of licensed components specified by hostapplic.txt,

hostapplic2.txt and hostapplic3.txt. The modulesList argument specifies the modules that contain the licensed

components.

Response File Example
The following listing shows an example of a response file, response.rsp. For more information on response files, see

MSBuild Response Files.

MyCompany.Samples.LicControl1, Samples.DLL

lc /target:HostApp.exe /complist:hostapplic.txt /i:Samples.DLL /outdir:c:\bindir

csc /res:HostApp.exe.licenses /out:HostApp.exe *.cs

lc /target:myApp /complist:hostapplic.txt /complist:hostapplic2.txt /complist: 

hostapplic3.txt /i:modulesList
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The following command line uses the response.rsp file.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Al.exe (Assembly Linker)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

/target:hostapp.exe

/complist:hostapplic.txt 

/i:WFCPrj.dll 

/outdir:"C:\My Folder" 

lc @response.rsp
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Mage.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing
Tool)

 

The Manifest Generation and Editing Tool (Mage.exe) is a command-line tool that supports the creation and editing of

application and deployment manifests. As a command-line tool, Mage.exe can be run from both batch scripts and other

Windows-based applications, including ASP.NET applications. 

You can also use MageUI.exe, a graphical application, instead of Mage.exe. For more information, see MageUI.exe (Manifest

Generation and Editing Tool, Graphical Client).

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

Two versions of Mage.exe and MageUI.exe are included as a component of the Visual Studio 2010 setup. To see version

information, run MageUI.exe, select Help, and select About. This documentation describes version 4.0.x.x of Mage.exe and

MageUI.exe.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters
The following table shows the commands supported by Mage.exe. For more information about the options supported by

these commands, see New and Update Command Options and Sign Command Options.

Command Description

-cc,

ClearApplicationCache

Clears the downloaded application cache of all online-only applications.

-n, -New fileType

[newOptions]

Creates a new file of the given type. Valid types are:

Deployment: Creates a new deployment manifest.

Application: Creates a new application manifest.

.NET Framework (current version)

Mage [commands] [commandOptions]
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If you do not specify any additional parameters with this command, it will create a file

of the appropriate type, with appropriate default tags and attribute values.

Use the -ToFile option (see in the following table) to specify the file name and path of

the new file.

Use the -FromDirectory option (see in the following table) to create an application

manifest with all of the assemblies for an application added to the <dependency>

section of the manifest.

-u, -Update [filePath]

[updateOptions]

Makes one or more changes to a manifest file. You do not have to specify the type of

file that you are editing. Mage.exe will examine the file by using a set of heuristics and

determine whether it is a deployment manifest or an application manifest.

If you have already signed a file with a certificate, -Update will remove the key

signature block. This is because the key signature contains a hash of the file, and

modifying the file renders the hash invalid.

Use the -ToFile option (see in the following table) to specify a new file name and path

instead of overwriting the existing file.

-s, -Sign [signOptions] Uses a key pair or X509 certificate to sign a file. Signatures are inserted as XML

elements inside of the files.

You must be connected to the Internet when signing a manifest that specifies a

-TimestampUri value.

-h, -?, -Help [verbose] Describes all of the available commands and their options. Specify verbose to get

detailed help.

New and Update Command Options

The following table shows the options supported by the -New and -Update commands.

Options Default Value Applies To Description

-a, -Algorithm sha1RSA Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

Specifies the algorithm

to generate

dependency digests

with. Value must be

"sha256RSA" or

"sha1RSA.

Use with the "-Update"

option. This option is

ignored when using the

"-Sign" option
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-appc,

-AppCodeBase manifestReference

Deployment

manifests.

Inserts a URL or file

path reference to the

application manifest

file. This value must be

the full path to the

application manifest.

-appm, -AppManifest manifestPath Deployment

manifests.

Inserts a reference to a

deployment's

application manifest

into its deployment

manifest.

The file indicated by

manifestPath must

exist, or Mage.exe will

issue an error. If the file

referenced by

manifestPath is not an

application manifest,

Mage.exe will issue an

error.

-cf, -CertFile filePath All file types. Specifies the location

of an X509 digital

certificate for signing a

manifest. This option

can be used in

conjunction with the

-Password option, if

the certificate requires

a password.

-ch, -CertHash hashSignature All file types. The hash of a digital

certificate stored in the

personal certificate

store of the client

computer. This

corresponds to the

Thumbprint string of a

digital certificate

viewed in the Windows

Certificates Console.

hashSignature can be

either uppercase or

lowercase, and can be

supplied either as a

single string, or with

each octet of the

Thumbprint separated
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by spaces and the

entire Thumbprint

enclosed in quotation

marks.

-fd, -FromDirectory directoryPath Application

manifests.

Populates the

application manifest

with descriptions of all

assemblies and files

found in directoryPath,

including all

subdirectories, where

directoryPath is the

directory that contains

the application that

you want to deploy.

For each file in the

directory, Mage.exe

decides whether the file

is an assembly or a

static file. If it is an

assembly, it adds a

<dependency> tag and

installFrom attribute

to the application with

the assembly's name,

code base, and version.

If it is a static file, it

adds a <file> tag.

Mage.exe will also use

a simple set of

heuristics to detect the

main executable for the

application, and will

mark it as the

ClickOnce application's

entry point in the

manifest.

Mage.exe will never

automatically mark a

file as a "data" file. You

must do this manually.

For more information,

see How to: Include a

Data File in a ClickOnce

Application.

Mage.exe also

generates a hash for

each file based on its
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size. ClickOnce uses

these hashes to ensure

that no one has

tampered with the

deployment's files since

the manifest was

created. If any of the

files in your

deployment change,

you can run Mage.exe

with the -Update

command and the

-FromDirectory

option, and it will

update the hashes and

assembly versions of all

referenced files.

-FromDirectory will

include all files in all

subdirectories found

within directoryPath.

If you use

-FromDirectory with

the -Update command,

Mage.exe will remove

any files in the

application manifest

that no longer exist in

the directory.

-if, -IconFile filePath Application

manifests.

Specifies the full path

to an .ICO icon file. This

icon appears beside

your application name

in the start menu, and

in its Add-or-Remove

Programs entry. If no

icon is provided, a

default icon is used.

-ip, -IncludeProviderURL url true Deployment

manifests.

Indicates whether the

deployment manifest

includes the update

location value set by

-ProviderURL.

-i, -Install willInstall true Deployment

manifests.

Indicates whether or

not the ClickOnce

application should
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install onto the local

computer, or whether it

should run from the

Web. Installing an

application gives that

application a presence

in the Windows Start

menu. Valid values are

"true" or "t", and "false"

or "f".

If you specify the

-MinVersion option,

and a user has a version

less than -MinVersion

installed, it will force

the application to

install, regardless of the

value that you pass to

-Install.

This option cannot be

used with the

-BrowserHosted

option. Attempting to

specify both for the

same manifest will

result in an error.

-mv, -MinVersion [version] The version listed in the

ClickOnce deployment

manifest as specified by the

-Version flag.

Deployment

manifests.

The minimum version

of this application a

user can run. This flag

makes the named

version of your

application a required

update. If you release a

version of your

product with an update

to a breaking change

or a critical security

flaw, you can use this

flag to specify that this

update must be

installed, and that the

user cannot continue

to run earlier versions.

version has the same

semantics as the

argument to the

-Version flag.
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-n, -Name nameString Deploy All file types. The name that is used

to identify the

application. ClickOnce

will use this name to

identify the application

in the Start menu (if

the application is

configured to install

itself) and in Permission

Elevation dialog boxes.

Note

If you are updating

an existing manifest

and you do not

specify a publisher

name with this

option, Mage.exe

updates the

manifest with the

organization name

defined on the

computer. To use a

different name,

make sure to use

this option and

specify the desired

publisher name.

-pwd, -Password passwd All file types. The password that is

used for signing a

manifest with a digital

certificate. Must be

used in conjunction

with the -CertFile

option.

-p, Processor processorValue Msil Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

The microprocessor

architecture on which

this distribution will

run. This value is

required if you are

preparing one or more

installations whose

assemblies have been

precompiled for a

specific
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microprocessor. Valid

values include msil,

x86, ia64, and amd64.

msil is Microsoft

intermediate language,

which means all of your

assemblies are

platform-independent,

and the common

language runtime (CLR)

will just-in-time

compile them when

your application is first

run.

-pu, -ProviderURL url Deployment

manifests.

Specifies the URL which

ClickOnce will examine

for application

updates.

-pub, -Publisher publisherName Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

Adds the publisher

name to the

description element of

either the deployment

or application manifest.

When used on an

application manifest,

-UseManifestForTrust

must also be specified

with a value of "true"

or "t"; otherwise, this

parameter will raise an

error.

-s, -SupportURL url Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

Specifies the link that

appears in Add or

Remove Programs for

the ClickOnce

application.

-ti, -TimestampUri uri Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

The URL of a digital

timestamping service.

Timestamping the

manifests prevents you

from having to re-sign

the manifests should

your digital certificate

expire before you

deploy the next version

of your application. For

more information, see
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Windows root

certificate program

members.

-t, -ToFile filePath
New:

Deployment:

deploy.application

Application:

application.exe.manifest

Update:

The input file.

All file types. Specifies the output

path of the file that has

been created or

modified.

If -ToFile is not

supplied when you use

-New, the output is

written to the current

working directory. If

-ToFile is not supplied

when you use -Update,

Mage.exe will write the

file back to the input

file.

-tr, -TrustLevel level Based on the zone in which the

application URL resides.

Application

manifests.

The level of trust to

grant the application

on client computers.

Values include

"Internet", "Intranet",

and "FullTrust".

-um,

-UseManifestForTrust willUseForTrust

False Application

manifests.

Specifies whether the

digital signature of the

application manifest

will be used for making

trust decisions when

the application runs on

the client. Specifying

"true" or "t" indicates

that the application

manifest will be used

for trust decisions.

Specifying "false" or "f"

indicates that the

signature of the

deployment manifest

will be used.

-v, -Version versionNumber 1.0.0.0 Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

The version of the

deployment. The

argument must be a

valid version string of

the format "N.N.N.N",

where "N" is an

unsigned 32-bit
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integer.

-wpf, -WPFBrowserApp isWPFApp false Application

manifests.

Deployment

manifests.

Use this flag only if the

application is a

Windows Presentation

Foundation (WPF)

application that will be

hosted inside of

Internet Explorer, and is

not a stand-alone

executable. Valid values

are "true" or "t", and

"false" or "f".

For application

manifests, inserts the

hostInBrowser

attribute under the

entryPoint element

of the application

manifest.

For deployment

manifests, sets the

install attribute on

the deployment

element to false, and

saves the deployment

manifest with a .xbap

extension. Specifying

this argument along

with the -Install

argument produces an

error, because a

browser-hosted

application cannot be

an installed, offline

application.

Sign Command Options

The following table shows the options supported by the -Sign command, which apply to all types of files.

Options Description

-cf, -CertFile filePath Specifies The location of a digital certificate for signing a manifest. This option can be

used in conjunction with the -Password option.
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-ch,

-CertHash hashSignature

The hash of a digital certificate stored in the personal certificate store of the client

computer. This corresponds to the Thumbprint property of a digital certificate viewed

in the Windows Certificates Console.

hashSignature can be either uppercase or lowercase, and can be supplied either as a

single string or with each octet of the Thumbprint separated by spaces and the entire

Thumbprint enclosed in quotation marks.

-pwd, -Password passwd The password that is used for signing a manifest with a digital certificate. Must be

used in conjunction with the -CertFile option.

-t, -ToFile filePath Specifies the output path of the file that has been created or modified.

Remarks
All arguments to Mage.exe are case-insensitive. Commands and options can be prefixed with a dash (-) or a forward slash

(/).

All of the arguments used with the -Sign command can be used at any time with the -New or -Update commands as

well. The following commands are equivalent.

Signing is the last task you should perform, because a signed document uses a hash of the file to verify that the signature

is valid for the document. If you make any changes to a signed file, you must sign it again. If you sign a document that

was previously signed, Mage.exe will replace the old signature with the new.

When you use the -AppManifest option to populate a deployment manifest, Mage.exe will assume that your application

manifest will reside in the same directory as the deployment manifest within a subdirectory named after the current

deployment version, and will configure your deployment manifest appropriately. If your application manifest will reside

elsewhere, use the -AppCodeBase option to set the alternate location.

Your deployment and application manifest must be signed before you deploy your application. For guidance about

signing manifests, see Trusted Application Deployment Overview.

The -TrustLevel option for application manifests describes the permission set an application requires to run on the client

computer. By default, applications are assigned a trust level based on the zone in which their URL resides. Applications

deployed over a corporate network are generally placed in the Intranet zone, while those deployed over the Internet are

placed in the Internet zone. Both security zones place restrictions on the application's access to local resources, with the

Intranet zone slightly more permissive than the Internet zone. The FullTrust zone gives applications complete access to a

computer's local resources. If you use the -TrustLevel option to place an application in this zone, the Trust Manager

component of the CLR will prompt the user to decide whether he or she wants to grant this higher level of trust. If you are

deploying your application over a corporate network, you can use Trusted Application Deployment to raise the trust level

of the application without prompting the user.

mage ‐Sign c:\HelloWorldDeployment\HelloWorld.deploy ‐CertFile cert.pfx

mage ‐Update c:\HelloWorldDeployment\HelloWorld.deploy ‐CertFile cert.pfx
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Application manifests also support custom trust sections. This helps your application obey the security principle of

requesting least permission, as you can configure the manifest to demand only those specific permissions that the

application requires in order to execute. Mage.exe does not directly support adding a custom trust section. You can add

one using a text editor, an XML parser, or the graphical tool MageUI.exe. For more information about how to use

MageUI.exe to add custom trust sections, see MageUI.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing Tool, Graphical Client).

New manifests that are created with version 4 of Mage.exe, which is included with Visual Studio 2010, target the .NET

Framework 4 Client Profile. To target earlier versions of the .NET Framework, you must use an earlier version of Mage.exe.

When adding or removing assemblies from an existing manifest, or re-signing an existing manifest, Mage.exe does not

update the manifest to target the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. The following tables show these features and

restrictions.

Manifest version Operation Mage v2.0 Mage v4.0

Manifest for applications targeting version 2.0 or 3.x of the

.NET Framework

Open OK OK

Close OK OK

Save OK OK

Re-sign OK OK

New OK Not

supported

Update (see

below)

OK OK

Manifest for applications targeting version 4 of the .NET

Framework

Open OK OK

Close OK OK

Save OK OK

Re-sign OK OK

New Not

supported

OK

Update (see

below)

Not

supported

OK

Manifest version
Update Operation

Details
Mage v2.0 Mage v4.0
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Manifest for applications targeting version 2.0 or 3.x of

the .NET Framework

Modify an assembly OK OK

Add an assembly OK OK

Remove an assembly OK OK

Manifest for applications targeting version 4 of the .NET

Framework

Modify an assembly Not

supported

OK

Add an assembly Not

supported

OK

Remove an assembly Not

supported

OK

Mage.exe creates new manifests that target the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. ClickOnce applications that target the

.NET Framework 4 Client Profile can run on both the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile and the full version of the .NET

Framework 4. If your application targets the full version of the .NET Framework 4 and cannot run on the .NET Framework

4 Client Profile, remove the client <framework> element by using a text editor and re-sign the manifest. The following is

a sample <framework> element that targets the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile.

Examples
The following example opens the user interface for Mage (MageUI.exe).

The following examples create a default deployment manifest and application manifest. These files are all created in the

current working directory and are named deploy.application and application.exe.manifest, respectively.

The following example creates an application manifest populated with all of the assemblies and resource files from

the current directory.

<framework targetVersion="4.0" profile="client" supportedRuntime="4.0.20506" />

mage

mage ‐New Deployment

mage ‐New Application
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The following example continues the previous example by specifying the deployment name and target microprocessor. It

also specifies a URL against which ClickOnce should check for updates.

The following example demonstrates how to create a pair of manifests for deploying a WPF application that will be

hosted in Internet Explorer.

The following example updates a deployment manifest with information from an application manifest, and sets the code

base for the location of the application manifest.

The following example edits the deployment manifest to force an update of the user's installed version.

The following example tells the deployment manifest to retrieve the application manifest from another directory.

The following example signs an existing deployment manifest using a digital certificate in the current working directory.

See Also

mage ‐New Application ‐FromDirectory . ‐Version 1.0.0.0

mage ‐New Application ‐FromDirectory . ‐Name "Hello, World! Application" ‐Version 

1.0.0.0 ‐Processor "x86" ‐ProviderUrl http://internalserver/HelloWorld/

mage ‐New Application ‐FromDirectory . ‐Version 1.0.0.0 ‐WPFBrowserApp true

mage ‐New Deployment ‐AppManifest 1.0.0.0\application.manifest ‐WPFBrowserApp true

mage ‐Update HelloWorld.deploy ‐AppManifest 1.0.0.0\application.manifest ‐AppCodeBase 

http://internalserver/HelloWorld.deploy

mage ‐Update c:\HelloWorldDeployment\HelloWorld.deploy ‐MinVersion 1.1.0.0

mage ‐Update HelloWorld.deploy ‐AppCodeBase http://anotherserver/HelloWorld/1.1.0.0/

mage ‐Sign deploy.application ‐CertFile cert.pfx ‐Password <passwd>
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ClickOnce Security and Deployment

Walkthrough: Manually Deploying a ClickOnce Application

Trusted Application Deployment Overview

MageUI.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing Tool, Graphical Client)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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MageUI.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing
Tool, Graphical Client)

 

MageUI.exe supports the same functionality as the command-line tool Mage.exe, but with a Windows-based user interface

(UI). With this tool you can create, edit, and sign deployment and application manifests. New manifests that are created with

MageUI.exe target the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. Previous versions of MageUI.exe should be used to target previous

.NET Framework versions. When adding or removing assemblies from a manifest, or re-signing existing manifests,

MageUI.exe does not update the manifest to target .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. For more information, see Mage.exe

(Manifest Generation and Editing Tool).

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

Two versions of Mage.exe and MageUI.exe are included as a component of the Visual Studio 2010 setup. To see version

information, run MageUI.exe, select Help, and select About. This documentation describes version 4.0.x.x of Mage.exe and

MageUI.exe.

Note

MageUI.exe does not support the compatibleFrameworks element when saving an application manifest that has already

been signed with a certificate using MageUI.exe. Instead, you must use Mage.exe.

UIElement List
The following table lists the menu and toolbar items that are available.

Command Menu Shortcut Description

Application

Manifest

File, New   Creates a new application manifest.

Deployment

Manifest

File, New   Creates a new deployment manifest.

Open File CTRL+O Opens an existing deployment manifest, application manifest, or

trust license for editing.

Close File CTRL+F4 Closes an open file.

If you modify a file before closing it, MageUI.exe prompts you to

re-sign the file with a public key, key pair, or stored certificate.

.NET Framework (current version)
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Save File CTRL+S Saves to disk the document which currently has user input focus.

Save As File Saves a file to disk, enabling you to supply a new file name and/or

location.

Save All File   Saves the changes made to all files currently open within

MageUI.exe.

Preferences File   Opens the Preferences dialog box. See the following section for

more information.

Exit File ALT+F4 Quits MageUI.exe.

Cut Edit CTRL+X Removes the currently selected text from the application and moves

it to the system Clipboard.

Copy Edit CTRL+C Copies the currently selected text to the system Clipboard.

Paste Edit CTRL+V Pastes text from the system Clipboard into the currently active text

element.

Delete Edit   Deletes an element currently selected in a list, such as a trust license

on the Deployment Manifest tab.

Close All Window   Closes all files currently open in MageUI.exe. If one or more files

need saving, MageUI.exe prompts you to save them. MageUI.exe

also prompts you to select a signing key for each unsigned or

changed file.

About Help   Displays version and copyright information about MageUI.exe.

Preferences Dialog Box
The Preferences dialog box contains the following elements.

UI Element Description

Sign on save Prompts you to sign a file whenever you save your modifications.

Use default

signing

certificate

Uses the key entered in the Certificate file text box to sign all files. This eliminates the signing

prompt that typically appears when you save a file and Sign on Save is selected. Use the ellipsis

(…) button next to the Certificate file text box to select a key file.

Digest algorithm Specifies the algorithm to generate dependency digests with. Value must be "sha256RSA" or

"sha1RSA". Uses SHA1 as the default. Used both in application and deployment manifests. If the

user provides a certificate when saving the manifest, uses the algorithms in the certificate to
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generate dependency digests with.

Signing Options Dialog Box
The Signing Options dialog box appears when you save a manifest or trust license for the first time, or when you change

a manifest or trust license. It only appears if the Sign on Save option in the Preferences dialog box is selected. You must

be connected to the Internet when signing a manifest that specifies a value in the TimeStamping URI text box.

This dialog box contains the following elements.

UI Element Description

Sign with

certificate file

Signs the manifest with a digital certificate stored on the file system.

File Provides an area to type the path to the .pfx file representing the certificate.

... Opens a Choose File dialog box for selecting an existing .pfx file.

New Generates a new .pfx that is not verifiable through a Certificate Authority (CA). For more

information about the types of certificates used for signing ClickOnce deployments, see Trusted

Application Deployment Overview.

Password Provides an area to type the password used for signing with this certificate. If not applicable, can

be left blank.

Sign with stored

certificate

Displays a selectable list of digital certificates stored in your computer's certificate store.

TimeStamping

URI

Displays the Uniform Resource Locator (URI) of a digital timestamping service. Timestamping

the manifests prevents you from having to re-sign the manifests if your digital certificate expires

before you deploy the next version of your application. For more information, see Windows root

certificate program members and ClickOnce and Authenticode.

Don't Sign Allows you to save the manifest without adding a signature from a digital certificate.

Tab and Panel Descriptions
When you open a document with MageUI.exe, it appears within its own tab page. Each tab contains a set of property

panels. The panels contain grouped subsets of the document's data.

Application Manifest Tab
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The Application Manifest tab displays the contents of an application manifest. The application manifest describes all

files included with the deployment, and the permissions required for the application to run on the client.

The Application Manifest tab contains the following tabs.

UI Element Description

Name Specifies identifying information about this deployment.

Description Specifies publisher, product, and support information.

Application Options Specifies whether this is a browser application, and whether this manifest is the source of

trust information.

Files Specifies all of the files that constitute this deployment.

Permissions

Required

Specifies the minimum permission set required by the application to run on a client.

Name Tab

The Name tab is displayed when you first create or open an application manifest. It uniquely identifies the deployment,

and optionally specifies a valid target platform.

UI Element Description

Name Required. The name of the application manifest. Usually the same as the file name.

Version Required. The version number of the deployment in the form N.N.N.N. Only the first major build

number is required. For example, for version 1.0 of an application, valid values would include 1,

1.0, 1.0.0, and 1.0.0.0.

Processor Optional. The machine architecture on which this deployment can run. The default is msil, or

Microsoft Intermediate Language, which is the default format of all managed assemblies. Change

this field if you have pre-compiled the assemblies in your application for a specific architecture.

For more information about pre-compilation, see Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator).

Culture Optional. The two-part ISO country and region code in which this application runs. The default is

neutral.

Public key

token

Optional. The public key with which this application manifest has been signed. If this is a new or

unsigned manifest, this field will appear as Unsigned.
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Description Tab

This information is usually provided within the deployment manifest. These fields can only be modified if the Use

Application Manifest Trust Information check box is selected on the Application Options tab.

UI Element Description

Publisher The name of the person or organization responsible for the application. This value is used as the

Start menu folder name.

Product The full product name. If you selected Install Locally for the Application Type element on the

Deployment Options tab of the deployment manifest, this name will be what appears in the

Start menu link and in Add or Remove Programs for this application.

Support

Location

The URL from which customers can obtain help and support for the application.

Application Options Tab

UI Element Description

Windows Presentation Foundation

Browser Application

Specifies whether this is a WPF application that runs in the browser as

a XAML browser application (XBAP).

Use Application Manifest Trust

Information

Specifies whether this manifest contains trust information.

Files Tab

UI Element Description

Application

directory

The directory in which the application's files reside. Use the ellipses (…) button to select the

directory.

Populate Adds all of the files in the application directory and subdirectories to the application manifest. If

MageUI.exe finds a single executable file in the directory, it automatically marks this as the Entry

Point, which is the file first executed when the ClickOnce application is launched on the client.

Application

Files

Lists all of the files in the application. Each file has three editable attributes, discussed below.
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File Type File Type can be one of four values:

None.

Entry Point. The application's primary executable. Only one executable file can be marked

as the entry point.

Data File. A file, such as an XML file, that supplies data to the application.

Icon File. An application icon, such as appears on the desktop or in the corner of an

application's window.

Optional Files marked optional are not downloaded on initial install or update, but may be downloaded

at run time using the System.Deployment On-Demand API. For more information, see

Walkthrough: Downloading Assemblies on Demand with the ClickOnce Deployment API Using

the Designer.

Group A label for a set of optional files. You can apply a Group label to a set of files, and use the

On-Demand API to download a batch of files with a single API call.

Permissions Required Tab

Use the Permissions Required tab if you need to grant your application more access to the local computer than is

granted by default. For more information, see Securing ClickOnce Applications.

UI Element Description

Permission set

type

The minimum permission set required by this application to run on the client. For a description

of these permission sets and which permissions they do or do not demand, see NIB: Named

Permission Sets.

Details The XML created for the application manifest to represent the permission set. Unless you have a

good understanding of the application manifest XML format, you should not edit this XML

manually. For more information, see ClickOnce Application Manifest.

Deployment Manifest Tab

The Deployment Manifest tab contains the following tabs.

UI Element Description

Name Specifies identifying information about this deployment.

Description Specifies publisher, product, and support information.
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Deployment

Options

Specifies additional information about the deployment, such as the application type and

the start location.

Update Options Specifies how often ClickOnce should check for application updates.

Application

Reference

Specifies the application manifest for this deployment.

Name Tab

The Name tab is displayed when you first create or open a deployment manifest. It uniquely identifies the deployment,

and optionally specifies a valid target platform.

UI Element Description

Name Required. The name of the deployment manifest. Usually the same as the file name.

Version Required. The version number of the deployment in the form N.N.N.N. Only the first major build

number is required. For example, for version 1.0 of an application, valid values would include 1,

1.0, 1.0.0, and 1.0.0.0.

Processor Optional. The machine architecture on which this deployment can run. The default is msil, or

Microsoft Intermediate Language, the default format of all managed assemblies. Change this field

if you have compiled the assemblies in your application for a specific architecture.

Culture Optional. The two-part ISO country/region code in which this application runs. The default is

neutral.

Public key

token

Optional. The public key with which this deployment manifest has been signed. If this is a new or

unsigned manifest, this field will appear as Unsigned.

Description Tab

UI Element Description

Publisher Required. The name of the person or organization responsible for the application. This value is

used as the Start menu folder name.

Product Required. The full product name. If you selected Install Locally for the Application Type

element on the Deployment Options tab, this name will be what appears in the Start menu link

and in Add or Remove Programs for this application.
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Support

Location

Optional. The URL from which customers can obtain help and support for the application.

Deployment Options Tab

UI Element Description

Application Type Optional. Specifies whether this application installs itself to the client computer

(Install Locally), runs online (Online Only), or is a WPF application that runs in the

browser (WPF Browser Application). The default is Install Locally.

Start Location Optional. The URL from which the application should actually be started. Useful

when deploying an application from a CD that should update itself from the Web.

Include Start Location

(ProviderURL) in the

manifest

Optional. Specifies the URL which ClickOnce will examine for application updates.

Automatically run

application after

installing

Required. Specifies that the ClickOnce application should run immediately after the

initial installation from a URL. The default is the check box is selected.

Allow URL parameters to

be passed to application

Required. Permits the transfer of parameter data to the ClickOnce application

through a query string appended to the deployment manifest's URL. The default is

the check box is cleared.

Use .deploy file extension Required. When selected, all files in the application manifest must have the .deploy

extension. The default is the check box is cleared.

Update Options Tab

The Update Options tab only contains options mentioned here when the Application Type selection box on the

Name tab is set to Install Locally.

UI Element Description

This application

should check for

updates

Specifies whether ClickOnce should check for application updates. If this check box is not

selected, the application will not check for updates unless you update it

programmatically by using the APIs in the System.Deployment.Application namespace.

Choose when the

application should

Provides two options for update checks:
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check for updates Before the application starts. The update check is performed prior to

application execution.

After the application starts. The update check begins once the main form of the

application has initialized, and will run the next time the application starts.

Update check

frequency

Determines how often ClickOnce should check for updates:

Check every time the application runs. ClickOnce will perform an update check

every time the user opens the application.

Check every: Select a time interval and a unit (hours, days, or weeks) that must

elapse before checking for updates.

Specify a minimum

required version for

this application

Optional. Specifies that a specific version of your application is a required installation,

preventing your users from working with an earlier version.

Version Required if Specify a minimum required version for this application check box is

selected. The version number supplied must be of the form N.N.N.N. Only the first major

build number is required. For example, for version 1.0 of an application, valid values

would include 1, 1.0, 1.0.0, and 1.0.0.0.

Application Reference Tab

The Application Reference tab contains the same fields as the Name tab described earlier in this topic. The one

exception is the following field.

UI Element Description

Select

Manifest

Allows you to choose the application manifest. All of the other fields on this page will populate

when you choose an application manifest.

See Also
ClickOnce Security and Deployment

Walkthrough: Manually Deploying a ClickOnce Application

Mage.exe (Manifest Generation and Editing Tool)

© 2016 Microsoft
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Makecert.exe (Certificate Creation Tool)

 

This topic is no longer available
The information in this topic is now moved to the following topic: https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/windows/desktop

/aa386968.aspx.

© 2016 Microsoft

.NET Framework (current version)
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MDbg.exe (.NET Framework Command-Line
Debugger)

 

The NET Framework Command-Line Debugger helps tools vendors and application developers find and fix bugs in

programs that target the .NET Framework common language runtime. This tool uses the runtime debugging API to provide

debugging services. You can use MDbg.exe to debug only managed code; there is no support for debugging unmanaged

code.

This tool is available through NuGet. For installation information, see MDbg 0.1.0. To run the tool, use the Package Manager

Console. For more information how to use the Package Manager Console, see Using the Package Manager Console.

At the Package Manager prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Commands
When you are in the debugger (as indicated by the mdbg> prompt), type one of the commands described in the next

section:

command [arguments]

MDbg.exe commands are case-sensitive.

Command Description

ap[rocess] [number] Switches to another debugged process or prints available processes. The numbers

are not real process IDs (PIDs), but a 0-indexed list.

a[ttach] [pid] Attaches to a process or prints available processes.

b[reak] [ClassName.Method |

FileName:LineNo]

Sets a breakpoint at the specified method. Modules are scanned sequentially.

break FileName:LineNo sets a breakpoint at a location in the source.

break ~number sets a breakpoint on a symbol recently displayed with the x

.NET Framework (current version)

MDbg [ProgramName[arguments]] [options]
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command.

break module!ClassName.Method+IlOffset sets a breakpoint on the fully

qualified location.

block[ingObjects] Displays monitor locks, which are blocking threads.

ca[tch] [exceptionType] Causes the debugger to break on all exceptions, and not just on the unhandled

exceptions.

cl[earException] Marks the current exception as handled so that execution can continue. If the cause

of the exception has not been dealt with, the exception may be quickly rethrown.

conf[ig] [option value] Displays all configurable options and shows how the options are invoked without

any optional values. If the option is specified, sets value as the current option. The

following options are currently available:

extpath sets the path to search for extensions when the load command is

used.

extpath+ adds a path for loading extensions.

del[ete] Deletes a breakpoint.

de[tach] Detaches from a debugged process.

d[own] [frames] Moves the active stack frame down.

echo Echoes a message to the console.

enableNotif[ication]

typeName 0|1

Enables (1) or disables (0) custom notifications for the specified type.

ex[it] [exitcode] Exits the MDbg.exe shell, and optionally specifies the process exit code.

fo[reach] [OtherCommand] Performs a command on all threads. OtherCommand is a valid command that

operates on one thread; foreach OtherCommand performs the same command on

all threads.

f[unceval] [-ad Num]

functionName [args ... ]

Performs a function evaluation on the current active thread where the function to

evaluate is functionName. The function name must be fully qualified, including

namespaces.

The -ad option specifies the application domain to use to resolve the function. If the

-ad option is not specified, the application domain for resolution defaults to the

application domain where the thread that is used for function evaluation is located.

If the function that is being evaluated is not static, the first parameter passed in

should be a this pointer. All application domains are searched for arguments to the
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function evaluation..

To request a value from an application domain, prefix the variable with the module

and application domain name; for example, funceval ‐ad 0

System.Object.ToString hello.exe#0!MyClass.g_rootRef. This command

evaluates the function System.Object.ToString in the application domain 0.

Because the ToString method is an instance function, the first parameter must be a

this pointer.

g[o] Causes the program to continue until it encounters a breakpoint, the program exits,

or an event (for example, an unhandled exception) causes the program to stop.

h[elp] [command]

-or-

? [command]

Displays a description of all commands or a detailed description of a specified

command.

ig[nore] [event] Causes the debugger to stop on unhandled exceptions only.

int[ercept] FrameNumber Rolls the debugger back to a specified frame number.

If the debugger encounters an exception, use this command to roll the debugger

back to the specified frame number. You can change the program state by using the

set command and continue by using the go command.

k[ill] Stops the active process.

l[ist] [modules | appdomains |

assemblies]

Displays the loaded modules, application domains, or assemblies.

lo[ad] assemblyName Loads an extension in the following manner: The specified assembly is loaded and

an attempt is then made to run the static method LoadExtension from the

Microsoft.Tools.Mdbg.Extension.Extension type.

log [eventType] Set or display the events to be logged.

mo[de] [option on/off] Sets different debugger options. Use mode with no options to get a list of the

debugging modes and their current settings.

mon[itorInfo]

monitorReference

Displays object monitor lock information.

newo[bj] typeName

[arguments...]

Creates a new object of type typeName.

n[ext] Runs code and moves to the next line (even if the next line includes many function

calls).

Opendump pathToDumpFile Opens the specified dump file for debugging.
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o[ut] Moves to the end of the current function.

pa[th] [pathName] Searches the specified path for the source files if the location in the binaries is not

available.

p[rint] [var] | [-d] Prints all variables in scope (print), prints the specified variable (print var), or prints

the debugger variables (print -d).

printe[xception] [-r] Prints the last exception on the current thread. Use the –r (recursive) option to

traverse the InnerException property on the exception object to get information

about the entire chain of exceptions.

pro[cessenum] Displays the active processes.

q[uit] [exitcode] Quits the MDbg.exe shell, optionally specifying the process exit code.

re[sume] [* |

[~]threadNumber]

Resumes the current thread or the thread specified by the threadNumber parameter.

If the threadNumber parameter is specified as * or if the thread number starts with

~, the command applies to all threads except the one specified by threadNumber.

Resuming a non-suspended thread has no effect.

r[un] [-d(ebug) | -o(ptimize)

| -enc] [[path_to_exe]

[args_to_exe]]

Stops the current process (if there is one) and starts a new one. If no executable

argument is passed, this command runs the program that was previously executed

with the run command. If the executable argument is provided, the specified

program is run using the optionally supplied arguments.

If class load, module load, and thread start events are ignored (as they are by

default), the program stops on the first executable instruction of the main thread.

You can force the debugger to just-in-time (JIT) compile the code by using one of

the following three flags:

 -d(ebug) disables optimizations. This is the default for MDbg.exe.

 -o(ptimize) forces the code to run more like it does outside the debugger,

but also makes the debugging experience more difficult. This is the default

for use outside the debugger.

 -enc enables the Edit and Continue feature but incurs a performance hit.

Set variable=value Changes the value of any in-scope variable.

You can also create your own debugger variables and assign reference values to

them from within your application. These values act as handles to the original value,

and even the original value is out of scope. All debugger variables must begin with

$ (for example, $var). Clear these handles by setting them to nothing using the

following command:

set $var=
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Setip [-il] number Sets the current instruction pointer (IP) in the file to the specified position. If you

specify the -il option, the number represents a Microsoft intermediate language

(MSIL) offset in the method. Otherwise, the number represents a source line number.

sh[ow] [lines] Specifies the number of lines to show.

s[tep] Moves execution into the next function on the current line, or moves to the next line

if there is no function to step into.

su[spend] [* |

[~]threadNumber]

Suspends the current thread or the thread specified by the threadNumber

parameter. If threadNumber is specified as *, the command applies to all threads. If

the thread number starts with ~, the command applies to all threads except the one

specified by threadNumber. Suspended threads are excluded from running when

the process is run by either the go or step command. If there are no non-suspended

threads in the process and you issue the go command, the process will not continue.

In that case, press CTRL-C to break into the process.

sy[mbol] commandName

[commandValue]

Specifies one of the following commands:

symbol path ["value"] - Displays or sets the current symbol path.

symbol addpath "value" - Adds to your current symbol path.

symbol reload ["module"] - Reloads either all symbols or the symbols for

the specified module.

symbol list [module] - Shows the currently loaded symbols for either all

modules or the specified module.

t[hread] [newThread] [-nick

nickname]

The thread command with no parameters displays all managed threads in the

current process. Threads are usually identified by their thread numbers; however, if

the thread has an assigned nickname, the nickname is displayed instead. You can

use the -nick parameter to assign a nickname to a thread.

thread -nick threadName assigns a nickname to the currently running

thread.

Nicknames cannot be numbers. If the current thread already has an assigned

nickname, the old nickname is replaced with the new one. If the new nickname is an

empty string (""), the nickname for the current thread is deleted and no new

nickname is assigned to the thread.

u[p] Moves the active stack frame up.

uwgc[handle] [var] | [address] Prints the variable tracked by a handle. The handle can be specified by name or

address.

when Displays the currently active when statements.

when delete all | num [num [num …]] - Deletes the when statement specified by

the number, or all when statements if all is specified.
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when stopReason [specific_condition] do cmd [cmd [cmd …] ] - The stopReason

parameter can be one of the following:

StepComplete, ProcessExited, ThreadCreated, BreakpointHit, ModuleLoaded,

ClassLoaded, AssemblyLoaded, AssemblyUnloaded, ControlCTrapped,

ExceptionThrown, UnhandledExceptionThrown, AsyncStop, AttachComplete,

UserBreak, EvalComplete, EvalException, RemapOpportunityReached,

NativeStop.

specific_condition can be one of the following:

number - For ThreadCreated and BreakpointHit, triggers action only when

stopped by a thread ID/breakpoint number with same value.

[!]name - For ModuleLoaded, ClassLoaded, AssemblyLoaded,

AssemblyUnloaded, ExceptionThrown, and

UnhandledExceptionThrown, triggers action only when the name matches

the name of the stopReason.

specific_condition must be empty for other values of stopReason.

w[here] [-v] [-c depth]

[threadID]

Displays debug information about stack frames.

The -v option provides verbose information about each displayed stack

frame.

Specifying a number for depth limits how many frames are displayed. Use the

all command to display all frames. The default is 100.

If you specify the threadID parameter, you can control which thread is

associated with the stack. The default is the current thread only. Use the all

command to get all threads.

x [-c numSymbols]

[module[!pattern]]

Displays functions that match the pattern for a module.

If numSymbols is specified, the output is limited to the specified number. If !

(indicating a regular expression) is not specified for pattern, all functions are

displayed. If module is not provided, all loaded modules are displayed. Symbols

(~#) can be used to set breakpoints using the break command.

Remarks
Compile the application to be debugged by using compiler-specific flags that cause your compiler to generate

debugging symbols. Refer to your compiler's documentation for more information about these flags. You can debug

optimized applications, but some debugging information will be missing. For example, many local variables will not be

visible and source lines will be inaccurate.

After you compile your application, type mdbg at the command prompt to start a debugging session, as shown in the

following example.
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The mdbg> prompt indicates that you are in the debugger.

Once you are in the debugger, use the commands and arguments described in the previous section.

Examples

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\VC>mdbg

MDbg (Managed debugger) v2.0.50727.42 (RTM.050727‐4200) started.

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

For information about commands type "help";

to exit program type "quit".

mdbg>
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Mgmtclassgen.exe (Management Strongly
Typed Class Generator)

 

The Management Strongly Typed Class Generator tool enables you to quickly generate an early-bound managed class for a

specified Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) class. The generated class simplifies the code you must write to

access an instance of the WMI class.

Syntax

Argument Description

WMIClass The Windows Management Instrumentation class for which to generate an early-bound managed class.

Option Description

/l language Specifies the language in which to generate the early-bound managed class. You can specify CS (C#;

default), VB (Visual Basic), MC (C++), or JS (JScript) as the language argument.

/m machine Specifies the computer to connect to, where the WMI class resides. The default is the local computer.

/n path Specifies the path to the WMI namespace that contains the WMI class. If you do not specify this

option, the tool generates code for WMIClass in the default Root\cimv2 namespace.

/o

classnamespace

Specifies the .NET namespace in which to generate the managed code class. If you do not specify this

option, the tool generates the namespace using the WMI namespace and the schema prefix. The

schema prefix is the part of the class name preceding the underscore character. For example, for the

Win32_OperatingSystem class in the Root\cimv2 namespace, the tool would generate the class in

ROOT.CIMV2.Win32.

/p filepath Specifies the path to the file in which to save the generated code. If you do not specify this option, the

tool creates the file in the current directory. It names the class and file in which it generates the class

using the WMIClass argument. The name of the class and the file are the same as the name of the

.NET Framework (current version)

mgmtclassgen 

WMIClass [options] 
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WMIClass. If WMIClass contains an underscore character, the tool uses the part of the class name

following the underscore character. For example, if the WMIClass name is in the format

Win32_LogicalDisk, the generated class and file is named "logicaldisk". If a file already exists, the tool

overwrites the existing file.

/pw password Specifies the password to use when logging on to a computer specified by the /m option.

/u user name Specifies the user name to use when logging on to a computer specified by the /m option.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
Mgmtclassgen.exe uses the ManagementClass.GetStronglyTypedClassCode method. Therefore, you can use any custom

code provider to generate code in managed languages other than C#, Visual Basic, and JScript.

Note that generated classes are bound to the schema for which they are generated. If the underlying schema changes, you

must regenerate the class if you want it to reflect changes to the schema.

The following table shows how WMI Common Information Model (CIM) types map to data types in a generated class:

CIM type Data type in the generated class

CIM_SINT8 SByte

CIM_UINT8 Byte

CIM_SINT16 Int16

CIM_UINT16 UInt16

CIM_SINT32 Int32

SIM_UINT32 UInt32

CIM_SINT64 Int64

CIM_UINT64 UInt64

CIM_REAL32 Single

CIM_REAL64 Double

CIM_BOOLEAN Boolean

CIM_String String
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CIM_DATETIME DateTime or TimeSpan

CIM_REFERENCE ManagementPath

CIM_CHAR16 Char

CIM_OBJECT ManagementBaseObject

CIM_IUNKNOWN Object

CIM_ARRAY Array of the above mentioned objects

Note the following behaviors when you generate a WMI class:

It is possible for a standard public property or method to have the same name as an existing property or method.

If this occurs, the tool changes the name of the property or method in the generated class to avoid naming

conflicts.

It is possible for the name of a property or method in a generated class to be a keyword in the target

programming language. If this occurs, the tool changes the name of the property or method in the generated class

to avoid naming conflicts.

In WMI, qualifiers are modifiers that contain information to describe a class, instance, property, or method. WMI

uses standard qualifiers such as Read, Write, and Key to describe a property in a generated class. For example, a

property that is modified with a Read qualifier is defined only with a property get accessor in the generated class.

Because a property marked with the Read qualifier is intended to be read-only, a set accessor is not defined.

A numeric property can be modified by the Values and ValueMaps qualifiers to indicate that the property can be

set only to specified permissible values. An enumeration is generated with these Values and ValueMaps and the

property is mapped to the enumeration.

The WMI uses the term singleton to describe a class that can have only one instance. Therefore, the default

constructor for a singleton class will initialize the class to the only instance of the class.

A WMI class can have properties that are objects. When you generate a strongly-typed class for this type of WMI

class, you should consider generating strongly-typed classes for the types of the embedded object properties. This

will allow you to access the embedded objects in a strongly-typed manner. Note that the generated code might

not be able to detect the type of the embedded object. In this case, a comment will be created in the generated

code to notify you of this issue. You can then modify the generated code to type the property to the other

generated class.

In WMI, the data value of the CIM_DATETIME data type can represent either a specific date and time or a time

interval. If the data value represents a date and time, the data type in the generated class is DateTime. If the data

value represents a time interval, the data type in the generated class is TimeSpan.

You can alternately generate a strongly-typed class using the Server Explorer Management Extension in Visual Studio

.NET.

For more information about WMI, see the Windows Management Instrumentation topic in the Platform SDK

documentation.
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Examples
The following command generates a managed class in C# code for the Win32_LogicalDisk WMI class in the Root\cimv2

namespace. The tool writes the managed class to the source file at c:\disk.cs in the ROOT.CIMV2.Win32 namespace.

The following code example shows how to use a generated class programmatically. First, an instance of the class is

enumerated and the path is printed. Next, an instance of the generated class to be initialized is created with an instance of

WMI. Process is the class generated for Win32_Process and LogicalDisk is the class generated for

Win32_LogicalDisk in the Root\cimv2 namespace.

See Also
System.Management

ManagementClass.GetStronglyTypedClassCode

System.CodeDom.Compiler.CodeDomProvider

.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

mgmtclassgen Win32_LogicalDisk /n root\cimv2 /l CS /p c:\disk.cs

Imports System

Imports System.Management

Imports ROOT.CIMV2.Win32

Public Class App   

Public Shared Sub Main()      

' Enumerate instances of the Win32_process.

' Print the Name property of the instance.

Dim ps As Process   

For Each ps In  Process.GetInstances()

         Console.WriteLine(ps.Name)

Next ps

' Initialize the instance of LogicalDisk with

' the WMI instance pointing to logical drive d:.

Dim dskD As New LogicalDisk(New _

         ManagementPath("win32_LogicalDisk.DeviceId=""d:"""))

      Console.WriteLine(dskD.Caption)

End Sub

End Class

VB
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Mpgo.exe (Managed Profile Guided
Optimization Tool)

 

The Managed Profile Guided Optimization Tool (Mpgo.exe) is a command-line tool that uses common end-user scenarios to

optimize the native image assemblies that are created by the Native Image Generator (Ngen.exe). This tool enables you to

run training scenarios that generate profile data. The Native Image Generator (Ngen.exe) uses this data to optimize its

generated native image application assemblies. A training scenario is a trial run of an expected use of your application.

Mpgo.exe is available in Visual Studio Ultimate 2012 and later versions. Starting with Visual Studio 2013, you can also use

Mpgo.exe to optimize Windows 8.x Store apps.

Profile-guided optimization improves application startup time, memory utilization (working set size), and throughput by

gathering data from training scenarios and using it to optimize the layout of native images.

When you encounter performance issues with startup time and working set size for Intermediate Language (IL) assemblies,

we recommend that you first use Ngen.exe to eliminate just-in-time (JIT) compilation costs and to facilitate code sharing. If

you need additional improvements, you can then use Mpgo.exe to further optimize your application. You can use the

performance data from the un-optimized native image assemblies as a baseline to evaluate the performance gains. Using

Mpgo.exe may result in faster cold startup times and a smaller working set size. Mpgo.exe adds information to IL assemblies

that Ngen.exe uses to create optimized native image assemblies. For more information, see the entry Improving Launch

Performance for your Desktop Applications in the .NET blog.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7) with administrator credentials, and type the following at the command prompt.

For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

For desktop apps:

For Windows 8.x Store apps:

Syntax

Parameters

.NET Framework (current version)

mpgo –Scenario <command> [‐Import <directory>] –AssemblyList <assembly1>  <assembly2> ... 

‐OutDir <directory> [options]

mpgo –Scenario <packageName> ‐AppID <appId> ‐Timeout <seconds>
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All arguments to Mpgo.exe are case-insensitive. Commands are prefixed with a dash.

Note

You can use either –Scenario or –Import as a required command, but not both. None of the required parameters are

used if you specify the –Reset option.

Required

parameter
Description

-Scenario

<command>

—or—

-Scenario

<packageName>

-or-

-Import

<directory>

For desktop apps, use –Scenario to specify the command to run the application you want to

optimize, including any command-line arguments. Use three sets of double quotation marks

around command if it specifies a path that includes spaces; for example: mpgo.exe ‐scenario

"""C:\My App\myapp.exe""" ‐assemblylist """C:\My App\myapp.exe""" ‐outdir

"C:\optimized files". Do not use double quotation marks; they will not work correctly if

command includes spaces.

-or-

For Windows 8.x Store apps, use –Scenario to specify the package that you want to generate

profile information for. If you specify the package display name or the package family name

instead of the full package name, Mpgo.exe will select the package that matches the name you

provided if there is only one match. If multiple packages match the specified name, Mpgo.exe

will prompt you to choose a package.

—or—

Use -Import to specify that optimization data from previously optimized assemblies should be

used to optimize the assemblies in -AssemblyList. directory specifies the directory that

contains the previously optimized files. The assemblies specified in –AssemblyList or

–AssemblyListFile are the new versions of the assemblies to be optimized using the data from

the imported files. Using optimization data from older version of assemblies enables you to

optimize newer versions of assemblies without re-running the scenario. However, if the

imported and target assemblies include significantly different code, the optimization data will

be ineffective. The assembly names specified in –AssemblyList or –AssemblyListFile must be

present in the directory specified by –Import directory. Use three sets of double quotation

marks around directory if it specifies a path that includes spaces.

You must specify either –Scenario or –Import, but not both parameters.

-OutDir

<directory>

The directory in which to place the optimized assemblies. If an assembly already exists in the

output directory folder, a new copy is created and an index number is appended to its name;

for example: assemblyname-1.exe. Use double quotation marks around directory if it specifies a

path that contains spaces.

-AssemblyList

<assembly1

assembly2 ...>

A list of assemblies (including .exe and .dll files), separated by spaces, that you want collect

profile information about. You can specify C:\Dir\*.dll or *.dll to select all the assemblies

in the designated or current working directory. See the Remarks section for more information.
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—or—

-AssemblyListFile

<file>

—or—

A text file that contains the list of assemblies you want to collect profile information about,

listed one assembly per line. If an assembly name begins with a hyphen (-), use an assembly file

list or rename the assembly.

-AppID <appId> The ID of the application in the specified package. If you use the wildcard (*), Mpgo.exe will try

to enumerate the AppIDs in the package and will fall back to <package_family_name>!App if it

fails. If you specify a string that is prefixed by an exclamation point (!), Mpgo.exe will

concatenate the package family name with the argument provided.

-Timeout

<seconds>

The amount of time to allow the Windows 8.x Store app to run before the app exits.

Optional parameter Description

-64bit Instruments the assemblies for 64-bit systems. You must specify this parameter for 64-bit

assemblies, even if your assembly declares itself as 64 bit.

-ExeConfig <filename> Specifies the configuration file that your scenario uses to provide version and loader

information.

-f Forces the inclusion of the profile data in a binary assembly, even if it's signed. If the

assembly is signed, it must be re-signed; otherwise, the assembly will fail to load and run.

-Reset Resets the environment to make certain that an aborted profiling session doesn't affect

your assemblies, and then quits. The environment is reset by default before and after a

profiling session.

-Timeout <time in

seconds>

Specifies the profiling duration in seconds. Use a value that is slightly more than your

observed startup times for GUI applications. At the end of the time-out period, the profile

data is recorded although the application continues to run. If you don't set this option,

profiling will continue until application shutdown, at which time the data will be recorded.

-LeaveNativeImages Specifies that the instrumented native images shouldn't be removed after running the

scenario. This option is primarily used when you're getting the application that you

specified for the scenario running. It will prevent the recreation of native images for

subsequent runs of Mpgo.exe. When you have finished running your application, there

may be orphaned native images in the cache if you specify this option. In this case, run

Mpgo.exe with the same scenario and assembly list and use the –RemoveNativeImages

parameter to remove these native images.

-RemoveNativeImages Cleans up from a run where –LeaveNativeImages was specified. If you specify

-RemoveNativeImages, Mpgo.exe ignores any arguments except -64bit and

–AssemblyList, and exits after removing all instrumented native images.
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Remarks
You can use both –AssemblyList and - AssemblyListFile multiple times on the command line.

If you do not specify full path names when specifying assemblies, Mpgo.exe looks in the current directory. If you specify

an incorrect path, Mpgo.exe displays an error message but continues to generate data for other assemblies. If you specify

an assembly that is not loaded during the training scenario, no training data is generated for that assembly.

If an assembly in the list is in the global assembly cache, it will not be updated to contain the profile information. Remove

it from the global assembly cache to collect profile information.

The use of Ngen.exe and Mpgo.exe is recommended only for large managed applications, because the benefit of

precompiled native images is typically seen only when it eliminates significant JIT compilation at run time. Running

Mpgo.exe on “Hello World” style applications that aren’t working-set intensive will not provide any benefits, and

Mpgo.exe may even fail to gather profile data.

Note

Ngen.exe and Mpgo.exe are not recommended for ASP.NET applications and Windows Communication Foundation

(WCF) services.

To Use Mpgo.exe

Use a computer that has the Visual Studio Ultimate 2012 and your application installed.1. 

Run Mpgo.exe as an administrator with the necessary parameters. See the next section for sample commands.

The optimized intermediate language (IL) assemblies are created in the folder specified by the –OutDir

parameter (in the examples, this is the C:\Optimized folder).

2. 

Replace the IL assemblies you used for Ngen.exe with the new IL assemblies that contain the profile information

from the directory specified by –OutDir.

3. 

The application setup (using the images provided by Mpgo.exe) will install optimized native images.4. 

Suggested Workflow

Create a set of optimized IL assemblies by using Mpgo.exe with the –Scenario parameter.1. 

Check the optimized IL assemblies into source control.2. 

In the build process, call Mpgo.exe with the –Import parameter as a post-build step to generate optimized IL

images to pass to Ngen.exe.

3. 
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This process ensures that all assemblies have optimization data. If you check in updated optimized assemblies (steps 1

and 2) more frequently, the performance numbers will be more consistent throughout product development.

Using Mpgo.exe from Visual Studio

You can run Mpgo.exe from Visual Studio (see the article How to: Specify Build Events (C#)) with the following

restrictions:

You cannot use quoted paths with trailing slash marks, because Visual Studio macros also use trailing slash

marks by default. (For example, –OutDir "C:\Output Folder\" is invalid.) To work around this restriction,

you can escape the trailing slash. (For example, use ‐OutDir "$(OutDir)\" instead.)

By default, Mpgo.exe is not on the Visual Studio build path. You must either add the path to Visual Studio or

specify the full path on the Mpgo command line. You can use either the –Scenario or the –Import parameter in

the post-build event in Visual Studio. However, the typical process is to use –Scenario one time from a Visual

Studio developer command prompt, and then use –Import to update the optimized assemblies after each build;

for example: "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 11.0\Team Tools\Performance

Tools\mpgo.exe" ‐import "$(OutDir)tmp" ‐assemblylist "$(TargetPath)" ‐outdir

"$(OutDir)\".

Examples
The following Mpgo.exe command from a Visual Studio developer command prompt optimizes a tax application:

The following Mpgo.exe command optimizes a sound application:

The following Mpgo.exe command uses data from previously optimized assemblies to optimize newer versions of the

assemblies:

mpgo –scenario "C:\MyApp\MyTax.exe /params par" –AssemblyList Mytax.dll 

MyTaxUtil2011.dll –OutDir C:\Optimized –TimeOut 15 

mpgo –scenario "C:\MyApp\wav2wma.exe –input song1.wav –output song1.wma" –AssemblyList 

transcode.dll –OutDir C:\Optimized –TimeOut 15
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See Also
Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

Improving Launch Performance for your Desktop Applications

An Overview of Performance Improvements in .NET 4.5

© 2016 Microsoft

mpgo.exe ‐import "C:\Optimized" ‐assemblylist "C:\MyApp\MyTax.dll" "C:\MyApp

\MyTaxUtil2011.dll" ‐outdir C:\ReOptimized
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Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator)

 

The Native Image Generator (Ngen.exe) is a tool that improves the performance of managed applications. Ngen.exe creates

native images, which are files containing compiled processor-specific machine code, and installs them into the native image

cache on the local computer. The runtime can use native images from the cache instead of using the just-in-time (JIT)

compiler to compile the original assembly.

Changes to Ngen.exe in the .NET Framework 4:

Ngen.exe now compiles assemblies with full trust, and code access security (CAS) policy is no longer evaluated.

Native images that are generated with Ngen.exe can no longer be loaded into applications that are running in partial

trust.

Changes to Ngen.exe in the .NET Framework version 2.0:

Installing an assembly also installs its dependencies, simplifying the syntax of Ngen.exe.

Native images can now be shared across application domains.

A new action, update, re-creates images that have been invalidated.

Actions can be deferred for execution by a service that uses idle time on the computer to generate and install images.

Some causes of image invalidation have been eliminated.

On Windows 8, see Native Image Task.

For additional information on using Ngen.exe and the native image service, see Native Image Service.

Note

Ngen.exe syntax for versions 1.0 and 1.1 of the .NET Framework can be found in Native Image Generator (Ngen.exe)

Legacy Syntax.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

.NET Framework (current version)
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Actions
The following table shows the syntax of each action. For descriptions of the individual parts of an action, see the

Arguments, Priority Levels, Scenarios, and Config tables. The Options table describes the options and the help switches.

Action Description

install [assemblyName | assemblyPath]

[scenarios] [config] [/queue[:{1|2|3}]]

Generate native images for an assembly and its dependencies and

install the images in the native image cache.

If /queue is specified, the action is queued for the native image service.

The default priority is 3. See the Priority Levels table.

uninstall [assemblyName | assemblyPath]

[scenarios] [config]

Delete the native images of an assembly and its dependencies from the

native image cache.

To uninstall a single image and its dependencies, use the same

command-line arguments that were used to install the image.

Note

In the .NET Framework 4, the action uninstall * is no longer

supported. 

update [/queue] Update native images that have become invalid.

If /queue is specified, the updates are queued for the native image

service. Updates are always scheduled at priority 3, so they run when

the computer is idle.

display [assemblyName | assemblyPath] Display the state of the native images for an assembly and its

dependencies.

If no argument is supplied, everything in the native image cache is

displayed.

executeQueuedItems [1|2|3]

-or-

Execute queued compilation jobs.

If a priority is specified, compilation jobs with greater or equal priority

are executed. If no priority is specified, all queued compilation jobs are

      ngen action [options]

ngen /? | /help
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eqi [1|2|3] executed.

queue {pause | continue | status} Pause the native image service, allow the paused service to continue, or

query the status of the service.

Arguments

Argument Description

assemblyName The full display name of the assembly. For example, "myAssembly, Version=2.0.0.0,

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=0038abc9deabfle5".

Note

You can supply a partial assembly name, such as myAssembly, for the display and uninstall

actions.

Only one assembly can be specified per Ngen.exe command line.

assemblyPath The explicit path of the assembly. You can specify a full or relative path.

If you specify a file name without a path, the assembly must be located in the current directory.

Only one assembly can be specified per Ngen.exe command line.

Priority Levels

Priority Description

1 Native images are generated and installed immediately, without waiting for idle time.

2 Native images are generated and installed without waiting for idle time, but after all priority 1 actions

(and their dependencies) have completed.

3 Native images are installed when the native image service detects that the computer is idle. See

Native Image Service.
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Scenarios

Scenario Description

/Debug Generate native images that can be used under a debugger.

/Profile Generate native images that can be used under a profiler.

/NoDependencies Generate the minimum number of native images required by the specified scenario options.

Config

Configuration Description

/ExeConfig:exePath Use the configuration of the specified executable assembly.

Ngen.exe needs to make the same decisions as the loader when binding to dependencies.

When a shared component is loaded at run time, using the Load method, the application's

configuration file determines the dependencies that are loaded for the shared component

— for example, the version of a dependency that is loaded. The /ExeConfig switch gives

Ngen.exe guidance on which dependencies would be loaded at run time.

/AppBase:directoryPath When locating dependencies, use the specified directory as the application base.

Options

Option Description

/nologo Suppress the Microsoft startup banner display.

/silent Suppress the display of success messages.

/verbose Display detailed information for debugging.

Note
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Due to operating system limitations, this option does not display as much additional information

on Windows 98 and Windows Millennium Edition.

/help, /? Display command syntax and options for the current release.

Remarks
To run Ngen.exe, you must have administrative privileges.

Caution

Do not run Ngen.exe on assemblies that are not fully trusted. Starting with the .NET Framework 4, Ngen.exe compiles

assemblies with full trust, and code access security (CAS) policy is no longer evaluated.

Starting with the .NET Framework 4, the native images that are generated with Ngen.exe can no longer be loaded into

applications that are running in partial trust. Instead, the just-in-time (JIT) compiler is invoked.

Ngen.exe generates native images for the specified assembly and all its dependencies. Dependencies are determined from

references in the assembly manifest. The only scenario in which you need to install a dependency separately is when the

application loads it using reflection, for example by calling the Assembly.Load method.

Important

Do not use the Assembly.LoadFrom method with native images. An image loaded with this method cannot be used by

other assemblies in the execution context.

Ngen.exe maintains a count on dependencies. For example, suppose MyAssembly.exe and YourAssembly.exe are both

installed in the native image cache, and both have references to OurDependency.dll. If MyAssembly.exe is uninstalled,

OurDependency.dll is not uninstalled. It is only removed when YourAssembly.exe is also uninstalled.

If you are generating a native image for an assembly in the global assembly cache, specify its display name. See

Assembly.FullName.

The native images that Ngen.exe generates can be shared across application domains. This means you can use Ngen.exe in

application scenarios that require assemblies to be shared across application domains. To specify domain neutrality:

Apply the LoaderOptimizationAttribute attribute to your application.

Set the AppDomainSetup.LoaderOptimization property when you create setup information for a new application

domain.
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Always use domain-neutral code when loading the same assembly into multiple application domains. If a native image is

loaded into a nonshared application domain after having been loaded into a shared domain, it cannot be used.

Note

Domain-neutral code cannot be unloaded, and performance may be slightly slower, particularly when accessing static

members.

Generating Images for Different Scenarios

After you have generated a native image for an assembly, the runtime automatically attempts to locate and use this

native image each time it runs the assembly. Multiple images can be generated, depending on usage scenarios.

For example, if you run an assembly in a debugging or profiling scenario, the runtime looks for a native image that was

generated with the /Debug or /Profile options. If it is unable to find a matching native image, the runtime reverts to

standard JIT compilation. The only way to debug native images is to create a native image with the /Debug option.

The uninstall action also recognize scenarios, so you can uninstall all scenarios or only selected scenarios.

Determining When to Use Native Images

Native images can provide performance improvements in two areas: improved memory use and reduced startup time.

Note

Performance of native images depends on a number of factors that make analysis difficult, such as code and data

access patterns, how many calls are made across module boundaries, and how many dependencies have already

been loaded by other applications. The only way to determine whether native images benefit your application is by

careful performance measurements in your key deployment scenarios.

Improved Memory Use

Native images can significantly improve memory use when code is shared between processes. Native images are

Windows PE files, so a single copy of a .dll file can be shared by multiple processes; by contrast, native code

produced by the JIT compiler is stored in private memory and cannot be shared.

Applications that are run under terminal services can also benefit from shared code pages.

In addition, not loading the JIT compiler saves a fixed amount of memory for each application instance.

Faster Application Startup

Precompiling assemblies with Ngen.exe can improve the startup time for some applications. In general, gains can be

made when applications share component assemblies because after the first application has been started the shared
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components are already loaded for subsequent applications. Cold startup, in which all the assemblies in an

application must be loaded from the hard disk, does not benefit as much from native images because the hard disk

access time predominates.

Hard binding can affect startup time, because all images that are hard bound to the main application assembly must

be loaded at the same time. 

Note

Before the .NET Framework 3.5 Service Pack 1, you should put shared, strong-named components in the global

assembly cache, because the loader performs extra validation on strong-named assemblies that are not in the

global assembly cache, effectively eliminating any improvement in startup time gained by using native images.

Optimizations that were introduced in the .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 removed the extra validation.

Importance of Assembly Base Addresses

Because native images are Windows PE files, they are subject to the same rebasing issues as other executable files.

The performance cost of relocation is even more pronounced if hard binding is employed.

To set the base address for a native image, use the appropriate option of your compiler to set the base address for

the assembly. Ngen.exe uses this base address for the native image.

Note

Native images are larger than the managed assemblies from which they were created. Base addresses must be

calculated to allow for these larger sizes.

You can use a tool such as dumpbin.exe to view the preferred base address of a native image.

Summary of Usage Considerations

The following general considerations and application considerations may assist you in deciding whether to

undertake the effort of evaluating native images for your application:

Native images load faster than MSIL because they eliminate the need for many startup activities, such as JIT

compilation and type-safety verification.

Native images require a smaller initial working set because there is no need for the JIT compiler.

Native images enable code sharing between processes.

Native images require more hard disk space than MSIL assemblies and may require considerable time to

generate.

Native images must be maintained.
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Images need to be regenerated when the original assembly or one of its dependencies is serviced.

A single assembly may need multiple native images for use in different applications or different

scenarios. For example, the configuration information in two applications might result in different

binding decisions for the same dependent assembly.

Native images must be generated by an administrator; that is, from a Windows account in the

Administrators group.

In addition to these general considerations, the nature of your application must be considered when determining

whether native images might provide a performance benefit:

If your application runs in an environment that uses many shared components, native images allow the

components to be shared by multiple processes.

If your application uses multiple application domains, native images allow code pages to be shared across

domains.

Note

In the .NET Framework versions 1.0 and 1.1, native images cannot be shared across application domains.

This is not the case in version 2.0 or later.

If your application will be run under Terminal Server, native images allow sharing of code pages.

Large applications generally benefit from compilation to native images. Small applications generally do not

benefit.

For long-running applications, run-time JIT compilation performs slightly better than native images. (Hard

binding can mitigate this performance difference to some degree.)

Hard Binding

Hard binding increases throughput and reduces working set size for native images. The disadvantage of hard binding is

that all the images that are hard bound to an assembly must be loaded when the assembly is loaded. This can

significantly increase startup time for a large application.

Hard binding is appropriate for dependencies that are loaded in all your application's performance-critical scenarios.

As with any aspect of native image use, careful performance measurements are the only way to determine whether hard

binding improves your application's performance.

The DependencyAttribute and DefaultDependencyAttribute attributes allow you to provide hard binding hints to

Ngen.exe.

Note
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These attributes are hints to Ngen.exe, not commands. Using them does not guarantee hard binding. The meaning

of these attributes may change in future releases.

Specifying a Binding Hint for a Dependency

Apply the DependencyAttribute to an assembly to indicate the likelihood that a specified dependency will be

loaded. LoadHint.Always indicates that hard binding is appropriate, Default indicates that the default for the

dependency should be used, and Sometimes indicates that hard binding is not appropriate.

The following code shows the attributes for an assembly that has two dependencies. The first dependency

(Assembly1) is an appropriate candidate for hard binding, and the second (Assembly2) is not.

The assembly name does not include the file name extension. Display names can be used.

Specifying a Default Binding Hint for an Assembly

Default binding hints are only needed for assemblies that will be used immediately and frequently by any

application that has a dependency on them. Apply the DefaultDependencyAttribute with LoadHint.Always to such

assemblies to specify that hard binding should be used.

Note

There is no reason to apply DefaultDependencyAttribute to .dll assemblies that do not fall into this category,

because applying the attribute with any value other than LoadHint.Always has the same effect as not applying the

attribute at all.

Microsoft uses the DefaultDependencyAttribute to specify that hard binding is the default for a very small number of

assemblies in the .NET Framework, such as mscorlib.dll.

Troubleshooting

To confirm that native images are being used by your application, you can use the Fuslogvw.exe (Assembly Binding Log

Viewer). Select Native Images in the Log Categories box on the binding log viewer window. Fuslogvw.exe provides

information about why a native image was rejected.

You can use the jitCompilationStart MDA managed debugging assistant (MDA) to determine when the JIT compiler

starts to compile a function.

Imports System.Runtime.CompilerServices

<Assembly:DependencyAttribute("Assembly1", LoadHint.Always)>

<Assembly:DependencyAttribute("Assembly2", LoadHint.Sometimes)>

VB
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Deferred Processing

Generation of native images for a very large application can take considerable time. Similarly, changes to a shared

component or changes to computer settings might require many native images to be updated. The install and update

actions have a /queue option that queues the operation for deferred execution by the native image service. In

addition, Ngen.exe has queue and executeQueuedItems actions that provide some control over the service. For more

information, see Native Image Service.

Native Images and JIT Compilation

If Ngen.exe encounters any methods in an assembly that it cannot generate, it excludes them from the native image.

When the runtime executes this assembly, it reverts to JIT compilation for the methods that were not included in the

native image.

In addition, native images are not used if the assembly has been upgraded, or if the image has been invalidated for any

reason.

Invalid Images

When you use Ngen.exe to create a native image of an assembly, the output depends upon the command-line

options that you specify and certain settings on your computer. These settings include the following:

The version of the .NET Framework.

The version of the operating system, if the change is from the Windows 9x family to the Windows NT family.

The exact identity of the assembly (recompilation changes identity).

The exact identity of all assemblies that the assembly references (recompilation changes identity).

Security factors.

Ngen.exe records this information when it generates a native image. When you execute an assembly, the runtime

looks for the native image generated with options and settings that match the computer's current environment. The

runtime reverts to JIT compilation of an assembly if it cannot find a matching native image. The following changes to

a computer's settings and environment cause native images to become invalid:

The version of the .NET Framework.

If you apply an update to the .NET Framework, all native images that you have created using Ngen.exe

become invalid. For this reason, all updates of the .NET Framework execute the Ngen Update command, to

ensure that all native images are regenerated. The .NET Framework automatically creates new native images

for the .NET Framework libraries that it installs.

The version of the operating system, if the change is from the Windows 9x family to the Windows NT family.

For example, if the version of the operating system running on a computer changes from Windows 98 to

Windows XP, all native images stored in the native image cache become invalid. However, if the operating

system changes from Windows 2000 to Windows XP, the images are not invalidated.
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The exact identity of the assembly.

If you recompile an assembly, the assembly's corresponding native image becomes invalid.

The exact identity of any assemblies the assembly references.

If you update a managed assembly, all native images that directly or indirectly depend on that assembly

become invalid and need to be regenerated. This includes both ordinary references and hard-bound

dependencies. Whenever a software update is applied, the installation program should execute an Ngen

Update command to ensure that all dependent native images are regenerated.

Security factors.

Changing machine security policy to restrict permissions previously granted to an assembly can cause a

previously compiled native image for that assembly to become invalid.

For detailed information about how the common language runtime administers code access security and how

to use permissions, see Code Access Security.

Examples
The following command generates a native image for ClientApp.exe, located in the current directory, and installs the

image in the native image cache. If a configuration file exists for the assembly, Ngen.exe uses it. In addition, native images

are generated for any .dll files that ClientApp.exe references.

An image installed with Ngen.exe is also called a root. A root can be an application or a shared component.

The following command generates a native image for MyAssembly.exe with the specified path.

When locating assemblies and their dependencies, Ngen.exe uses the same probing logic used by the common language

runtime. By default, the directory that contains ClientApp.exe is used as the application base directory, and all assembly

probing begins in this directory. You can override this behavior by using the /AppBase option.

Note

This is a change from Ngen.exe behavior in the .NET Framework versions 1.0 and 1.1, where the application base is set

to the current directory.

ngen install ClientApp.exe

ngen install c:\myfiles\MyAssembly.exe
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An assembly can have a dependency without a reference, for example if it loads a .dll file by using the Assembly.Load

method. You can create a native image for such a .dll file by using configuration information for the application assembly,

with the /ExeConfig option. The following command generates a native image for MyLib.dll, using the configuration

information from MyApp.exe.

Assemblies installed in this way are not removed when the application is removed.

To uninstall a dependency, use the same command-line options that were used to install it. The following command

uninstalls the MyLib.dll from the previous example.

To create a native image for an assembly in the global assembly cache, use the display name of the assembly. For

example:

NGen.exe generates a separate set of images for each scenario you install. For example, the following commands install a

complete set of native images for normal operation, another complete set for debugging, and a third for profiling:

Displaying the Native Image Cache

Once native images are installed in the cache, they can be displayed using Ngen.exe. The following command displays

all native images in the native image cache.

The display action lists all the root assemblies first, followed by a list of all the native images on the computer.

Use the simple name of an assembly to display information only for that assembly. The following command displays all

native images in the native image cache that match the partial name MyAssembly, their dependencies, and all roots

that have a dependency on MyAssembly:

ngen install c:\myfiles\MyLib.dll /ExeConfig:c:\myapps\MyApp.exe

ngen uninstall c:\myfiles\MyLib.dll /ExeConfig:c:\myapps\MyApp.exe

ngen install "ClientApp, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

  PublicKeyToken=3c7ba247adcd2081, processorArchitecture=MSIL"

ngen install MyApp.exe

ngen install MyApp.exe /debug

ngen install MyApp.exe /profile

ngen display
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Knowing what roots depend on a shared component assembly is useful in gauging the impact of an update action

after the shared component is upgraded.

If you specify an assembly's file extension, you must either specify the path or execute Ngen.exe from the directory

containing the assembly:

The following command displays all native images in the native image cache with the name MyAssembly and the

version 1.0.0.0.

Updating Images

Images are typically updated after a shared component has been upgraded. To update all native images that have

changed, or whose dependencies have changed, use the update action with no arguments.

Updating all images can be a lengthy process. You can queue the updates for execution by the native image service by

using the /queue option. For more information on the /queue option and installation priorities, see Native Image

Service.

Uninstalling Images

Ngen.exe maintains a list of dependencies, so that shared components are removed only when all assemblies that

depend on them have been removed. In addition, a shared component is not removed if it has been installed as a root.

The following command uninstalls all scenarios for the root ClientApp.exe:

ngen display MyAssembly

ngen display c:\myApps\MyAssembly.exe

ngen display "myAssembly, version=1.0.0.0"

ngen update

ngen update /queue
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The uninstall action can be used to remove specific scenarios. The following command uninstalls all debug scenarios

for ClientApp.exe:

Note

Uninstalling /debug scenarios does not uninstall a scenario that includes both /profile and /debug.

The following command uninstalls all scenarios for a specific version of ClientApp.exe:

The following commands uninstall all scenarios for "ClientApp, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=3c7ba247adcd2081, processorArchitecture=MSIL", or just the debug scenario for that

assembly:

As with the install action, supplying an extension requires either executing Ngen.exe from the directory containing the

assembly or specifying a full path.

For examples relating to the native image service, see Native Image Service.

Native Image Task
The native image task is a Windows task that generates and maintains native images. The native image task generates and

reclaims native images automatically for supported scenarios. (See Creating Native Images.) It also enables installers to

use Ngen.exe (Native Image Generator) to create and update native images at a deferred time.

The native image task is registered once for each CPU architecture supported on a computer, to allow compilation for

applications that target each architecture:

ngen uninstall ClientApp

ngen uninstall ClientApp /debug

ngen uninstall "ClientApp, Version=1.0.0.0"

ngen uninstall "ClientApp, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

  PublicKeyToken=3c7ba247adcd2081, processorArchitecture=MSIL"

ngen uninstall "ClientApp, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 

  PublicKeyToken=3c7ba247adcd2081, processorArchitecture=MSIL" /debug
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Task name 32-bit computer 64-bit computer

NET Framework NGEN v4.0.30319 Yes Yes

NET Framework NGEN v4.0.30319 64 No Yes

The native image task is is available in the .NET Framework 4.5 and later versions, when running on Windows 8 or later. On

earlier versions of Windows, the .NET Framework uses the Native Image Service.

Task Lifetime

In general, the Windows Task Scheduler starts the native image task every night when the computer is idle. The task

checks for any deferred work that is queued by application installers, any deferred native image update requests, and

any automatic image creation. The task completes outstanding work items and then shuts down. If the computer stops

being idle while the task is running, the task stops.

You can also start the native image task manually through the Task Scheduler UI or through manual calls to NGen.exe.

If the task is started through either of these methods, it will continue running when the computer is no longer idle.

Images created manually by using NGen.exe are prioritized to enable predictable behavior for application installers.

Native Image Service
The native image service is a Windows service that generates and maintains native images. The native image service allows

the developer to defer the installation and update of native images to periods when the computer is idle.

Normally, the native image service is initiated by the installation program (installer) for an application or update. For

priority 3 actions, the service executes during idle time on the computer. The service saves its state and is capable of

continuing through multiple reboots if necessary. Multiple image compilations can be queued.

The service also interacts with the manual Ngen.exe command. Manual commands take precedence over background

activity.

Note

On Windows Vista, the name displayed for the native image service is "Microsoft.NET Framework NGEN

v2.0.50727_X86" or "Microsoft.NET Framework NGEN v2.0.50727_X64". On all earlier versions of Microsoft Windows,

the name is ".NET Runtime Optimization Service v2.0.50727_X86" or ".NET Runtime Optimization Service

v2.0.50727_X64".

Launching Deferred Operations

Before beginning an installation or upgrade, pausing the service is recommended. This ensures that the service does

not execute while the installer is copying files or putting assemblies in the global assembly cache. The following

Ngen.exe command line pauses the service:
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When all deferred operations have been queued, the following command allows the service to resume:

To defer native image generation when installing a new application or when updating a shared component, use the

/queue option with the install or update actions. The following Ngen.exe command lines install a native image for a

shared component and perform an update of all roots that may have been affected:

The update action regenerates all native images that have been invalidated, not just those that use MyComponent.

If your application consists of many roots, you can control the priority of the deferred actions. The following

commands queue the installation of three roots. Assembly1 is installed first, without waiting for idle time. Assembly2

is also installed without waiting for idle time, but after all priority 1 actions have completed. Assembly3 is installed

when the service detects that the computer is idle.

You can force queued actions to occur synchronously by using the executeQueuedItems action. If you supply the

optional priority, this action affects only the queued actions that have equal or lower priority. The default priority is 3,

so the following Ngen.exe command processes all queued actions immediately, and does not return until they are

finished:

Synchronous commands are executed by Ngen.exe and do not use the native image service. You can execute actions

using Ngen.exe while the native image service is running.

Service Shutdown

After being initiated by the execution of an Ngen.exe command that includes the /queue option, the service runs in the

background until all actions have been completed. The service saves its state so that it can continue through multiple

reboots if necessary. When the service detects that there are no more actions queued, it resets its status so that it will

ngen queue pause

ngen queue continue

ngen install MyComponent /queue

ngen update /queue

ngen install Assembly1 /queue:1

ngen install Assembly2 /queue:2

ngen install Assembly3 /queue:3

ngen executeQueuedItems
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not restart the next time the computer is booted, and then it shuts itself down.

Service Interaction with Clients

In the .NET Framework version 2.0, the only interaction with the native image service is through the command-line tool

Ngen.exe. Use the command-line tool in installation scripts to queue actions for the native image service and to

interact with the service.

See Also
Native Image Service

Native Image Task

.NET Framework Tools

Managed Execution Process

How the Runtime Locates Assemblies

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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Peverify.exe (PEVerify Tool)

 

The PEVerify tool helps developers who generate Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) (such as compiler writers, script

engine developers, and so on) to determine whether their MSIL code and associated metadata meet type safety

requirements. Some compilers generate verifiably type-safe code only if you avoid using certain language constructs. If, as a

developer, you are using such a compiler, you may want to verify that you have not compromised the type safety of your

code. In this situation, you can run the PEVerify tool on your files to check the MSIL and metadata.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

filename The portable executable (PE) file for which to check the MSIL and metadata.

Option Description

/break=maxErrorCount Aborts verification after maxErrorCount errors.

This parameter is not supported in .NET Framework version 2.0 or later.

/clock Measures and reports the following verification times in milliseconds:

MD Val. cycle

Metadata validation cycle

MD Val. pure

Metadata validation pure

IL Ver. cycle

.NET Framework (current version)

peverify filename [options]
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Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) verification cycle

IL Ver pure

MSIL verification pure

The MD Val. cycle and IL Ver. cycle times include the time required to perform

necessary startup and shutdown procedures. The MD Val. pure and IL Ver pure times

reflect the time required to perform the validation or verification only.

/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/hresult Displays error codes in hexadecimal format.

/ignore=hex.code [,

hex.code]

Ignores the specified error codes.

/ignore=@responseFile Ignores the error codes listed in the specified response file.

/il Performs MSIL type safety verification checks for methods implemented in the assembly

specified by filename. The tool returns detailed descriptions for each problem found

unless you specify the /quiet option.

/md Performs metadata validation checks on the assembly specified by filename. This walks

the full metadata structure within the file and reports all validation problems

encountered.

/nologo Suppresses the display of product version and copyright information.

/nosymbols In the .NET Framework version 2.0, suppresses line numbers for backward compatibility.

/quiet Specifies quiet mode; suppresses output of the verification problem reports. Peverify.exe

still reports whether the file is type safe, but does not report information on problems

preventing type safety verification.

/transparent Verify only the transparent methods.

/unique Ignores repeating error codes.

/verbose In the .NET Framework version 2.0, displays additional information in MSIL verification

messages.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
The common language runtime relies on the type-safe execution of application code to help enforce security and

isolation mechanisms. Normally, code that is not verifiably type safe cannot run, although you can set security policy to

allow the execution of trusted but unverifiable code.
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If neither the /md nor /il options are specified, Peverify.exe performs both types of checks. Peverify.exe performs /md

checks first. If there are no errors, /il checks are made. If you specify both /md and /il, /il checks are made even if there

are errors in the metadata. Thus, if there are no metadata errors, peverify filename is equivalent to

peverify filename /md /il.

Peverify.exe performs comprehensive MSIL verification checks based on dataflow analysis plus a list of several hundred

rules on valid metadata. For detailed information on the checks Peverify.exe performs, see the "Metadata Validation

Specification" and the "MSIL Instruction Set Specification" in the Tools Developers Guide folder in the Windows Software

Development Kit (SDK).

Note that the .NET Framework version 2.0 or later supports verifiable byref returns specified using the following MSIL

instructions: dup, ldsflda, ldflda, ldelema, call and unbox.

Examples
The following command performs metadata validation checks and MSIL type safety verification checks for methods

implemented in the assembly myAssembly.exe.

Upon successful completion of the above request, Peverify.exe displays the following message.

The following command performs metadata validation checks and MSIL type safety verification checks for methods

implemented in the assembly myAssembly.exe. The tool displays the time required to perform these checks.

Upon successful completion of the above request, Peverify.exe displays the following message.

The following command performs metadata validation checks and MSIL type safety verification checks for methods

implemented in the assembly myAssembly.exe. Peverify.exe stops, however, when it reaches the maximum error count of

peverify myAssembly.exe /md /il

All classes and methods in myAssembly.exe Verified

peverify myAssembly.exe /md /il /clock

All classes and methods in myAssembly.exe Verified

Timing: Total run     320 msec

        MD Val.cycle  40 msec

        MD Val.pure   10 msec

        IL Ver.cycle  270 msec

        IL Ver.pure   230 msec
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100. The tool also ignores the specified error codes.

The following command produces the same result as the above previous example, but specifies the error codes to ignore

in the response file ignoreErrors.rsp.

The response file can contain a comma-separated list of error codes.

Alternatively, the response file can be formatted with one error code per line.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

NIB: Writing Verifiably Type-Safe Code

Type Safety and Security

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

peverify myAssembly.exe /break=100 /ignore=0x12345678,0xABCD1234

peverify myAssembly.exe /break=100 /ignore@ignoreErrors.rsp

0x12345678, 0xABCD1234

0x12345678

0xABCD1234
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Regasm.exe (Assembly Registration Tool)

 

The Assembly Registration tool reads the metadata within an assembly and adds the necessary entries to the registry, which

allows COM clients to create .NET Framework classes transparently. Once a class is registered, any COM client can use it as

though the class were a COM class. The class is registered only once, when the assembly is installed. Instances of classes

within the assembly cannot be created from COM until they are actually registered.

To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more

information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Parameter Description

assemblyFile The assembly to be registered with COM.

Option Description

/codebase Creates a Codebase entry in the registry. The Codebase entry specifies the file path for an

assembly that is not installed in the global assembly cache. You should not specify this option

if you will subsequently install the assembly that you are registering into the global assembly

cache. The assemblyFile argument that you specify with the /codebase option must be a

strong-named assembly.

/registered Specifies that this tool will only refer to type libraries that have already been registered.

/asmpath:directory Specifies a directory containing assembly references. Must be used with the /regfile option.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

.NET Framework (current version)

regasm assemblyFile [options]
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/regfile [:regFile] Generates the specified .reg file for the assembly, which contains the needed registry entries.

Specifying this option does not change the registry. You cannot use this option with the /u or

/tlb options.

/silent or /s Suppresses the display of success messages.

/tlb [:typeLibFile] Generates a type library from the specified assembly containing definitions of the accessible

types defined within the assembly.

/unregister or /u Unregisters the creatable classes found in assemblyFile. Omitting this option causes

Regasm.exe to register the creatable classes in the assembly.

/verbose Specifies verbose mode; displays a list of any referenced assemblies for which a type library

needs to be generated, when specified with the /tlb option.

/? or /help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Note

The Regasm.exe command-line options are case insensitive. You only need to provide enough of the option to

uniquely identify it. For example, /n is equivalent to /nologo and /t:outfile.tlb is equivalent to /tlb:outfile.tlb.

Remarks
You can use the /regfile option to generate a .reg file that contains the registry entries instead of making the changes

directly to the registry. You can update the registry on a computer by importing the .reg file with the Registry Editor tool

(Regedit.exe). Note that the .reg file does not contain any registry updates that can be made by user-defined register

functions. Note that the /regfile option only emits registry entries for managed classes. This option does not emit entries

for TypeLibIDs or InterfaceIDs.

When you specify the /tlb option, Regasm.exe generates and registers a type library describing the types found in the

assembly. Regasm.exe places the generated type libraries in the current working directory or the directory specified for

the output file. Generating a type library for an assembly that references other assemblies may cause several type libraries

to be generated at once. You can use the type library to provide type information to development tools like Visual Studio

2005. You should not use the /tlb option if the assembly you are registering was produced by the Type Library Importer

(Tlbimp.exe). You cannot export a type library from an assembly that was imported from a type library. Using the /tlb

option has the same effect as using the Type Library Exporter (Tlbexp.exe) and Regasm.exe, with the exception that

Tlbexp.exe does not register the type library it produces. If you use the /tlb option to registered a type library, you can

use /tlb option with the /unregister option to unregistered the type library. Using the two options together will

unregister the type library and interface entries, which can clean the registry considerably.

When you register an assembly for use by COM, Regasm.exe adds entries to the registry on the local computer. More

specifically, it creates version-dependent registry keys that allow multiple versions of the same assembly to run side by

side on a computer. The first time an assembly is registered, one top-level key is created for the assembly and a unique

subkey is created for the specific version. Each time you register a new version of the assembly, Regasm.exe creates a

subkey for the new version.

For example, consider a scenario where you register the managed component, myComp.dll, version 1.0.0.0 for use by
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COM. Later, you register myComp.dll, version 2.0.0.0. You determine that all COM client applications on the computer are

using myComp.dll version 2.0.0.0 and you decide to unregister myComponent.dll version 1.0.0.0. This registry scheme

allows you to unregister myComp.dll version 1.0.0.0 because only the version 1.0.0.0 subkey is removed.

After registering an assembly using Regasm.exe, you can install it in the global assembly cache so that it can be activated

from any COM client. If the assembly is only going to be activated by a single application, you can place it in that

application's directory.

Examples
The following command registers all public classes contained in myTest.dll.

The following command generates the file myTest.reg, which contains all the necessary registry entries. This command

does not update the registry.

The following command registers all public classes contained in myTest.dll, and generates and registers the type library

myTest.tlb, which contains definitions of all the public types defined in myTest.dll.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Tlbexp.exe (Type Library Exporter)

Tlbimp.exe (Type Library Importer)

Registering Assemblies with COM

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

regasm myTest.dll

regasm myTest.dll /regfile:myTest.reg

regasm myTest.dll /tlb:myTest.tlb
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Regsvcs.exe (.NET Services Installation Tool)

 

The .NET Services Installation tool performs the following actions:

Loads and registers an assembly.

Generates, registers, and installs a type library into a specified COM+ application.

Configures services that you have added programmatically to your class.

To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more

information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

assemblyFile.dll The source assembly file. The assembly must be signed with a strong name. For more information,

see Signing an Assembly with a Strong Name.

Option Description

/appdir:path Specifies the root directory of the application.

/appname:applicationName Specifies the name of the COM+ application to either find or create.

/c Creates the target application.

.NET Framework (current version)

      regsvcs [/c | /fc | /u] [/tlb:typeLibraryFile] [/extlb]

[/reconfig] [/componly] [/appname:applicationName]

[/nologo] [/quiet]assemblyFile.dll 
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/componly Configures components only; ignores methods and interfaces.

/exapp Specifies to the tool to expect an existing application.

/extlb Uses an existing type library.

/fc Finds or creates the target application.

/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/noreconfig Does not reconfigure an existing target application.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/parname:name Specifies the name or id of the COM+ application to either find or create.

/reconfig Reconfigures an existing target application. This is the default.

/tlb:typelibraryfile Specifies the type library file to install.

/u Uninstalls the target application.

/quiet Specifies quiet mode; suppresses the logo and success message display.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Remarks
Regsvcs.exe requires a source assembly file specified by assemblyFile.dll. This assembly must be signed with a strong

name. For more information on strong name signing, see Signing an Assembly with a Strong Name. The names of the

target application and the type library file are optional. The applicationName argument can be generated from the source

assembly file and will be created by Regsvcs.exe, if it does not already exist. The typelibraryfile argument can specify a

type library name. If you do not specify a type library name, Regsvcs.exe uses the assembly name as the default.

When Regsvcs.exe registers a component's methods, it is subject to the demands and link demands on those methods.

Because the tool executes in a fully-trusted environment, most demands for a permission succeed. However, Regsvcs.exe

cannot register components with methods protected by a demand or link demand for the StrongNameIdentityPermission

or the PublisherIdentityPermission.

You must have administrative privileges on the local computer to use Regsvcs.exe.

If Regsvcs.exe fails while performing any of these actions, it displays corresponding error messages.

Examples
The following command adds all public classes contained in myTest.dll to myTargetApp (an existing COM+
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application) and produces the myTest.tlb type library.

The following command adds all public classes contained in myTest.dll to myTargetApp (an existing COM+

application) and produces the newTest.tlb type library.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

How to: Sign an Assembly with a Strong Name

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

regsvcs /appname:myTargetApp myTest.dll

regsvcs /appname:myTargetApp /tlb:newTest.tlb myTest.dll
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Resgen.exe (Resource File Generator)

 

The Resource File Generator (Resgen.exe) converts text (.txt or .restext) files and XML-based resource format (.resx) files to

common language runtime binary (.resources) files that can be embedded in a runtime binary executable or satellite

assembly. (See Creating Resource Files for Desktop Apps.)

Resgen.exe is a general-purpose resource conversion utility that performs the following tasks:  

Converts .txt or .restext files to .resources or .resx files. (The format of .restext files is identical to the format of .txt files.

However, the .restext extension helps you identify text files that contain resource definitions more easily.)

Converts .resources files to text or .resx files.

Converts .resx files to text or .resources files.

Extracts the string resources from an assembly into a .resw file that is suitable for use in a Windows 8.x Store app.

Creates a strongly typed class that provides access to individual named resources and to the ResourceManager

instance.

If Resgen.exe fails for any reason, the return value is –1.

To get help with Resgen,exe, you can use the following command, with no options specified, to display the command syntax

and options for Resgen.exe:

You can also use the /? switch:

If you use Resgen,exe to generate binary .resources files, you can use a language compiler to embed the binary files into

executable assemblies, or you can use the Assembly Linker (Al.exe) to compile them into satellite assemblies.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

.NET Framework (current version)

resgen

resgen /?
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Parameters

Parameter or switch Description

/define:symbol1[, symbol2,...] Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, supports conditional

compilation in text-based (.txt or .restext) resource files. If symbol

corresponds to a symbol included in the input text file within a

#ifdef construct, the associated string resource is included in the

.resources file. If the input text file includes an #if ! statement with

a symbol that is not defined by the /define switch, the associated

string resource is included in the resources file.

/define is ignored if it is used with non-text files. Symbols are

case-sensitive.

For more information about this option, see Conditionally

Compiling Resources later in this topic.

useSourcePath Specifies that the input file's current directory is to be used to

resolve relative file paths.

/compile Enables you to specify multiple .resx or text files to convert to

multiple .resources files in a single bulk operation. If you do not

specify this option, you can specify only one input file argument.

Output files are named filename.resources.

This option cannot be used with the /str: option.

For more information about this option, see Compiling or

Converting Multiple Files later in this topic.

/r:assembly References metadata from the specified assembly. It is used when

converting .resx files and allows Resgen.exe to serialize or

deserialize object resources. It is similar to the /reference: or /r:

options for the C# and Visual Basic compilers.

resgen  [/define:symbol1[,symbol2,...]] [/useSourcePath] filename.extension  | /compile 

filename.extension... [outputFilename.extension] [/r:assembly] 

[/str:lang[,namespace[,class[,file]]] [/publicclass]] 

resgen filename.extension [outputDirectory]
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filename.extension Specifies the name of the input file to convert. If you're using the

first, lengthier command-line syntax presented before this table,

extension must be one of the following:

.txt or .restext

A text file to convert to a .resources or a .resx file. Text files

can contain only string resources. For information about

the file format, see the "Resources in Text Files" section of

Creating Resource Files for Desktop Apps.

.resx

An XML-based resource file to convert to a .resources or a

text (.txt or .restext) file.

.resources

A binary resource file to convert to a .resx or a text (.txt or

.restext) file.

If you're using the second, shorter command-line syntax

presented before this table, extension must be the following:

.exe or .dll

A .NET Framework assembly (executable or library) whose

string resources are to be extracted to a .resw file for use in

developing Windows 8.x Store apps.

outputFilename.extension Specifies the name and type of the resource file to create.

This argument is optional when converting from a .txt, .restext, or

.resx file to a .resources file. If you do not specify outputFilename,

Resgen.exe appends a .resources extension to the input filename

and writes the file to the directory that contains

filename,extension.

The outputFilename.extension argument is mandatory when

converting from a .resources file. Specify a file name with the .resx

extension when converting a .resources file to an XML-based

resource file. Specify a file name with the .txt or .restext extension

when converting a .resources file to a text file. You should convert

a .resources file to a .txt file only when the .resources file contains

only string values.

outputDirectory For Windows 8.x Store apps, specifies the directory in which a

.resw file that contains the string resources in filename.extension

will be written. outputDirectory must already exist.

/str:language[,namespace[,classname[,filename]]] Creates a strongly typed resource class file in the programming

language specified in the language option. language can consist

of one of the following literals:

For C#: c#, cs, or csharp.
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For Visual Basic: vb or visualbasic.

For VBScript: vbs or vbscript.

For C++: c++, mc, or cpp.

For JavaScript: js, jscript, or javascript.

The namespace option specifies the project's default namespace,

the classname option specifies the name of the generated class,

and the filename option specifies the name of the class file.

The /str: option allows only one input file, so it cannot be used

with the /compile option.

If namespace is specified but classname is not, the class name is

derived from the output file name (for example, underscores are

substituted for periods). The strongly typed resources might not

work correctly as a result. To avoid this, specify both class name

and output file name.

For more information about this option, see Generating a

Strongly Typed Resource Class later in this topic.

/publicClass Creates a strongly typed resource class as a public class. By

default, the resource class is internal in C# and Friend in Visual

Basic.

This option is ignored if the /str: option is not used.

Resgen.exe and Resource File Types
In order for Resgen.exe to successfully convert resources, text and .resx files must follow the correct format.

Text (.txt and .restext) Files

Text (.txt or .restext) files may contain only string resources. String resources are useful if you are writing an application

that must have strings translated into several languages. For example, you can easily regionalize menu strings by using

the appropriate string resource. Resgen.exe reads text files that contain name/value pairs, where the name is a string

that describes the resource and the value is the resource string itself.

Note

For information about the format of .txt and .restext files, see the "Resources in Text Files" section of Creating

Resource Files for Desktop Apps.

A text file that contains resources must be saved with UTF-8 or Unicode (UTF-16) encoding unless it contains only

characters in the Basic Latin range (to U+007F). Resgen.exe removes extended ANSI characters when it processes a text

file that is saved using ANSI encoding.

Resgen.exe checks the text file for duplicate resource names. If the text file contains duplicate resource names,
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Resgen.exe will emit a warning and ignore the second value.

.resx Files

The .resx resource file format consists of XML entries. You can specify string resources within these XML entries, as you

would in text files. A primary advantage of .resx files over text files is that you can also specify or embed objects. When

you view a .resx file, you can see the binary form of an embedded object (for example, a picture) when this binary

information is a part of the resource manifest. As with text files, you can open a .resx file with a text editor (such as

Notepad or Microsoft Word) and write, parse, and manipulate its contents. Note that this requires a good knowledge

of XML tags and the .resx file structure. For more details on the .resx file format, see the "Resources in .resx Files" section

of Creating Resource Files for Desktop Apps.

In order to create a .resources file that contains embedded nonstring objects, you must either use Resgen.exe to

convert a .resx file containing objects or add the object resources to your file directly from code by calling the methods

provided by the ResourceWriter class.

If your .resx or .resources file contains objects and you use Resgen.exe to convert it to a text file, all the string resources

will be converted correctly, but the data types of the nonstring objects will also be written to the file as strings. You will

lose the embedded objects in the conversion, and Resgen.exe will report that an error occurred in retrieving the

resources.

Converting Between Resources File Types
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When you convert between different resource file types, Resgen.exe may not be able to perform the conversion or may

lose information about specific resources, depending on the source and target file types. The following table specifies

the types of conversions that are successful when converting from one resource file type to another.

Convert from To text file To .resx file To .resw file
To .resources

file

Text (.txt or

.restext) file

-- No issues Not supported No issues

.resx file Conversion fails if file

contains non-string

resources (including file

links)

-- Not supported No issues

.resources file Conversion fails if file

contains non-string

resources (including file

links)

No issues Not supported --

.exe or .dll

assembly

Not supported Not

supported

Only string resources

(including path names) are

recognized as resources

Not supported

Performing Specific Resgen.exe Tasks
You can use Resgen.exe in diverse ways: to compile a text-based or XML-based resource file into a binary file, to convert

between resource file formats, and to generate a class that wraps ResourceManager functionality and provides access to

resources. This section provides detailed information about each task:

Compiling Resources into a Binary File

Converting Between Resource File Types

Compiling or Converting Multiple Files

Exporting Resources to a .resw File

Conditionally Compiling Resources

Generating a Strongly Typed Resource Class

Compiling Resources into a Binary File

The most common use of Resgen.exe is to compile a text-based resource file (a .txt or .restext file) or an XML-based
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resource file (a .resx file) into a binary .resources file. The output file then can be embedded in a main assembly by a

language compiler or in a satellite assembly by Assembly Linker (AL.exe).

The syntax to compile a resource file is:

where the parameters are:

inputFilename

The file name, including the extension, of the resource file to compile. Resgen.exe only compiles files with

extensions of .txt, .restext, or .resx.

outputFilename

The name of the output file. If you omit outputFilename, Resgen.exe creates a .resources file with the root file

name of inputFilename in the same directory as inputFilename. If outputFilename includes a directory path, the

directory must exist.

You provide a fully qualified namespace for the .resources file by specifying it in the file name and separating it

from the root file name by a period. For example, if outputFilename is

MyCompany.Libraries.Strings.resources, the namespace is MyCompany.Libraries.

The following command reads the name/value pairs in Resources.txt and writes a binary .resources file named

Resources.resources. Because the output file name is not specified explicitly, it receives the same name as the input file

by default.

The following command reads the name/value pairs in Resources.restext and writes a binary resources file named

StringResources.resources.

The following command reads an XML-based input file named Resources.resx and writes a binary .resources file named

Resources.resources.

Converting Between Resource File Types

In addition to compiling text-based or XML-based resource files into binary .resources files, Resgen.exe can convert any

resgen inputFilename [outputFilename] 

resgen Resources.txt 

resgen Resources.restext StringResources.resources

resgen Resources.resx Resources.resources
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supported file type to any other supported file type. This means that it can perform the following conversions:

.txt and .restext files to .resx files.

.resx files to .txt and .restext files.

.resources files to .txt and .restext files.

.resources files to .resx files.

The syntax is the same as that shown in the previous section.

In addition, you can use Resgen.exe to convert embedded resources in a .NET Framework assembly to a .resw file tor

Windows 8.x Store apps.

The following command reads a binary resources file Resources.resources and writes an XML-based output file named

Resources.resx.

The following command reads a text-based resources file named StringResources.txt and writes an XML-based

resources file named LibraryResources.resx. In addition to containing string resources, the .resx file could also be used

to store non-string resources.

The following two commands read an XML-based resources file named Resources.resx and write text files named

Resources.txt and Resources.restext. Note that if the .resx file contains any embedded objects, they will not be

accurately converted into the text files.

Compiling or Converting Multiple Files

You can use the /compile switch to convert a list of resource files from one format to another in a single operation. The

syntax is:

The following command compiles three files, StringResources.txt, TableResources.resw, and ImageResources.resw, into

resgen Resources.resources Resources.resx

resgen StringResources.txt LibraryResources.resx

resgen Resources.resx Resources.txt

resgen Resources.resx Resources.restext

resgen /compile filename.extension [filename.extension...]
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separate .resources files named StringResources.resources, TableResources.resources, and ImageResources.resources.

Exporting Resources to a .resw File

If you're developing a Windows 8.x Store app, you may want to use resources from an existing desktop app. However,

the two kinds of applications support different file formats. In desktop apps, resources in text (.txt or .restext) or .resx

files are compiled into binary .resources files. In Windows 8.x Store apps, .resw files are compiled into binary package

resource index (PRI) files. You can use Resgen.exe to bridge this gap by extracting resources from an executable or a

satellite assembly and writing them to one or more .resw files that can be used when developing a Windows 8.x Store

app.

Important

Visual Studio automatically handles all conversions necessary for incorporating the resources in a portable library

into a Windows 8.x Store app. Using Resgen.exe directly to convert the resources in an assembly to .resw file format

is of interest only to developers who want to develop a Windows 8.x Store app outside of Visual Studio.

The syntax to generate .resw files from an assembly is:

where the parameters are:

filename.extension

The name of a .NET Framework assembly (an executable or .DLL). If the file contains no resources, Resgen.exe

does not create any files.

outputDirectory

The existing directory to which to write the .resw files. If outputDirectory is omitted, .resw files are written to the

current directory. Resgen.exe creates one .resw file for each .resources file in the assembly. The root file name of

the .resw file is the same as the root name of the .resources file.

The following command creates a .resw file in the Win8Resources directory for each .resources file embedded in

MyApp.exe:

resgen /compile StringResources.txt TableResources.resx ImageResources.resx

resgen filename.extension  [outputDirectory]

resgen MyApp.exe Win8Resources
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Conditionally Compiling Resources

Starting with the .NET Framework 4.5, Resgen.exe supports conditional compilation of string resources in text (.txt and

.restext) files. This enables you to use a single text-based resource file in multiple build configurations.

In a .txt or .restext file, you use the #ifdef…#endif construct to include a resource in the binary .resources file if a

symbol is defined, and you use the #if !... #endif construct to include a resource if a symbol is not defined. At compile

time, you then define symbols by using the /define: option followed by a comma-delimited list of symbols. The

comparison is cased-sensitive; the case of symbols defined by /define must match the case of symbols in the text files

to be compiled.

For example, the following file named UIResources.rext includes a string resource named AppTitle that can take one

of three values, depending on whether symbols named PRODUCTION, CONSULT, or RETAIL are defined.

The file can then be compiled into a binary .resources file with the following command:

This produces a .resources file that contains two string resources. The value of the AppTitle resource is "My Consulting

Company Project Manager".

Generating a Strongly Typed Resource Class

Resgen.exe supports strongly typed resources, which encapsulates access to resources by creating classes that contain a

set of static read-only properties. This provides an alternative to calling the methods of the ResourceManager class

directly to retrieve resources. You can enable strongly typed resource support by using the /str option in Resgen.exe,

which wraps the functionality of the StronglyTypedResourceBuilder class. When you specify the /str option, the output

of Resgen.exe is a class that contains strongly typed properties that match the resources that are referenced in the

input parameter. This class provides strongly typed read-only access to the resources that are available in the file

processed.

The syntax to create a strongly typed resource is:

#ifdef PRODUCTION

AppTitle=My Software Company Project Manager 

#endif

#ifdef CONSULT

AppTitle=My Consulting Company Project Manager

#endif

#ifdef RETAIL

AppTitle=My Retail Store Project Manager

#endif

FileMenuName=File

resgen /define:CONSULT UIResources.restext
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The parameters and switches are:

inputFilename

The file name, including the extension, of the resource file for which to generate a strongly typed resource class.

The file can be a text-based, XML-based, or binary .resources file; it can have an extension of .txt, .restext, .resw,

or .resources.

outputFilename

The name of the output file. If outputFilename includes a directory path, the directory must exist. If you omit

outputFilename, Resgen.exe creates a .resources file with the root file name of inputFilename in the same

directory as inputFilename.

outputFilename can be a text-based, XML-based, or binary .resources file. If the file extension of outputFilename

is different from the file extension of inputFilename, Resgen.exe performs the file conversion.

If inputFilename is a .resources file, Resgen.exe copies the .resources file if outputFilename is also a .resources file.

If outputFilename is omitted, Resgen.exe overwrites inputFilename with an identical .resources file.

language

The language in which to generate source code for the strongly-typed resource class. Possible values are cs, C#,

and csharp for C# code, vb and visualbasic for Visual Basic code, vbs and vbscript for VBScript code, and c++,

mc, and cpp for C++ code.

namespace

The namespace that contains the strongly typed resource class. The .resources file and the resource class should

have the same namespace. For information about specifying the namespace in the outputFilename, see

Compiling Resources into a Binary File. If namespace is omitted, the resource class is not contained in a

namespace.

classname

The name of the strongly typed resource class. This should correspond to the root name of the .resources file.

For example, if Resgen.exe generates a .resources file named MyCompany.Libraries.Strings.resources, the name

of the strongly typed resource class is Strings. If classname is omitted, the generated class is derived from the

root name of outputFilename. If outputFilename is omitted, the generated class is derived from the root name of

inputFilename.

classname cannot contain invalid characters such as embedded spaces. If classname contains embedded spaces,

or if classname is generated by default from inputFilename, and inputFilename contains embedded spaces,

Resgen.exe replaces all invalid characters with an underscore (_).

filename

The name of the class file.

/publicclass

Makes the strongly typed resource class public rather than internal (in C#) or Friend (in Visual Basic). This allows

the resources to be accessed from outside the assembly in which they are embedded.

resgen inputFilename [outputFilename] /str:language[,namespace,

[classname[,filename]]] [/publicClass]
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Important

When you create a strongly typed resource class, the name of your .resources file must match the namespace and

class name of the generated code. However, Resgen.exe allows you to specify options that produce a .resources file

that has an incompatible name. To work around this behavior, rename the output file after it has been generated.

The strongly typed resource class has the following members:

A parameterless constructor, which can be used to instantiate the strongly typed resource class..

A static (C#) or Shared (Visual Basic) and read-only ResourceManager property, which returns the

ResourceManager instance that manages the strongly typed resource.

A static Culture property, which allows you to set the culture used for resource retrieval. By default, its value is

null, which means that that the current UI culture is used.

One static (C#) or Shared (Visual Basic) and read-only property for each resource in the .resources file. The

name of the property is the name of the resource.-

For example, the following command compiles a resource file named StringResources.txt into

StringResources.resources and generates a class named StringResources in a Visual Basic source code file named

StringResources.vb that can be used to access the Resource Manager.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Resources in Desktop Apps

Creating Resource Files for Desktop Apps

Al.exe (Assembly Linker)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

resgen StringResources.txt /str:vb,,StringResources 
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SecAnnotate.exe (.NET Security Annotator
Tool)

 

The .NET Security Annotator tool (SecAnnotate.exe) is a command-line application that identifies the SecurityCritical and

SecuritySafeCritical portions of one or more assemblies.

A Visual Studio extension, Security Annotator, provides a graphical user interface to SecAnnotate.exe and enables you to run

the tool from Visual Studio.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following, where parameters are described in the following section, and assemblies

consist of one or more assembly names separated by blanks:

Syntax

Parameters

Option Description

/a

or

/showstatistics

Shows statistics about the use of transparency in assemblies that are being analyzed.

/d:directory 

or

/referencedir:directory

Specifies a directory to search for dependent assemblies during annotation.

/i

or

Includes extended signature information in the annotation report file.

.NET Framework (current version)

SecAnnotate.exe [parameters] [assemblies]
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/includesignatures

/n

or

/nogac

Suppresses searching for referenced assemblies in the global assembly cache.

/o:output.xml 

or

/out:output.xml

Specifies the output annotation file.

/p:maxpasses 

or

/maximumpasses:maxpasses

Specifies the maximum number of annotation passes to make on assemblies before

stopping the generation of new annotations.

/q

or

/quiet

Specifies quiet mode, in which the annotator does not output status messages; it

outputs only error information.

/r:assembly

or

/referenceassembly:assembly

Includes the specified assembly when resolving dependent assemblies during

annotation. Reference assemblies are given priority over assemblies that are found

in the reference path.

/s:rulename 

or

/suppressrule:rulename

Suppresses running the specified transparency rule on the input assemblies.

/t

or

/forcetransparent

Forces the Annotator tool to treat all assemblies that do not have any transparency

annotations as if they were entirely transparent.

/t:assembly

or

/forcetransparent:assembly

Force the given assembly to be transparent, regardless of its current assembly-level

annotations.

/v Verifies only that an assembly's annotations are correct; does not attempt to make

multiple passes to find all required annotations if the assembly does not verify.
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or

/verify

/x

or

/verbose

Specifies verbose output while annotating.

/y:directory 

or

/symbolpath:directory

Includes the specified directory when searching for symbol files during annotation.

Remarks
Parameters and assemblies may also be provided in a response file that is specified on the command line and prefixed

with an at sign (@). Each line in the response file should contain a single parameter or assembly name.

For more information about the .NET Security Annotator, see the entry Using SecAnnotate to Analyze Your Assemblies for

Transparency Violations in the .NET Security blog.

Examples

© 2016 Microsoft
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SignTool.exe (Sign Tool)

 

Sign Tool is a command-line tool that digitally signs files, verifies signatures in files, and time-stamps files.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

command One of four commands (catdb, sign, Timestamp, or Verify) that specifies an operation to perform

on a file. For a description of each command, see the next table.

options An option that modifies a command. In addition to the global /q and /v options, each command

supports a unique set of options.

file_name The path to a file to sign.

The following commands are supported by Sign Tool. Each command is used with distinct sets of options, which are listed

in their respective sections.

Command Description

catdb Adds a catalog file to, or removes it from, a catalog database. Catalog databases are used for

automatic lookup of catalog files and are identified by GUID. For a list of the options supported by

the catdb command, see catdb Command Options.

.NET Framework (current version)

signtool [command] [options] [file_name | ...]
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sign Digitally signs files. Digital signatures protect files from tampering, and enable users to verify the

signer based on a signing certificate. For a list of the options supported by the sign command, see

sign Command Options.

Timestamp Time-stamps files. For a list of the options supported by the TimeStamp command, see TimeStamp

Command Options.

Verify Verifies the digital signature of files by determining whether the signing certificate was issued by a

trusted authority, whether the signing certificate has been revoked, and, optionally, whether the

signing certificate is valid for a specific policy. For a list of the options supported by the Verify

command, see Verify Command Options.

The following options apply to all Sign Tool commands.

Global

option
Description

/q Displays no output if the command runs successfully, and displays minimal output if the command

fails.

/v Displays verbose output regardless of whether the command runs successfully or fails, and displays

warning messages.

/debug Displays debugging information.

catdb Command Options
The following table lists the options that can be used with the catdb command.

Catdb

option
Description

/d Specifies that the default catalog database is updated. If neither the /d nor the /g option is used, Sign

Tool updates the system component and driver database.

/g GUID Specifies that the catalog database identified by the globally unique identifier GUID is updated.

/r Removes the specified catalogs from the catalog database. If this option is not specified, Sign Tool

adds the specified catalogs to the catalog database.

/u Specifies that a unique name is automatically generated for the added catalog files. If necessary, the

catalog files are renamed to prevent name conflicts with existing catalog files. If this option is not

specified, Sign Tool overwrites any existing catalog that has the same name as the catalog being
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added.

sign Command Options
The following table lists the options that can be used with the sign command.

Sign command option Description

/a Automatically selects the best signing certificate. Sign Tool will find all valid certificates

that satisfy all specified conditions and select the one that is valid for the longest time. If

this option is not present, Sign Tool expects to find only one valid signing certificate.

/ac  file Adds an additional certificate from file to the signature block.

/as Appends this signature. If no primary signature is present, this signature is made the

primary signature instead.

/c  CertTemplateName Specifies the Certificate Template Name (a Microsoft extension) for the signing certificate.

/csp  CSPName Specifies the cryptographic service provider (CSP) that contains the private key container.

/d  Desc Specifies a description of the signed content.

/du  URL Specifies a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for the expanded description of the signed

content.

/f  SignCertFile Specifies the signing certificate in a file. If the file is in Personal Information Exchange (PFX)

format and protected by a password, use the /p option to specify the password. If the file

does not contain private keys, use the /csp and /k options to specify the CSP and private

key container name.

/fd Specifies the file digest algorithm to use for creating file signatures. The default is SHA1.

/i  IssuerName Specifies the name of the issuer of the signing certificate. This value can be a substring of

the entire issuer name.

/kc

 PrivKeyContainerName

Specifies the private key container name.

/n  SubjectName Specifies the name of the subject of the signing certificate. This value can be a substring of

the entire subject name.

/nph If supported, suppresses page hashes for executable files. The default is determined by the

SIGNTOOL_PAGE_HASHES environment variable and by the wintrust.dll version. This

option is ignored for non-PE files.
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/p  Password Specifies the password to use when opening a PFX file. (Use the /f option to specify a PFX

file.)

/p7 Path Specifies that a Public Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS) #7 file is produced for each

specified content file. PKCS #7 files are named path\filename.p7.

/p7ce Value Specifies options for the signed PKCS #7 content. Set Value to "Embedded" to embed the

signed content in the PKCS #7 file, or to "DetachedSignedData" to produce the signed

data portion of a detached PKCS #7 file. If the /p7ce option is not used, the signed

content is embedded by default.

/p7co <OID> Specifies the object identifier (OID) that identifies the signed PKCS #7 content.

/ph If supported, generates page hashes for executable files.

/r  RootSubjectName Specifies the name of the subject of the root certificate that the signing certificate must

chain to. This value may be a substring of the entire subject name of the root certificate.

/s  StoreName Specifies the store to open when searching for the certificate. If this option is not specified,

the My store is opened.

/sha1  Hash Specifies the SHA1 hash of the signing certificate. The SHA1 hash is commonly specified

when multiple certificates satisfy the criteria specified by the remaining switches.

/sm Specifies that a machine store, instead of a user store, is used.

/t  URL Specifies the URL of the time stamp server. If this option (or /tr) is not present, the signed

file will not be time stamped. A warning is generated if time stamping fails. This option

cannot be used with the /tr option.

/td  alg Used with the /tr option to request a digest algorithm used by the RFC 3161 time stamp

server.

/tr  URL Specifies the URL of the RFC 3161 time stamp server. If this option (or /t) is not present,

the signed file will not be time stamped. A warning is generated if time stamping fails. This

option cannot be used with the /t option.

/u  Usage Specifies the enhanced key usage (EKU) that must be present in the signing certificate. The

usage value can be specified by OID or string. The default usage is "Code Signing"

(1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.3).

/uw Specifies usage of "Windows System Component Verification" (1.3.6.1.4.1.311.10.3.6).

For usage examples, see Using SignTool to Sign a File.

TimeStamp Command Options
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The following table lists the options that can be used with the TimeStamp command.

TimeStamp

option
Description

/p7 Time stamps PKCS #7 files.

/t  URL Specifies the URL of the time stamp server. The file being time stamped must have previously

been signed. Either the /t or the /tr option is required.

/td  alg Requests a digest algorithm used by the RFC 3161 time stamp server. /td is used with the /tr

option.

/tp index Time stamps the signature at index.

/tr  URL Specifies the URL of the RFC 3161 time stamp server. The file being time stamped must have

previously been signed. Either the /tr or the /t option is required.

For a usage example, see Adding Time Stamps to Previously Signed Files.

Verify Command Options

Verify option Description

/a Specifies that all methods can be used to verify the file. First, the catalog databases are

searched to determine whether the file is signed in a catalog. If the file is not signed in any

catalog, Sign Tool attempts to verify the file's embedded signature. This option is

recommended when verifying files that may or may not be signed in a catalog. Examples of

these files include Windows files or drivers.

/ad Finds the catalog by using the default catalog database.

/ag CatDBGUID Finds the catalog in the catalog database that is identified by the CatDBGUID.

/all Verifies all signatures in a file that includes multiple signatures.

/as Finds the catalog by using the system component (driver) catalog database.

/c CatFile Specifies the catalog file by name.

/d Specifies that Sign Tool should print the description and the description URL.

/ds Index Verifies the signature at a specified position.
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/hash

(SHA1|SHA256)

Specifies an optional hash algorithm to use when searching for a file in a catalog.

/kp Specifies that verification should be performed with the kernel-mode driver signing policy.

/ms Uses multiple verification semantics. This is the default behavior of a WinVerifyTrust call on

Windows 8 and above.

/o Version Verifies the file by operating system version. Version has the following form:

PlatformID:VerMajor.VerMinor.BuildNumber. PlatformID represents the underlying value of a

PlatformID enumeration member.

Important

The use of the /o switch is recommended. If /o is not specified, SignTool.exe may return

unexpected results. For example, if you do not include the /o switch, system catalogs that

validate correctly on an older operating system may not validate correctly on a newer

operating system.

/p7 Verifies PKCS #7 files. No existing policies are used for PKCS #7 validation. The signature is

checked and a chain is built for the signing certificate.

/pa Specifies that the Default Authenticode Verification Policy should be used. If the /pa option is

not specified, Sign Tool uses the Windows Driver Verification Policy. This option cannot be

used with the catdb options.

/pg PolicyGUID Specifies a verification policy by GUID. The PolicyGUID corresponds to the ActionID of the

verification policy. This option cannot be used with the catdb options.

/ph Specifies that Sign Tool should print and verify page hash values.

/r RootSubjectName Specifies the name of the subject of the root certificate that the signing certificate must chain

to. This value can be a substring of the entire subject name of the root certificate.

/tw Specifies that a warning should be generated if the signature is not time stamped.

For usage examples, see Using SignTool to Verify a File Signature.

Return Value
Sign Tool returns one of the following exit codes when it terminates.

Exit code Description
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0 Execution was successful.

1 Execution has failed.

2 Execution has completed with warnings.

Examples
The following command adds the catalog file MyCatalogFileName.cat to the system component and driver database. The

/v option generates a unique name if necessary to prevent replacing an existing catalog file named

MyCatalogFileName.cat.

The following command signs a file automatically by using the best certificate.

The following command digitally signs a file by using a certificate stored in a password-protected PFX file.

The following command digitally signs and time-stamps a file. The certificate used to sign the file is stored in a PFX file.

The following command signs a file by using a certificate located in the My store that has a subject name of My Company

Certificate.

The following command signs an ActiveX control and provides information that is displayed by Internet Explorer when

the user is prompted to install the control.

signtool catdb /v /u MyCatalogFileName.cat

signtool sign /a MyFile.exe

signtool sign /f MyCert.pfx /p MyPassword MyFile.exe

signtool sign /f MyCert.pfx /t  HYPERLINK "http://timestamp.verisign.com/scripts

/timstamp.dll" http://timestamp.verisign.com/scripts/timstamp.dll MyFile.exe

signtool sign /n "My Company Certificate" MyFile.exe
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The following command time-stamps a file that has already been digitally signed.

The following command verifies that a file has been signed.

The following command verifies a system file that may be signed in a catalog.

The following command verifies a system file that is signed in a catalog named MyCatalog.cat.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

Signtool sign /f MyCert.pfx /d: "MyControl" /du http://www.example.com/MyControl

/info.html MyControl.exe

signtool timestamp /t  HYPERLINK "http://timestamp.verisign.com/scripts/timstamp.dll" 

http://timestamp.verisign.com/scripts/timstamp.dll MyFile.exe

signtool verify MyFile.exe

signtool verify /a SystemFile.dll

signtool verify /c MyCatalog.cat SystemFile.dll
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Sn.exe (Strong Name Tool)

 

The Strong Name tool (Sn.exe) helps sign assemblies with strong names. Sn.exe provides options for key management,

signature generation, and signature verification.

For more information on strong naming and strong-named assemblies, see Strong-Named Assemblies and How to: Sign an

Assembly with a Strong Name.

The Strong Name tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To start the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt

(or the Visual Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual

Studio.

Note

On 64-bit computers, run the 32-bit version of Sn.exe by using the Visual Studio Command Prompt and the 64-bit

version by using the Visual Studio x64 Win64 Command Prompt.

   

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Option Description

-a identityKeyPairFile signaturePublicKeyFile Generates AssemblySignatureKeyAttribute

data to migrate the identity key to the

signature key from a file.

-ac identityPublicKeyFile identityKeyPairContainer signaturePublicKeyFile Generates AssemblySignatureKeyAttribute

data to migrate the identity key to the

.NET Framework (current version)

sn [‐quiet][option [parameter(s)]]
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signature key from a key container.

-c [csp] Sets the default cryptographic service

provider (CSP) to use for strong name

signing. This setting applies to the entire

computer. If you do not specify a CSP

name, Sn.exe clears the current setting.

-d container Deletes the specified key container from

the strong name CSP.

-D assembly1 assembly2 Verifies that two assemblies differ only by

signature. This is often used as a check

after an assembly has been re-signed with

a different key pair.

-e assembly outfile Extracts the public key from assembly and

stores it in outfile.

-h Displays command syntax and options for

the tool.

-i infile container Installs the key pair from infile in the

specified key container. The key container

resides in the strong name CSP.

-k [keysize] outfile Generates a new

RSACryptoServiceProvider key of the

specified size and writes it to the specified

file. Both a public and private key are

written to the file.

If you do not specify a key size, a 1,024-bit

key is generated by default if you have the

Microsoft enhanced cryptographic

provider installed; otherwise, a 512-bit key

is generated.

The keysize parameter supports key

lengths from 384 bits to 16,384 bits in

increments of 8 bits if you have the

Microsoft enhanced cryptographic

provider installed. It supports key lengths

from 384 bits to 512 bits in increments of

8 bits if you have the Microsoft base

cryptographic provider installed.

-m [y|n] Specifies whether key containers are

computer-specific, or user-specific. If you
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specify y, key containers are computer-

specific. If you specify n, key containers are

user-specific.

If neither y nor n is specified, this option

displays the current setting.

-o infile [outfile] Extracts the public key from the infile and

stores it in a .csv file. A comma separates

each byte of the public key. This format is

useful for hard-coding references to keys

as initialized arrays in source code. If you

do not specify an outfile, this option

places the output on the Clipboard.

Note

This option does not verify that the

input is only a public key. If the infile

contains a key pair with a private key,

the private key is also extracted.

-p infile outfile [hashalg] Extracts the public key from the key pair in

infile and stores it in outfile, optionally

using the RSA algorithm specified by

hashalg. This public key can be used to

delay-sign an assembly using the

/delaysign+ and /keyfile options of the

Assembly Linker (Al.exe). When an

assembly is delay-signed, only the public

key is set at compile time and space is

reserved in the file for the signature to be

added later, when the private key is

known.

-pc container outfile [hashalg] Extracts the public key from the key pair in

container and stores it in outfile. If you use

the hashalg option, the RSA algorithm is

used to extract the public key.

-Pb [y|n] Specifies whether the strong-name bypass

policy is enforced. If you specify y, strong

names for full-trust assemblies are not

validated when loaded into a full-trust

AppDomain. If you specify n, strong

names are validated for correctness, but

not for a specific strong name. The
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StrongNameIdentityPermission has no

effect on full-trust assemblies. You must

perform your own check for a strong name

match.

If neither y nor n is specified, this option

displays the current setting. The default is

y.

Note

On 64-bit computers, you must set this

parameter in both the 32-bit and the

64-bit instances of Sn.exe.

-q[uiet] Specifies quiet mode; suppresses the

display of success messages.

-R[a] assembly infile Re-signs a previously signed or delay-

signed assembly with the key pair in infile.

If -Ra is used, hashes are recomputed for

all files in the assembly.

-Rc[a] assembly container Re-signs a previously signed or delay-

signed assembly with the key pair in

container.

If -Rca is used, hashes are recomputed for

all files in the assembly.

-Rh assembly Recomputes hashes for all files in the

assembly.

-t[p] infile Displays the token for the public key

stored in infile. The contents of infile must

be a public key previously generated from

a key pair file using -p. Do not use the

-t[p] option to extract the token directly

from a key pair file.

Sn.exe computes the token by using a

hash function from the public key. To save

space, the common language runtime

stores public key tokens in the manifest as

part of a reference to another assembly

when it records a dependency to an
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assembly that has a strong name. The -tp

option displays the public key in addition

to the token. If the

AssemblySignatureKeyAttribute attribute

has been applied to the assembly, the

token is for the identity key, and the name

of the hash algorithm and the identity key

is displayed.

Note that this option does not verify the

assembly signature and should not be

used to make trust decisions. This option

only displays the raw public key token

data.

-T[p] assembly Displays the public key token for

assembly. The assembly must be the name

of a file that contains an assembly

manifest.

Sn.exe computes the token by using a

hash function from the public key. To save

space, the runtime stores public key

tokens in the manifest as part of a

reference to another assembly when it

records a dependency to an assembly that

has a strong name. The -Tp option

displays the public key in addition to the

token. If the

AssemblySignatureKeyAttribute attribute

has been applied to the assembly, the

token is for the identity key, and the name

of the hash algorithm and the identity key

is displayed.

Note that this option does not verify the

assembly signature and should not be

used to make trust decisions. This option

only displays the raw public key token

data.

-TS assembly infile Test-signs the signed or partially signed

assembly with the key pair in infile.

-TSc assembly container Test-signs the signed or partially signed

assembly with the key pair in the key

container container.

-v assembly Verifies the strong name in assembly,

where assembly is the name of a file that

contains an assembly manifest.
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-vf assembly Verifies the strong name in assembly.

Unlike the -v option, -vf forces verification

even if it is disabled using the -Vr option.

-Vk regfile.regassembly [userlist] [infile] Creates a registration entries (.reg) file you

can use to register the specified assembly

for verification skipping. The rules for

assembly naming that apply to the -Vr

option apply to –Vk as well. For

information about the userlist and infile

options, see the –Vr option.

-Vl Lists current settings for strong-name

verification on this computer.

-Vr assembly [userlist] [infile] Registers assembly for verification

skipping. Optionally, you can specify a

comma-separated list of user names the

skip verification should apply to. If you

specify infile, verification remains enabled,

but the public key in infile is used in

verification operations. You can specify

assembly in the form *, strongname to

register all assemblies with the specified

strong name. For strongname, specify the

string of hexadecimal digits representing

the tokenized form of the public key. See

the -t and -T options to display the public

key token.

Caution

Use this option only during

development. Adding an assembly to

the skip verification list creates a

security vulnerability. A malicious

assembly could use the fully specified

assembly name (assembly name,

version, culture, and public key token)

of the assembly added to the skip

verification list to fake its identity. This

would allow the malicious assembly to

also skip verification.

-Vu assembly Unregisters assembly for verification

skipping. The same rules for assembly
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naming that apply to -Vr apply to -Vu.

-Vx Removes all verification-skipping entries.

-? Displays command syntax and options for

the tool.

Note

All Sn.exe options are case-sensitive and must be typed exactly as shown to be recognized by the tool.

Remarks
The -R and –Rc options are useful with assemblies that have been delay-signed. In this scenario, only the public key has

been set at compile time and signing is performed later, when the private key is known.

Note

For parameters (for example, –Vr) that write to protected resources such as the registry, run SN.exe as an

administrator.

Examples
The following command creates a new, random key pair and stores it in keyPair.snk.

The following command stores the key in keyPair.snk in the container MyContainer in the strong name CSP.

The following command extracts the public key from keyPair.snk and stores it in publicKey.snk.

sn ‐k keyPair.snk

sn ‐i keyPair.snk MyContainer

sn ‐p keyPair.snk publicKey.snk
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The following command displays the public key and the token for the public key contained in publicKey.snk.

The following command verifies the assembly MyAsm.dll.

The following command deletes MyContainer from the default CSP.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Al.exe (Assembly Linker)

Strong-Named Assemblies

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

sn ‐tp publicKey.snk

sn ‐v MyAsm.dll

sn ‐d MyContainer
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SOS.dll (SOS Debugging Extension)

 

The SOS Debugging Extension (SOS.dll) helps you debug managed programs in Visual Studio and in the Windows

debugger (WinDbg.exe) by providing information about the internal common language runtime (CLR) environment. This

tool requires your project to have unmanaged debugging enabled. SOS.dll is automatically installed with the .NET

Framework. To use SOS.dll in Visual Studio, install the Windows Driver Kit (WDK).

Note

If you are using Visual Studio 2013, SOS.dll is supported in the Windows Debugger within Visual Studio, but not in the

Immediate window of the Visual Studio debugger.

Syntax

Commands

Command Description

AnalyzeOOM (ao) Displays the information for the last OOM that occurred on an allocation request to

the garbage collection heap. (In server garbage collection, it displays OOM, if any, on

each garbage collection heap.)

BPMD [-nofuturemodule]

[<module name> <method

name>] [-md <MethodDesc>]

-list -clear <pending

breakpoint number> -clearall

Creates a breakpoint at the specified method in the specified module.

If the specified module and method have not been loaded, this command waits for a

notification that the module was loaded and just-in-time (JIT) compiled before

creating a breakpoint.

You can manage the list of pending breakpoints by using the -list, -clear, and

-clearall options:

The -list option generates a list of all the pending breakpoints. If a pending

breakpoint has a non-zero module ID, that breakpoint is specific to a function

in that particular loaded module. If the pending breakpoint has a zero module

.NET Framework (current version)

![command] [options] 
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ID, that breakpoint applies to modules that have not yet been loaded.

Use the -clear or -clearall option to remove pending breakpoints from the

list.

CLRStack [-a] [-l] [-p] [-n] Provides a stack trace of managed code only.

The -p option shows arguments to the managed function.

The -l option shows information on local variables in a frame. The SOS

Debugging Extension cannot retrieve local names, so the output for local

names is in the format <local address> = <value>.

The -a (all) option is a shortcut for -l and -p combined.

The -n option disables the display of source file names and line numbers. If

the debugger has the option SYMOPT_LOAD_LINES specified, SOS will look

up the symbols for every managed frame and if successful will display the

corresponding source file name and line number. The -n (No line numbers)

parameter can be specified to disable this behavior.

The SOS Debugging Extension does not display transition frames on x64 and

IA-64-based platforms.

COMState Lists the COM apartment model for each thread and a Context pointer, if available.

DumpArray [-start

<startIndex>] [-length

<length>] [-details]

[-nofields] <array object

address>

-or-

DA [-start <startIndex>]

[-length <length>] [-detail]

[-nofields] array object

address>

Examines elements of an array object.

The -start option specifies the starting index at which to display elements.

The -length option specifies how many elements to show.

The -details option displays details of the element using the DumpObj and

DumpVC formats.

The -nofields option prevents arrays from displaying. This option is available

only when the -detail option is specified.

DumpAssembly <assembly

address>

Displays information about an assembly.

The DumpAssembly command lists multiple modules, if they exist.

You can get an assembly address by using the DumpDomain command.

DumpClass <EEClass

address>

Displays information about the EEClass structure associated with a type.

The DumpClass command displays static field values but does not display nonstatic

field values.

Use the DumpMT, DumpObj, Name2EE, or Token2EE command to get an EEClass

structure address.

DumpDomain [<domain

address>]

Enumerates each Assembly object that is loaded within the specified AppDomain

object address. When called with no parameters, the DumpDomain command lists
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all AppDomain objects in a process.

DumpHeap [-stat] [-strings]

[-short] [-min <size>] [-max

<size>] [-thinlock]

[-startAtLowerBound] [-mt

<MethodTable address>]

[-type <partial type name>]

[start [end]]

Displays information about the garbage-collected heap and collection statistics

about objects.

The DumpHeap command displays a warning if it detects excessive fragmentation in

the garbage collector heap.

The -stat option restricts the output to the statistical type summary.

The -strings option restricts the output to a statistical string value summary.

The -short option limits output to just the address of each object. This lets

you easily pipe output from the command to another debugger command for

automation.

The -min option ignores objects that are less than the size parameter,

specified in bytes.

The -max option ignores objects that are larger than the size parameter,

specified in bytes.

The -thinlock option reports ThinLocks. For more information, see the

SyncBlk command.

The -startAtLowerBound option forces the heap walk to begin at the lower

bound of a supplied address range. During the planning phase, the heap is

often not walkable because objects are being moved. This option forces

DumpHeap to begin its walk at the specified lower bound. You must supply

the address of a valid object as the lower bound for this option to work. You

can display memory at the address of a bad object to manually find the next

method table. If the garbage collection is currently in a call to memcopy, you

may also be able to find the address of the next object by adding the size to

the start address, which is supplied as a parameter.

The -mt option lists only those objects that correspond to the specified

MethodTable structure.

The -type option lists only those objects whose type name is a substring

match of the specified string.

The start parameter begins listing from the specified address.

The end parameter stops listing at the specified address.

DumpIL <Managed

DynamicMethod object> |

<DynamicMethodDesc

pointer> | <MethodDesc

pointer>

Displays the Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) that is associated with a

managed method.

Note that dynamic MSIL is emitted differently than MSIL that is loaded from an

assembly. Dynamic MSIL refers to objects in a managed object array rather than to

metadata tokens.

DumpLog [-addr

<addressOfStressLog>]

[<Filename>]

Writes the contents of an in-memory stress log to the specified file. If you do not

specify a name, this command creates a file called StressLog.txt in the current

directory.

The in-memory stress log helps you diagnose stress failures without using locks or

I/O. To enable the stress log, set the following registry keys under

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\.NETFramework:
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(DWORD) StressLog = 1

(DWORD) LogFacility = 0xffffffff

(DWORD) StressLogSize = 65536

The optional -addr option lets you specify a stress log other than the default log.

DumpMD <MethodDesc

address>

Displays information about a MethodDesc structure at the specified address.

You can use the IP2MD command to get the MethodDesc structure address from a

managed function.

DumpMT [-MD]

<MethodTable address>

Displays information about a method table at the specified address. Specifying the

-MD option displays a list of all methods defined with the object.

Each managed object contains a method table pointer.

DumpMethodSig <sigaddr>

<moduleaddr>

Displays information about a MethodSig structure at the specified address.

DumpModule [-mt] <Module

address>

Displays information about a module at the specified address. The -mt option

displays the types defined in a module and the types referenced by the module

You can use the DumpDomain or DumpAssembly command to retrieve a module's

address.

DumpObj [-nofields] <object

address>

-or-

DO <object address>

Displays information about an object at the specified address. The DumpObj

command displays the fields, the EEClass structure information, the method table,

and the size of the object.

You can use the DumpStackObjects command to retrieve an object's address.

Note that you can run the DumpObj command on fields of type CLASS because they

are also objects.

The -nofields option prevents fields of the object being displayed, it is useful for

objects like String.

DumpRuntimeTypes Displays the runtime type objects in the garbage collector heap and lists their

associated type names and method tables.

DumpStack [-EE] [-n] [top

stack [bottom stack]]

Displays a stack trace.

The -EE option causes the DumpStack command to display only managed

functions. Use the top and bottom parameters to limit the stack frames

displayed on x86 platforms.

The -n option disables the display of source file names and line numbers. If

the debugger has the option SYMOPT_LOAD_LINES specified, SOS will look

up the symbols for every managed frame and if successful will display the

corresponding source file name and line number. The -n (No line numbers)
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parameter can be specified to disable this behavior.

On x86 and x64 platforms, the DumpStack command creates a verbose stack trace.

On IA-64-based platforms, the DumpStack command mimics the debugger's K

command. The top and bottom parameters are ignored on IA-64-based platforms.

DumpSig <sigaddr>

<moduleaddr>

Displays information about a Sig structure at the specified address.

DumpSigElem <sigaddr>

<moduleaddr>

Displays a single element of a signature object. In most cases, you should use

DumpSig to look at individual signature objects. However, if a signature has been

corrupted in some way, you can use DumpSigElem to read the valid portions of it.

DumpStackObjects [-verify]

[top stack [bottom stack]]

-or-

DSO [-verify] [top stack

[bottom stack]]

Displays all managed objects found within the bounds of the current stack.

The -verify option validates each non-static CLASS field of an object field.

Use the DumpStackObject command with stack tracing commands such as the K

command and the CLRStack command to determine the values of local variables

and parameters.

DumpVC <MethodTable

address> <Address>

Displays information about the fields of a value class at the specified address.

The MethodTable parameter allows the DumpVC command to correctly interpret

fields. Value classes do not have a method table as their first field.

EEHeap [-gc] [-loader] Displays information about process memory consumed by internal common

language runtime data structures.

The -gc and -loader options limit the output of this command to garbage collector

or loader data structures.

The information for the garbage collector lists the ranges of each segment in the

managed heap. If the pointer falls within a segment range given by -gc, the pointer is

an object pointer.

EEStack [-short] [-EE] Runs the DumpStack command on all threads in the process.

The -EE option is passed directly to the DumpStack command. The -short

parameter limits the output to the following kinds of threads:

Threads that have taken a lock.

Threads that have been stalled in order to allow a garbage collection.

Threads that are currently in managed code.

EEVersion Displays the common language runtime version.

EHInfo [<MethodDesc

address>] [<Code address>]

Displays the exception handling blocks in a specified method. This command

displays the code addresses and offsets for the clause block (the try block) and the

handler block (the catch block).
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FAQ Displays frequently asked questions.

FinalizeQueue [-detail] |

[-allReady] [-short]

Displays all objects registered for finalization.

The -detail option displays extra information about any SyncBlocks that

need to be cleaned up, and any RuntimeCallableWrappers (RCWs) that

await cleanup. Both of these data structures are cached and cleaned up by the

finalizer thread when it runs.

The -allReady option displays all objects that are ready for finalization,

regardless of whether they are already marked by the garbage collection as

such, or will be marked by the next garbage collection. The objects that are in

the "ready for finalization" list are finalizable objects that are no longer

rooted. This option can be very expensive, because it verifies whether all the

objects in the finalizable queues are still rooted.

The -short option limits the output to the address of each object. If it is used

in conjunction with -allReady, it enumerates all objects that have a finalizer

that are no longer rooted. If it is used independently, it lists all objects in the

finalizable and "ready for finalization" queues.

FindAppDomain <Object

address>

Determines the application domain of an object at the specified address.

FindRoots -gen <N> | -gen

any | <object address>

Causes the debugger to break in the debuggee on the next collection of the

specified generation. The effect is reset as soon as the break occurs. To break on the

next collection, you have to reissue the command. The <object address> form of this

command is used after the break caused by the -gen or -gen any has occurred. At

that time, the debuggee is in the right state for FindRoots to identify roots for

objects from the current condemned generations.

GCHandles [-perdomain] Displays statistics about garbage collector handles in the process.

The -perdomain option arranges the statistics by application domain.

Use the GCHandles command to find memory leaks caused by garbage collector

handle leaks. For example, a memory leak occurs when code retains a large array

because a strong garbage collector handle still points to it, and the handle is

discarded without freeing it.

GCHandleLeaks Searches memory for any references to strong and pinned garbage collector handles

in the process and displays the results. If a handle is found, the GCHandleLeaks

command displays the address of the reference. If a handle is not found in memory,

this command displays a notification.

GCInfo <MethodDesc

address> <Code address>

Displays data that indicates when registers or stack locations contain managed

objects. If a garbage collection occurs, the collector must know the locations of

references to objects so it can update them with new object pointer values.

GCRoot [-nostacks] <Object

address>

Displays information about references (or roots) to an object at the specified

address.
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The GCRoot command examines the entire managed heap and the handle table for

handles within other objects and handles on the stack. Each stack is then searched for

pointers to objects, and the finalizer queue is also searched.

This command does not determine whether a stack root is valid or is discarded. Use

the CLRStack and U commands to disassemble the frame that the local or argument

value belongs to in order to determine if the stack root is still in use.

The -nostacks option restricts the search to garbage collector handles and

freachable objects.

GCWhere <object address> Displays the location and size in the garbage collection heap of the argument passed

in. When the argument lies in the managed heap but is not a valid object address,

the size is displayed as 0 (zero).

help [<command>] [faq] Displays all available commands when no parameter is specified, or displays detailed

help information about the specified command.

The faq parameter displays answers to frequently asked questions.

HeapStat [-inclUnrooted |

-iu]

Displays the generation sizes for each heap and the total free space in each

generation on each heap. If the -inclUnrooted option is specified, the report

includes information about the managed objects from the garbage collection heap

that is no longer rooted.

HistClear Releases any resources used by the family of Hist commands.

Generally, you do not have to explicitly call HistClear, because each HistInit cleans

up the previous resources.

HistInit Initializes the SOS structures from the stress log saved in the debuggee.

HistObj <obj_address> Examines all stress log relocation records and displays the chain of garbage

collection relocations that may have led to the address passed in as an argument.

HistObjFind <obj_address> Displays all the log entries that reference an object at the specified address.

HistRoot <root> Displays information related to both promotions and relocations of the specified

root.

The root value can be used to track the movement of an object through the garbage

collections.

IP2MD <Code address> Displays the MethodDesc structure at the specified address in code that has been

JIT-compiled.

ListNearObj (lno)

<obj_address>

Displays the objects preceding and following the specified address. The command

looks for the address in the garbage collection heap that looks like a valid beginning

of a managed object (based on a valid method table) and the object following the

argument address.
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MinidumpMode [0] [1] Prevents running unsafe commands when using a minidump.

Pass 0 to disable this feature or 1 to enable this feature. By default, the

MinidumpMode value is set to 0.

Minidumps created with the .dump /m command or .dump command have limited

CLR-specific data and allow you to run only a subset of SOS commands correctly.

Some commands may fail with unexpected errors because required areas of memory

are not mapped or are only partially mapped. This option protects you from running

unsafe commands against minidumps.

Name2EE <module name>

<type or method name>

-or-

Name2EE <module

name>!<type or method

name>

Displays the MethodTable structure and EEClass structure for the specified type or

method in the specified module.

The specified module must be loaded in the process.

To get the proper type name, browse the module by using the Ildasm.exe (IL

Disassembler). You can also pass * as the module name parameter to search all

loaded managed modules. The module name parameter can also be the debugger's

name for a module, such as mscorlib or image00400000.

This command supports the Windows debugger syntax of <module>!<type>. The

type must be fully qualified.

ObjSize [<Object address>] |

[-aggregate] [-stat]

Displays the size of the specified object. If you do not specify any parameters, the

ObjSize command displays the size of all objects found on managed threads,

displays all garbage collector handles in the process, and totals the size of any

objects pointed to by those handles. The ObjSize command includes the size of all

child objects in addition to the parent.

The -aggregate option can be used in conjunction with the -stat argument to get a

detailed view of the types that are still rooted. By using !dumpheap -stat and

!objsize -aggregate -stat, you can determine which objects are no longer rooted

and diagnose various memory issues.

PrintException [-nested]

[-lines] [<Exception object

address>]

-or-

PE [-nested] [<Exception

object address>]

Displays and formats fields of any object derived from the Exception class at the

specified address. If you do not specify an address, the PrintException command

displays the last exception thrown on the current thread.

The -nested option displays details about nested exception objects.

The -lines option displays source information, if available.

You can use this command to format and view the _stackTrace field, which is a

binary array.

ProcInfo [-env] [-time]

[-mem]

Displays environment variables for the process, kernel CPU time, and memory usage

statistics.

RCWCleanupList

<RCWCleanupList address>

Displays the list of runtime callable wrappers at the specified address that are

awaiting cleanup.
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SaveModule <Base address>

<Filename>

Writes an image, which is loaded in memory at the specified address, to the specified

file.

SOSFlush Flushes an internal SOS cache.

StopOnException [-derived]

[-create | -create2]

<Exception> <Pseudo-register

number>

Causes the debugger to stop when the specified exception is thrown, but to continue

running when other exceptions are thrown.

The -derived option catches the specified exception and every exception that

derives from the specified exception.

SyncBlk [-all | <syncblk

number>]

Displays the specified SyncBlock structure or all SyncBlock structures. If you do not

pass any arguments, the SyncBlk command displays the SyncBlock structure

corresponding to objects that are owned by a thread.

A SyncBlock structure is a container for extra information that does not need to be

created for every object. It can hold COM interop data, hash codes, and locking

information for thread-safe operations.

ThreadPool Displays information about the managed thread pool, including the number of work

requests in the queue, the number of completion port threads, and the number of

timers.

Token2EE <module name>

<token>

Turns the specified metadata token in the specified module into a MethodTable

structure or MethodDesc structure.

You can pass * for the module name parameter to find what that token maps to in

every loaded managed module. You can also pass the debugger's name for a

module, such as mscorlib or image00400000.

Threads [-live] [-special] Displays all managed threads in the process.

The Threads command displays the debugger shorthand ID, the common language

runtime thread ID, and the operating system thread ID. Additionally, the Threads

command displays a Domain column that indicates the application domain in which

a thread is executing, an APT column that displays the COM apartment mode, and an

Exception column that displays the last exception thrown in the thread.

The -live option displays threads associated with a live thread.

The -special option displays all special threads created by the CLR. Special

threads include garbage collection threads (in concurrent and server garbage

collection), debugger helper threads, finalizer threads, AppDomain unload

threads, and thread pool timer threads.

ThreadState <State value

field>

Displays the state of the thread. The value parameter is the value of the State field in

the Threads report output.

Example:
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TraverseHeap [-xml]

<filename>

Writes heap information to the specified file in a format understood by the CLR

profiler. The -xml option causes the TraverseHeap command to format the file as

XML.

You can download the CLR Profiler from the Microsoft Download Center.

U [-gcinfo] [-ehinfo] [-n]

<MethodDesc address> |

<Code address>

Displays an annotated disassembly of a managed method specified either by a

MethodDesc structure pointer for the method or by a code address within the

method body. The U command displays the entire method from start to finish, with

annotations that convert metadata tokens to names.

The -gcinfo option causes the U command to display the GCInfo structure for

the method.

The -ehinfo option displays exception information for the method. You can

also obtain this information with the EHInfo command.

The -n option disables the display of source file names and line numbers. If

the debugger has the option SYMOPT_LOAD_LINES specified, SOS looks up

the symbols for every managed frame and, if successful, displays the

corresponding source file name and line number. You can specify the -n

option to disable this behavior.

VerifyHeap Checks the garbage collector heap for signs of corruption and displays any errors

found.

Heap corruptions can be caused by platform invoke calls that are constructed

incorrectly.

0:003> !Threads

ThreadCount:      2

UnstartedThread:  0

BackgroundThread: 1

PendingThread:    0

DeadThread:       0

Hosted Runtime:   no

                                      PreEmptive   GC 

Alloc           Lock

       ID OSID ThreadOBJ    State     GC       

Context       Domain   Count APT Exception

   0    1  250 0019b068      a020 Disabled 

02349668:02349fe8 0015def0     0 MTA

   2    2  944 001a6020      b220 Enabled  

00000000:00000000 0015def0     0 MTA (Finalizer)

0:003> !ThreadState b220

    Legal to Join

    Background

    CLR Owns

    CoInitialized

    In Multi Threaded Apartment
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VerifyObj <object address> Checks the object that is passed as an argument for signs of corruption. 

VMMap Traverses the virtual address space and displays the type of protection applied to

each region.

VMStat Provides a summary view of the virtual address space, ordered by each type of

protection applied to that memory (free, reserved, committed, private, mapped,

image). The TOTAL column displays the result of the AVERAGE column multiplied by

the BLK COUNT column.

Remarks
The SOS Debugging Extension lets you view information about code that is running inside the common language

runtime. For example, you can use the SOS Debugging Extension to display information about the managed heap, look

for heap corruptions, display internal data types used by the runtime, and view information about all managed code

running inside the runtime.

To use the SOS Debugging Extension in Visual Studio, install the Windows Driver Kit (WDK). For information about the

integrated debugging environment in Visual Studio, see Debugging Environments in the Windows Dev Center.

You can also use the SOS Debugging Extension by loading it into the WinDbg.exe debugger, which is available from the

WDK and Developer Tools Web site, and executing commands within WinDbg.exe.

To load the SOS Debugging Extension into the WinDbg.exe debugger, run the following command in the tool:

WinDbg.exe and Visual Studio use a version of SOS.dll that corresponds to the version of Mscorwks.dll currently in use. In

versions 1.1 and 2.0 of the .NET Framework, SOS.dll is installed in the same directory as Mscorwks.dll. By default, you

should use the version of SOS.dll that matches the current version of Mscorwks.dll.

To use a dump file created on another computer, make sure that the Mscorwks.dll file that came with that installation is in

your symbol path, and load the corresponding version of SOS.dll.

To load a specific version of SOS.dll, type the following command into the Windows Debugger:

Examples
The following command displays the contents of an array at the address 00ad28d0. The display starts from the second

element and continues for five elements.

.loadby sos clr

.load <full path to sos.dll>
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The following command displays the contents of an assembly at the address 1ca248.

The following command displays information about the garbage collector heap.

The following command writes the contents of the in-memory stress log to a (default) file called StressLog.txt in the

current directory.

The following command displays the MethodDesc structure at the address 902f40.

The following command displays information about a module at the address 1caa50.

The following command displays information about an object at the address a79d40.

The following command displays the fields of a value class at the address 00a79d9c using the method table at the

address 0090320c.

!dumparray ‐start 2 ‐length 5 ‐detail 00ad28d0 

!dumpassembly 1ca248

!dumpheap

!DumpLog

!dumpmd 902f40

!dumpmodule 1caa50

!DumpObj a79d40

!DumpVC 0090320c 00a79d9c
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The following command displays the process memory used by the garbage collector.

The following command displays all objects scheduled for finalization.

The following command determines the application domain of an object at the address 00a79d98.

The following command displays all garbage collector handles in the current process.

The following command displays the MethodTable and EEClass structures for the Main method in the class MainClass

in the module unittest.exe.

The following command displays information about the metadata token at the address 02000003 in the module

unittest.exe.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

!eeheap ‐gc

!finalizequeue

!findappdomain 00a79d98

!gcinfo 5b68dbb8 

!name2ee unittest.exe MainClass.Main

!token2ee unittest.exe 02000003
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SqlMetal.exe (Code Generation Tool)

 

The SqlMetal command-line tool generates code and mapping for the LINQ to SQL component of the .NET Framework. By

applying options that appear later in this topic, you can instruct SqlMetal to perform several different actions that include

the following:

From a database, generate source code and mapping attributes or a mapping file.

From a database, generate an intermediate database markup language (.dbml) file for customization.

From a .dbml file, generate code and mapping attributes or a mapping file.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. By default, the file is located at drive:\Program Files\Microsoft

SDKs\Windows\vn.nn\bin. If you do not install Visual Studio, you can also get the SQLMetal file by downloading the

Windows SDK.

Note

Developers who use Visual Studio can also use the Object Relational Designer to generate entity classes. The

command-line approach scales well for large databases. Because SqlMetal is a command-line tool, you can use it in a

build process.

   

To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more

information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Options
To view the most current option list, type sqlmetal /? at a command prompt from the installed location.

Connection Options

.NET Framework (current version)

sqlmetal [options] [<input file>]
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Option Description

/server:<name> Specifies database server name.

/database:

<name>

Specifies database catalog on server.

/user:<name> Specifies logon user id. Default value: Use Windows authentication.

/password:

<password>

Specifies logon password. Default value: Use Windows authentication.

/conn:

<connection

string>

Specifies database connection string. Cannot be used with /server, /database, /user, or

/password options.

Do not include the file name in the connection string. Instead, add the file name to the command

line as the input file. For example, the following line specifies "c:\northwnd.mdf" as the input file:

sqlmetal /code:"c:\northwind.cs" /language:csharp "c:\northwnd.mdf".

/timeout:

<seconds>

Specifies time-out value when SqlMetal accesses the database. Default value: 0 (that is, no time

limit).

Extraction options

Option Description

/views Extracts database views.

/functions Extracts database functions.

/sprocs Extracts stored procedures.

Output options

Option Description

/dbml[:file] Sends output as .dbml. Cannot be used with /map option.

/code[:file] Sends output as source code. Cannot be used with /dbml option.

/map[:file] Generates an XML mapping file instead of attributes. Cannot be used with /dbml option.

Miscellaneous
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Option Description

/language:

<language>

Specifies source code language.

Valid <language>: vb, csharp.

Default value: Derived from extension on code file name.

/namespace:<name> Specifies namespace of the generated code. Default value: no namespace.

/context:<type> Specifies name of data context class. Default value: Derived from database name.

/entitybase:<type> Specifies the base class of the entity classes in the generated code. Default value: Entities

have no base class.

/pluralize Automatically pluralizes or singularizes class and member names.

This option is available only in the U.S. English version.

/serialization:

<option>

Generates serializable classes.

Valid <option>: None, Unidirectional. Default value: None.

For more information, see Serialization.

Input File

Option Description

<input file> Specifies a SQL Server Express .mdf file, a SQL Server Compact 3.5 .sdf file, or a .dbml intermediate file.

Remarks
SqlMetal functionality actually involves two steps:

Extracting the metadata of the database into a .dbml file.

Generating a code output file.

By using the appropriate command-line options, you can produce Visual Basic or C# source code, or you can

produce an XML mapping file.

To extract the metadata from an .mdf file, you must specify the name of the .mdf file after all other options.

If no /server is specified, localhost/sqlexpress is assumed.
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 throws an exception if one or more of the following conditions are true:

SqlMetal tries to extract a stored procedure that calls itself.

The nesting level of a stored procedure, function, or view exceeds 32.

SqlMetal catches this exception and reports it as a warning.

To specify an input file name, add the name to the command line as the input file. Including the file name in the

connection string (using the /conn option) is not supported.

Examples
Generate a .dbml file that includes extracted SQL metadata:

sqlmetal /server:myserver /database:northwind /dbml:mymeta.dbml

Generate a .dbml file that includes extracted SQL metadata from an .mdf file by using SQL Server Express:

sqlmetal /dbml:mymeta.dbml mydbfile.mdf

Generate a .dbml file that includes extracted SQL metadata from SQL Server Express:

sqlmetal /server:.\sqlexpress /dbml:mymeta.dbml /database:northwind

Generate source code from a .dbml metadata file:

sqlmetal /namespace:nwind /code:nwind.cs /language:csharp mymetal.dbml

Generate source code from SQL metadata directly:

sqlmetal /server:myserver /database:northwind /namespace:nwind /code:nwind.cs /language:csharp

Note

When you use the /pluralize option with the Northwind sample database, note the following behavior. When

SqlMetal makes row-type names for tables, the table names are singular. When it makes DataContext properties for

tables, the table names are plural. Coincidentally, the tables in the Northwind sample database are already plural.

Therefore, you do not see that part working. Although it is common practice to name database tables singular, it is

also a common practice in .NET to name collections plural.

See Also
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How to: Generate the Object Model in Visual Basic or C#

Code Generation in LINQ to SQL

External Mapping

© 2016 Microsoft
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Storeadm.exe (Isolated Storage Tool)

 

The Isolated Storage tool lists or removes all existing stores for the current user.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Option Description

/h[elp] Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/list Displays all existing stores for the current user. This includes the stores for all applications or

assemblies executed by this user.

/machine Selects the machine store. Use this option with the /list or /remove option to specify that the action

should apply to the machine store.

New in the .NET Framework 2.0

/quiet Specifies quiet mode; suppresses informational output so that only error messages appear.

/remove Permanently removes all existing stores for the current user.

/roaming Selects the roaming store. Use this option with the /list or /remove options to specify that the action

should apply to the roaming store.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

.NET Framework (current version)

storeadm [/list][/machine][/remove][/roaming][/quiet]
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Remarks
Running Storeadm.exe from the command line without specifying any options displays the syntax and options for the

tool.

The /list and /remove options are typically used one at a time; however, if two or more options are specified they will be

performed in the order in which they appear on the command line.

Applications have a choice of saving to one of two stores for a user or to the machine store:

The local store exists in a location that is guaranteed not to roam (on Windows 2000 and later) even if user data

roaming is enabled for the user.

The roaming store exists in a location that is able to roam, but can only do so if roaming is enabled for the user via

Windows NT administration.

The machine store is common to all users on a machine and is stored under a common directory on that machine.

Note

The machine store is new in the .NET Framework version 2.0.

Whether roaming is actually enabled for the user does not affect the administration of Storeadm.exe. Running the tool

without any options applies all actions to the local store. Running the tool with the /roaming option applies all actions to

the store that is able to roam. Running the tool with the /machine option applies all actions to the machine store.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Isolated Storage

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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Tlbexp.exe (Type Library Exporter)

 

The Type Library Exporter generates a type library that describes the types defined in a common language runtime

assembly.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

assemblyName The assembly for which to export a type library.

Option Description

/asmpath:directory Specifies the location to search for assemblies. If you use this option, you must

explicitly specify the locations to search for referenced assemblies, including the

current directory.

When you use the asmpath option, the Type Library Exporter will not look for an

assembly in the global assembly cache (GAC).

/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/names:filename Specifies the capitalization of names in a type library. The filename argument is a

text file. Each line in the file specifies the capitalization of one name in the type

library.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

.NET Framework (current version)

tlbexp assemblyName [options]
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/oldnames Forces Tlbexp.exe to export decorated type names if there is a type name conflict.

Note that this was the default behavior in versions prior to the .NET Framework

version 2.0.

/out:file Specifies the name of the type library file to generate. If you omit this option,

Tlbexp.exe generates a type library with the same name as the assembly (the actual

assembly name, which might not necessarily be the same as the file containing the

assembly) and a .tlb extension.

/silence:warningnumber Suppresses the display of the specified warning. This option cannot be used with

/silent.

/silent Suppresses the display of success messages. This option cannot be used with

/silence.

/tlbreference:typelibraryname Forces Tlbexp.exe to explicitly resolve type library references without consulting the

registry. For example, if assembly B references assembly A, you can use this option

to provide an explicit type library reference, rather than relying on the type library

specified in the registry. Tlbexp.exe performs a version check to ensure that the type

library version matches the assembly version; otherwise, it generates an error.

Note that the tlbreference option still consults the registry in cases where the

ComImportAttribute attribute is applied to an interface that is then implemented by

another type.

/tlbrefpath:path Fully qualified path to a referenced type library.

/win32 When compiling on a 64-bit computer, this option specifies that Tlbexp.exe

generates a 32-bit type library.

/win64 When compiling on a 32-bit computer, this option specifies that Tlbexp.exe

generates a 64-bit type library.

/verbose Specifies verbose mode; displays a list of any referenced assemblies for which a type

library needs to be generated.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Note

The command-line options for Tlbexp.exe are case-insensitive and can be supplied in any order. You only need to

specify enough of the option to uniquely identify it. For example, /n is equivalent to /nologo, and /o:outfile.tlb is

equivalent to /out:outfile.tlb.

Remarks
Tlbexp.exe generates a type library that contains definitions of the types defined in the assembly. Applications such as
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Visual Basic 6.0 can use the generated type library to bind to the .NET types defined in the assembly.

Important

You cannot use Tlbexp.exe to export Windows metadata (.winmd) files. Exporting Windows Runtime assemblies is not

supported.

The entire assembly is converted at once. You cannot use Tlbexp.exe to generate type information for a subset of the

types defined in an assembly.

You cannot use Tlbexp.exe to produce a type library from an assembly that was imported using the Type Library Importer

(Tlbimp.exe). Instead, you should refer to the original type library that was imported with Tlbimp.exe. You can export a

type library from an assembly that references assemblies that were imported using Tlbimp.exe. See the examples section

below.

Tlbexp.exe places generated type libraries in the current working directory or the directory specified for the output file. A

single assembly might cause several type libraries to be generated.

Tlbexp.exe generates a type library but does not register it. This is in contrast to the Assembly Registration tool

(Regasm.exe), which both generates and registers a type library. To generate and register a type library with COM, use

Regasm.exe.

If you do not specify either the /win32 or /win64 option, Tlbexp.exe generates a 32-bit or 64-bit type library that

corresponds to the type of computer on which you are performing the compilation (32-bit or 64-bit computer). For

cross-compilation purposes, you can use the /win64 option on a 32-bit computer to generate a 64-bit type library and

you can use the /win32 option on a 64-bit computer to generate a 32-bit type library. In 32-bit type libraries, the

SYSKIND value is set to SYS_WIN32. In 64-bit type libraries, the SYSKIND value is set to SYS_WIN64. All data type

transformations (for example, pointer-sized data types such as IntPtr and UIntPtr) are converted appropriately.

If you use the MarshalAsAttribute attribute to specify a SafeArraySubType value of VT_UNKOWN or VT_DISPATCH,

Tlbexp.exe ignores any subsequent use of the SafeArrayUserDefinedSubType field. For example, given the following

signatures:

the following type library is generated:

[return:MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.SafeArray, SafeArraySubType=VarEnum.VT_UNKNOWN, 

SafeArrayUserDefinedSubType=typeof(ConsoleKeyInfo))] public Array StructUnkSafe()

{return null;}

[return:MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.SafeArray, SafeArraySubType=VarEnum.VT_DISPATCH, 

SafeArrayUserDefinedSubType=typeof(ConsoleKeyInfo))] public Array StructDispSafe()

{return null;}

[id(0x60020004)]

HRESULT StructUnkSafe([out, retval] SAFEARRAY(IUnknown*)* pRetVal);

[id(0x60020005)]

HRESULT StructDispSafe([out, retval] SAFEARRAY(IDispatch*)* pRetVal);
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Note that Tlbexp.exe ignores the SafeArrayUserDefinedSubType field.

Because type libraries cannot accommodate all the information found in assemblies, Tlbexp.exe might discard some data

during the export process. For an explanation of the transformation process and identification of the source of each piece

of information emitted to a type library, see the Assembly to Type Library Conversion Summary.

Note that the Type Library Exporter exports methods that have TypedReference parameters as VARIANT, even though

the TypedReference object has no meaning in unmanaged code. When you export methods that have TypedReference

parameters, the Type Library Exporter will not generate a warning or error and unmanaged code that uses the resulting

type library will not run properly.

The Type Library Exporter is supported on Microsoft Windows 2000 and later.

Examples
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The following command generates a type library with the same name as the assembly found in myTest.dll.

The following command generates a type library with the name clipper.tlb.

The following example illustrates using Tlbexp.exe to export a type library from an assembly that references assemblies

that were imported using Tlbimp.exe.

First use Tlbimp.exe to import the type library myLib.tlb and save it as myLib.dll.

The following command uses the C# compiler to compile the Sample.dll, which references myLib.dll created in the

previous example.

The following command generates a type library for Sample.dll that references myLib.dll.

See Also
TypeLibExporterFlags

.NET Framework Tools

Regasm.exe (Assembly Registration Tool)

Assembly to Type Library Conversion Summary

Tlbimp.exe (Type Library Importer)

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft

tlbexp myTest.dll

tlbexp myTest.dll /out:clipper.tlb

tlbimp myLib.tlb /out:myLib.dll

CSC Sample.cs /reference:myLib.dll /out:Sample.dll

tlbexp Sample.dll
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Tlbimp.exe (Type Library Importer)

 

The Type Library Importer converts the type definitions found within a COM type library into equivalent definitions in a

common language runtime assembly. The output of Tlbimp.exe is a binary file (an assembly) that contains runtime metadata

for the types defined within the original type library. You can examine this file with tools such as Ildasm.exe.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument Description

tlbFile The name of any file that contains a COM type library.

Option Description

/asmversion:versionnumber Specifies the version number of the assembly to produce. Specify

versionnumber in the format major.minor.build.revision.

/company:companyinformation Adds company information to the output assembly.

/copyright:copyrightinformation Adds copyright information to the output assembly. This information

can be viewed in the File Properties dialog box for the assembly.

/delaysign Specifies to Tlbimp.exe to sign the resulting assembly with a strong

name using delayed signing. You must specify this option with either

the /keycontainer:, /keyfile:, or /publickey: option. For more

information on the delayed signing process, see Delay Signing an

Assembly.

.NET Framework (current version)

tlbimp tlbFile [options]
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/help Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

/keycontainer:containername Signs the resulting assembly with a strong name using the

public/private key pair found in the key container specified by

containername.

/keyfile:filename Signs the resulting assembly with a strong name using the publisher's

official public/private key pair found in filename.

/machine:machinetype Creates an assembly that targets the specified machine type

(microprocessor). Supported machine types: x86, x64, Itanium, and

Agnostic.

/namespace:namespace Specifies the namespace in which to produce the assembly.

/noclassmembers Prevents Tlbimp.exe from adding members to classes. This avoids a

potential TypeLoadException.

/nologo Suppresses the Microsoft startup banner display.

/out:filename Specifies the name of the output file, assembly, and namespace in

which to write the metadata definitions. The /out option has no effect

on the assembly's namespace if the type library specifies the Interface

Definition Language (IDL) custom attribute that explicitly controls the

assembly's namespace. If you do not specify this option, Tlbimp.exe

writes the metadata to a file with the same name as the actual type

library defined within the input file and assigns it a .dll extension. If the

output file is the same name as the input file, the tool generates an

error to prevent overwriting the type library.

/primary Produces a primary interop assembly for the specified type library.

Information is added to the assembly indicating that the publisher of

the type library produced the assembly. By specifying a primary

interop assembly, you differentiate a publisher's assembly from any

other assemblies that are created from the type library using

Tlbimp.exe. You should only use the /primary option if you are the

publisher of the type library that you are importing with Tlbimp.exe.

Note that you must sign a primary interop assembly with a strong

name. For more information, see Primary Interop Assemblies.

/product:productinformation Adds product information to the output assembly. This information

can be viewed in the File Properties dialog box for the assembly.

/productversion:productversioninformation Adds product version information to the output assembly. There are no

format restrictions. This information can be viewed in the File

Properties dialog box for the assembly.

/publickey:filename Specifies the file containing the public key to use to sign the resulting

assembly. If you specify the /keyfile: or /keycontainer: option instead

of /publickey:, Tlbimp.exe generates the public key from the
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public/private key pair supplied with /keyfile: or /keycontainer:. The

/publickey: option supports test key and delay signing scenarios. The

file is in the format generated by Sn.exe. For more information, see the

-p option of Sn.exe in Strong Name Tool (Sn.exe).

/reference:filename Specifies the assembly file to use to resolve references to types defined

outside the current type library. If you do not specify the /reference

option, Tlbimp.exe automatically recursively imports any external type

library that the type library being imported references. If you specify

the /reference option, the tool attempts to resolve external types in

the referenced assemblies before it imports other type libraries.

/silence:warningnumber Suppresses the display of the specified warning. This option cannot be

used with /silent.

/silent Suppresses the display of success messages. This option cannot be

used with /silence.

/strictref Does not import a type library if the tool cannot resolve all references

within the current assembly, the assemblies specified with the

/reference option, or registered primary interop assemblies (PIAs).

/strictref:nopia Same as /strictref, but ignores PIAs.

/sysarray Specifies to the tool to import a COM style SafeArray as a managed

System.Array Class type.

/tlbreference:filename Specifies the type library file to use to resolve type library references

without consulting the registry.

Note that this option will not load some older type library formats.

However, you can still load older type library formats implicitly

through the registry or current directory.

/trademark:trademarkinformation Adds trademark information to the output assembly. This information

can be viewed in the File Properties dialog box for the assembly.

/transform:transformname Transforms metadata as specified by the transformname parameter.

Specify dispret for the transformname parameter to transform [out,

retval] parameters of methods on dispatch-only interfaces

(dispinterfaces) into return values.

For more information about this option, see the examples later in this

topic.

/unsafe Produces interfaces without .NET Framework security checks. Calling a

method that is exposed in this way might pose a security risk. You

should not use this option unless you are aware of the risks of exposing

such code.
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/verbose Specifies verbose mode; displays additional information about the

imported type library.

/VariantBoolFieldToBool Converts VARIANT_BOOL fields in structures to Boolean.

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

Note

The command-line options for Tlbimp.exe are case-insensitive and can be supplied in any order. You only need to

specify enough of the option to uniquely identify it. Therefore, /n is equivalent to /nologo and /ou:outfile.dll is

equivalent to /out:outfile.dll.

Remarks
Tlbimp.exe performs conversions on an entire type library at one time. You cannot use the tool to generate type

information for a subset of the types defined within a single type library.

It is often useful or necessary to be able to assign strong names to assemblies. Therefore, Tlbimp.exe includes options for

supplying the information necessary to generate strongly named assemblies. Both the /keyfile: and /keycontainer:

options sign assemblies with strong names. Therefore, it is logical to supply only one of these options at a time.

You can specify multiple reference assemblies by using the /reference option multiple times.

A resource ID can optionally be appended to a type library file when importing a type library from a module containing

multiple type libraries. Tlbimp.exe is able to locate this file only if it is in the current directory or if you specify the full

path. See the example later in this topic.

Examples
The following command generates an assembly with the same name as the type library found in myTest.tlb and with the

.dll extension.

The following command generates an assembly with the name myTest.dll.

The following command generates an assembly with the same name as the type library specified by MyModule.dll\1

tlbimp myTest.tlb 

tlbimp  myTest.tlb  /out:myTest.dll
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and with the .dll extension. MyModule.dll\1 must be located in the current directory.

The following command generates an assembly with the name myTestLib.dll for the type library TestLib.dll. The

/transform:dispret option transforms any [out, retval] parameters of methods on dispinterfaces in the type library into

return values in the managed library.

The type library TestLib.dll, in the preceding example, includes a dispinterface method named SomeMethod that

returns void and has an [out, retval] parameter. The following code is the input type library method signature for

SomeMethod in TestLib.dll.

Specifying the /transform:dispret option causes Tlbimp.exe to transform the [out, retval] parameter of SomeMethod

into a bool return value. The following is the method signature that Tlbimp.exe produces for SomeMethod in the managed

library myTestLib.dll when the /transform:dispret option is specified.

If you use Tlbimp.exe to produce a managed library for TestLib.dll without specifying the /transform:dispret, the

tool produces the following method signature for SomeMethod in the managed library myTestLib.dll.

See Also
.NET Framework Tools

Tlbexp.exe (Type Library Exporter)

Importing a Type Library as an Assembly

Type Library to Assembly Conversion Summary

Ildasm.exe (IL Disassembler)

Sn.exe (Strong Name Tool)

Strong-Named Assemblies

tlbimp MyModule.dll\1

tlbimp TestLib.dll /transform:dispret /out:myTestLib.dll

void SomeMethod([out, retval] VARIANT_BOOL*);

bool SomeMethod();

void SomeMethod(out bool x);

C#

C#
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Attributes for Importing Type Libraries into Interop Assemblies

Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio

© 2016 Microsoft
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Winmdexp.exe (Windows Runtime Metadata
Export Tool)

 

The Windows Runtime Metadata Export Tool (Winmdexp.exe) transforms a .NET Framework module into a file that contains

Windows Runtime metadata. Although .NET Framework assemblies and Windows Runtime metadata files use the same

physical format, there are differences in the content of the metadata tables, which means that .NET Framework assemblies

are not automatically usable as Windows Runtime Components. The process of turning a .NET Framework module into a

Windows Runtime component is referred to as exporting. In the .NET Framework 4.5 and .NET Framework 4.5.1, the resulting

Windows metadata (.winmd) file contains both metadata and implementation.

When you use the Windows Runtime Component template, which is located under Windows Store for C# and Visual

Basic in Visual Studio 2013 or Microsoft Visual Studio 2012, the compiler target is a .winmdobj file, and a subsequent build

step calls Winmdexp.exe to export the .winmdobj file to a .winmd file. This is the recommended way to build a Windows

Runtime component. Use Winmdexp.exe directly when you want more control over the build process than Visual Studio

provides.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Parameters

Argument or option Description

winmdmodule Specifies the module (.winmdobj) to be exported. Only one module is allowed. To create

this module, use the /target compiler option with the winmdobj target. See

/target:winmdobj (C# Compiler Options) or /target (Visual Basic) in the MSDN Library.

/docfile:docfile

/d:docfile

Specifies the output XML documentation file that Winmdexp.exe will produce. In the .NET

Framework 4.5, the output file is essentially the same as the input XML documentation file. 

.NET Framework (current version)

winmdexp [options] winmdmodule
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/moduledoc:docfile

/md:docfile

Specifies the name of the XML documentation file that the compiler produced with

winmdmodule.

/modulepdb:symbolfile

/mp:symbolfile

Specifies the name of the program database (PDB) file that contains symbols for

winmdmodule.

/nowarn:warning Suppresses the specified warning number. For warning, supply only the numeric portion of

the error code, without leading zeros.

/out:file

/o:file

Specifies the name of the output Windows metadata (.winmd) file.

/pdb:symbolfile

/p:symbolfile

Specifies the name of the output program database (PDB) file that will contain the symbols

for the exported Windows metadata (.winmd) file.

/reference:winmd

/r:winmd

Specifies a metadata file (.winmd or assembly) to reference during export. If you use the

reference assemblies in "\Program Files (x86)\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\Framework

\.NETCore\v4.5" ("\Program Files\..." on 32-bit computers), include references to both

System.Runtime.dll and mscorlib.dll.

/utf8output Specifies that output messages should be in UTF-8 encoding.

/warnaserror+ Specifies that all warnings should be treated as errors.

@responsefile Specifies a response (.rsp) file that contains options (and optionally winmdmodule). Each

line in responsefile should contain a single argument or option.

Remarks
Winmdexp.exe is not designed to convert an arbitrary .NET Framework assembly to a .winmd file. It requires a module

that is compiled with the /target:winmdobj option, and additional restrictions apply. The most important of these

restrictions is that all types that are exposed in the API surface of the assembly must be Windows Runtime types. For more

information, see the "Declaring types in Windows Runtime Components" section of the article Creating Windows Runtime

Components in C# and Visual Basic in the Windows Dev Center. 

When you write a Windows 8.x Store app or a Windows Runtime component with C# or Visual Basic, the .NET Framework

provides support to make programming with the Windows Runtime more natural. This is discussed in the article .NET

Framework Support for Windows Store Apps and Windows Runtime. In the process, some commonly used Windows

Runtime types are mapped to .NET Framework types. Winmdexp.exe reverses this process and produces an API surface

that uses the corresponding Windows Runtime types. For example, types that are constructed from the IList(Of T)

interface map to types that are constructed from the Windows Runtime IVector<T> interface.
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See Also
.NET Framework Support for Windows Store Apps and Windows Runtime

Creating Windows Runtime Components in C# and Visual Basic

Winmdexp.exe Error Messages

Build, Deployment, and Configuration Tools (.NET Framework)

© 2016 Microsoft
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Winmdexp.exe Error Messages

 

The build process calls Winmdexp.exe (Windows Runtime Metadata Export Tool) when you use the Windows Runtime

Component template in Visual Studio 2012, so Winmdexp.exe error messages appear in the Error List. Winmdexp.exe

operates on a module that is compiled with the /target:winmdobj option. Because it requires a compiled module as input,

its error messages don't appear unless compilation succeeds.

The error messages are designed to contain all the information you need to address the error conditions they

report. However, some problems require more information than will fit in the message. You can find additional information

in Diagnosing Windows Runtime component error conditions in the Windows Dev Center.

If your error is not discussed in that article, and you feel that the message doesn't contain sufficient information to address

the issue, please use the feedback link in that article and include the error message. Alternatively, you can file a bug at the

Microsoft Connect website. You can also look for more information on the Microsoft Forums.

See Also

Winmdexp.exe (Windows Runtime Metadata Export Tool)

Diagnosing Windows Runtime component error conditions

© 2016 Microsoft
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Winres.exe (Windows Forms Resource Editor)

 

The Windows Forms Resource Editor, Winres.exe, is a visual layout tool that helps localization experts localize Windows

Forms user interface (UI) resources used by forms. The .resx or .resources files that are used as input to Winres.exe can be

created using a visual design environment such as Microsoft Visual Studio. For information on deploying resources in .NET

Framework applications, see Resources in Desktop Apps.

This tool is automatically installed with Visual Studio. To run the tool, use the Developer Command Prompt (or the Visual

Studio Command Prompt in Windows 7). For more information, see Developer Command Prompt for Visual Studio.

At the command prompt, type the following:

Syntax

Remarks

Argument Description

resourceFile The resource file to localize. This file must be a Windows Forms form .resx or .resources file generated

by the Visual Studio designer. Winres.exe cannot open generic .resx or .resources files.

Option Description

/? Displays command syntax and options for the tool.

The state of UI elements from a form in a Windows Forms project are typically stored in resource files, which are either

XML-based files with the extension .resx or the corresponding compiled, binary versions with the extension .resources.

Winres.exe is a tool that enables limited editing of either type of file outside of the Visual Studio design environment.

Specifically, it allows the following types of editing operations:

A neutral or specific culture resource file can be edited to change the UI properties of the form or its controls, such

as their text, size, or position.

.NET Framework (current version)

winres resourceFile 

winres /? 
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Neutral or specific culture resource files can be generated from the default resource file.

A culture resource file can be saved as another culture resource file. For example, an English (U.S.) resource file

could be saved as a Polish resource file. Typically the new file would subsequently be edited to be compatible with

the new culture.

Also see Hierarchical Organization of Resources for Localization or Hierarchical Organization of Resources for

Localization.

Winres.exe cannot convert a .resx file into its corresponding .resources file; use the Resgen.exe tool instead. For more

information about Resgen.exe, see Resgen.exe (Resource File Generator).

Winres.exe is a graphical application that recreates a design-time version of a Windows Forms form from just the resource

file, without having access to the source code. Winres.exe hosts Visual Studio's Windows Forms Form Designer and

Properties window. These features enable visual editing of a .resources or .resx file containing a Windows Forms form.

Typically localizers use Winres.exe to edit control labels and adjust the location and size of controls to accommodate the

labels for the target culture.

If Winres.exe cannot resolve the type of a control, it creates a placeholder control in the localized .resx or .resources file.

The placeholder control appears on the Windows Forms form as a hatched window. The size and position of the hatched

window matches that of the actual control. All the available localizable properties for the placeholder control appear in

the Properties window. Any changes that you make to the placeholder control are saved for the actual control.

Winres.exe versus Visual Studio

In general, before you begin to localize an application's Windows Forms forms, you should decide whether you want to

use Visual Studio or Winres.exe as the localization tool. Version compatibility, as described later, may prevent you from

switching from one tool to the other.

The advantage of Visual Studio is that you can use it to both develop and localize an application. To localize a form,

after development is complete, set the form's LocalizableAttribute (the Localizable property in the Properties Editor)

to true and change its Language property to the desired target culture. Then, edit strings and adjust the location and

size of controls to accommodate the strings for the target culture. When you save the localized .resx file, Visual Studio

writes only the localizable properties (properties that changed in the target culture) to the file. Visual Studio

automatically creates a satellite assembly for the localized .resx file in the correct directory location. Also see

Walkthrough: Localizing Windows Forms.

Although Visual Studio provides an integrated development and localization environment, Winres.exe is the

recommended tool to use if localization will be done by third-party localizers. Because Winres.exe is a localization tool

only, it allows for a cleaner separation of an application's code from the forms to be localized, which is more practical

for managing large projects.

Using Winres.exe

To localize using Winres.exe, you must first develop an application using a visual designer like the Forms Designer in

Visual Studio. When development is complete, set the form's LocalizableAttribute (the Localizable property in the

Properties Editor) to true, and then hand off the .resx file for the default culture to a third-party localizer. This .resx file

contains extra information that Winres.exe uses to recreate a design-time version of the original form.
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Caution

Winres.exe cannot be used to edit the default resource file. Winres.exe interprets all changed properties as localized

properties and saves them to the target culture resource file.

The final versions of the culture resource files can finally be used to create localized versions of the application. For

more information, see Resources in Desktop Apps.

Version 2.0 of Winres.exe has the following features and capabilities:

Winres can operate in Single File Mode (SFM) or Visual Studio File Mode (VSFM). SFM is the legacy mode where

complete information about the form and its contents is stored to the resource file. VSFM only stores only the

cultural changes in the resource file.

An error-reporting window, docked to the bottom-left of the main window, has been added to the interface.

Hotkeys can be checked for duplicates: from the Format menu, click the Check HotKeys command.

Version Compatibility

Because the format of resource files changed between Visual Studio .NET 2002 and Visual Studio 2005, Winres.exe was

likewise changed to be compatible. Therefore, as a general rule, you should use the version of Winres.exe that was

released with the .NET Framework you are using to create the application. The following table lists the compatible

versions.

Visual Studio .NET Framework Winres.exe

Visual Studio .NET 2002 1.0 1.0

Visual Studio .NET 2003 1.1 1.1

Visual Studio 2005 2.0 2.0

Visual Studio 2008 3.0 and 3.5 3.0 and 3.5

Visual Studio 2010 4.0 4.0

If you attempt to open an older resource file with version 2.0 of Winres.exe, you will be prompted to upgrade the

format of the file to be compatible with version 2.0 of the .NET Framework.

In versions of the .NET Framework prior to version 2.0, Winres.exe and the Forms Designer of Visual Studio created

incompatible culture-neutral and culture-specific resource files. Therefore, once the localization process began, you had

to continue using only the same tool. However, with version 2.0 of Winres.exe, the Visual Studio File Mode (VSFM) was

added. As the name implies, a resource file saved in this compatibility mode can be edited with either tool.
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Note

Although VSFM has the advantage of being compatible with Visual Studio, since it stores only changed values in the

resource file, Winres.exe requires that the parents of the current resource file be located in the same directory. For

example, editing TestApp.de‐DE.resources, a German in Germany resource file, requires the presence of the

default resource file, TestApp.resx, and possibly the culture-neutral resource file, TestApp.de.resources.

Examples

To localize a .resx or .resources file associated with a form

Type winres in the developer command prompt to run Winres.exe.1. 

To open the default resources for a form to localize, click the Open command on the File menu and navigate to

the file to open it.

-or-

Specify the file to open at the command line when you start Winres.exe.

The following command starts Winres.exe and loads the form associated with TestApp.resx in the Form Designer.

The following command starts Winres.exe and loads the form associated with TestApp.resources in the Form

Designer.

Note

If the form whose resources you are editing is an inherited form, both the assembly contained the inherited

form and the assembly containing the inheriting (derived) form must either be registered in the Global

Assembly Cache (GAC), or must reside in the same directory as WinRes.exe. For more information about

installing .NET Framework components into the GAC, see Global Assembly Cache.

2. 

Select controls on the form and change their Text and other properties to reflect the localized culture and its

language. Move or resize controls as necessary to accommodate the localized text.

3. 

To save the localized version of the .resx or .resources file, click the Save icon or the same command on the File4. 

winres TestApp.resx

winres TestApp.resources
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menu. The tool displays the Select Culture window.

Select the appropriate culture and file mode then click OK. The tool saves the file, using the naming convention

that the run time expects for localized resource files. For example, if you localize TestApp.resources for German

in Germany, the tool saves the file as TestApp.de‐DE.resources. If you localize TestApp.resx for German in

Germany, the tool saves the file as TestApp.de‐DE.resx. For more information about resource naming

conventions, see Packaging and Deploying Resources in Desktop Apps. For a list of the predefined culture names

used by the run time, see the CultureInfo Class.

5. 

See Also
LocalizableAttribute

CultureInfo

ResourceManager

ResourceReader

ResourceWriter

.NET Framework Tools

Resources in Desktop Apps

Globalizing and Localizing .NET Framework Applications

© 2016 Microsoft
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 > Tools to Create, View, and Manage Ce… > MakeCert

MakeCert

Note  MakeCert is deprecated. To create self‐signed certificates, use the Powershell Cmdlet New‐SelfSignedCertificate.

 
The MakeCert tool creates an X.509 certificate, signed by the test root key or other specified key, that binds your name to the public part of
the key pair. The certificate is saved to a file, a system certificate store, or both. The tool is installed in the \Bin folder of the Microsoft Windows
Software Development Kit ﴾SDK﴿ installation path.

MakeCert is available as part of the Windows SDK, which you can download from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=84091.

The MakeCert tool uses the following command syntax:

MakeCert [BasicOptions|ExtendedOptions] OutputFile

OutputFile is the name of the file where the certificate will be written. You can omit OutputFile if the certificate is not to be written to a file.

Options
MakeCert includes basic and extended options. Basic options are those most commonly used to create a certificate. Extended options provide
more flexibility.

The options for MakeCert are also divided into three functional groups:

Basic options specific to certificate store technology only.
Extended options specific to SPC‐file and private key technology only.
Extended options applicable to SPC‐file, private key, and certificate store technology.

Options given in the following tables can be used only with Internet Explorer 4.0 or later.

Basic
option

Description

‐a
Algorithm

Hash algorithm. Must be set to either SHA‐1 or MD5 ﴾default﴿. For information about MD5, see MD5.

‐b DateStart Date the certificate first becomes valid. The default is when the certificate is created. The format of DateStart is mm/dd/yyyy.

‐cy
CertificateTy
pes

Certificate type. CertificateTypes can be end for end‐entity, or authority for certification authority.

‐e DateEnd Date when the validity period ends. The default is the year 2039.

‐eku OID1,
OID2 …

Inserts a list of one or more comma‐separated, enhanced key usage object identifiers ﴾OIDs﴿ into the certificate. For
example, ‐eku 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2 inserts the client authentication OID. For definitions of allowable OIDs, see the Wincrypt.h
file in CryptoAPI 2.0.

‐h
NumChildre
n

Maximum height of the tree below this certificate.
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‐l PolicyLink Link to SPC agency policy information ﴾for example, a URL﴿.

‐m nMonths Duration of the validity period.

‐n "Name" Name for the publisher's certificate. This name must conform to the X.500 standard. The simplest method is to use the
"CN=MyName" format. For example: ‐n "CN=Test".

‐nscp The Netscape client authentication extension should be included.

‐pe Marks the private key as exportable.

‐r Creates a self‐signed certificate.

‐sc
SubjectCertF
ile

Certificate file name with the existing subject public key to be used.

‐sk
SubjectKey

Location of the subject's key container which holds the private key. If a key container does not exist, one is created. If
neither the ‐sk or ‐sv option is used, a default key container is created and used by default.

‐sky
SubjectKeyS
pec

Subject's key specification.
SubjectKeySpec must be one of three possible values:

Signature ﴾AT_SIGNATURE key specification﴿
Exchange ﴾AT_KEYEXCHANGE key specification﴿
An integer, such as 3

For more information, see the Note that follows this table.

‐sp
SubjectProvi
derName

CryptoAPI provider for subject. The default is the user's provider. For information about CryptoAPI providers, see the
CryptoAPI 2.0 documentation.

‐sr
SubjectCertS
toreLocation

Registry location of the subject's certificate store. SubjectCertStoreLocation must be either LocalMachine ﴾registry key
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE﴿ or CurrentUser ﴾registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER﴿. CurrentUser is the default.

‐ss
SubjectCertS
toreName

Name of the subject's certificate store where the generated certificate will be stored.

‐sv
SubjectKeyFi
le

Name of the subject's .pvk file. If neither the ‐sk or ‐sv option is used, a default key container is created and used by default.

‐sy
nSubjectProv
iderType

CryptoAPI provider type for subject. The default is PROV_RSA_FULL. For information about CryptoAPI provider types, see
the CryptoAPI 2.0 documentation.

‐#
SerialNumb
er

Serial number of the certificate. The maximum value is 2^31. The default is a value generated by the tool that is guaranteed
to be unique.

‐$
CertificateA
uthority

Type of certification authority. CertificateAuthority must be set to either commercial ﴾for certificates to be used by
commercial software publishers﴿ or individual ﴾for certificates to be used by individual software publishers﴿.

‐? Displays the basic options.

‐! Displays the extended options.

 

Note  If the ‐sky key specification option is used in Internet Explorer version 4.0 or later, the specification must match the key specification
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indicated by the private key file or private key container. If the key specification option is not used, the key specification indicated by the
private key file or private key container will be used. If there is more than one key specification in the key container, MakeCert will first
attempt to use the AT_SIGNATURE key specification. If that fails, MakeCert will try to use AT_KEYEXCHANGE. Because most users have
either an AT_SIGNATURE key or an AT_KEYEXCHANGE key, this option does not need to be used in most cases.

 
The following options are only for Software Publisher Certificate ﴾SPC﴿ files and private key technology.

SPC and private
key option

Description

‐ic IssuerCertFile Location of the issuer's certificate.

‐ik IssuerKey Location of the issuer's key container. The default is the test root key.

‐iky IssuerKeySpec Issuer's key specification, which must be one of three possible values:

Signature ﴾AT_SIGNATURE key specification﴿
Exchange ﴾AT_KEYEXCHANGE key specification﴿
An integer, such as 3

For more information, see the Note that follows this table.

‐ip
IssuerProviderName

CryptoAPI provider for issuer. The default is the user's provider. For information about CryptoAPI providers, see the
CryptoAPI 2.0 documentation.

‐iv IssuerKeyFile Issuer's private key file. The default is the test root.

‐iy
nIssuerProviderType

CryptoAPI provider type for issuer. The default is PROV_RSA_FULL. For information about CryptoAPI provider
types, see the CryptoAPI 2.0 documentation.

 

Note  If the ‐iky key specification option is used in Internet Explorer 4.0 or later, the specification must match the key specification
indicated by the private key file or private key container. If the key specification option is not used, the key specification indicated by the
private key file or private key container will be used. If there is more than one key specification in the key container, MakeCert will first
attempt to use the AT_SIGNATURE key specification. If that fails, MakeCert will try to use AT_KEYEXCHANGE. Because most users have
either an AT_SIGNATURE key or an AT_KEYEXCHANGE key, this option does not need to be used in most cases.

 
The following options are for certificate store technology only.

Certificate
store
option

Description

‐ic
IssuerCertFil
e

File that contains the issuer's certificate. MakeCert will search in the certificate store for a certificate with an exact match.

‐in
IssuerName
String

Common name of the issuer's certificate. MakeCert will search in the certificate store for a certificate whose common name
includes IssuerNameString.

‐ir
IssuerCertSt
oreLocation

Registry location of the issuer's certificate store. IssuerCertStoreLocation must be either LocalMachine ﴾registry key
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE﴿ or CurrentUser ﴾registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER﴿. CurrentUser is the default.

‐is
IssuerCertSt
oreName

Issuer's certificate store that includes the issuer's certificate and its associated private key information. If there is more than
one certificate in the store, the user must uniquely identify it by using the ‐ic or ‐in option. If the certificate in the certificate
store is not uniquely identified, MakeCert will fail.
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